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 DNA replication must occur efficiently and timely every cell cycle to protect the integrity 
of the genome.  Stalled or slowed replication forks lead to replication stress that can cause 
replication fork collapse, and potentially genome instability.  Scattered throughout the genome are 
tightly bound proteins, such as transcription factors, that are necessary for cell function and 
survival. These proteins have the potential to impede timely DNA replication.  Furthermore, 
genomic DNA is packaged around histone octamers into structures called nucleosomes that both 
compact the DNA and provide an additional layer of information and regulation termed 
epigenetics.  Thus, DNA replication is not only tasked with maintaining the integrity of the DNA 
sequence but also preserving and duplicating the epigenetic information encoded by nucleosomes. 
This task is made all the more difficult as nucleosomes are displaced from in front of the replication 
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fork and reassembled behind the fork.  Although this tightly regulated choreography removes 
nucleosomes from the path of the leading strand, nucleosomes are redeposited directly in the path 
of the lagging strand DNA polymerase δ (Pol δ), generating a potential obstacle to overcome. Also, 
because of the reverse directionality of lagging strand replication, the lagging strand must replicate 
DNA discontinuously, resulting in long stretches of single stranded DNA (ssDNA) that can fold 
into stable DNA secondary structures, such as hairpins or G-quadruplexes, that are known barriers 
to DNA synthesis. 
Successful DNA replication requires carefully regulated mechanisms to overcome these 
numerous obstacles that naturally occur throughout chromosomal DNA.  Herein, I describe work 
detailing how Pif1, a 5’ to 3’ DNA helicase, is able to remove a large variety of barriers to Pol δ 
DNA synthesis:  DNA hairpins, G-quadruplexes, nucleosomes, and the general transcription 
factors, Reb1 and Tbf1.  The activity of Pif1 is necessary for efficient DNA replication at all of 
these barriers except DNA hairpins and Tbf1, for which the DNA binding activity of the ssDNA 
binding protein RPA was sufficient.  However, my work also highlighted two potential problems 
with Pif1 stimulated DNA replication.  First, while unwinding DNA secondary structures, the 5’ 
to 3’ nature of Pif1 DNA helicase activity results in a Pif1-Pol δ head-on conflict that stimulates 
the exonuclease activity of the polymerase and results in the degradation of newly synthesized 
DNA.  I show that RPA is required to prevent this conflict by a currently unknown mechanism.  
Second, Pif1 disruption of nucleosomes could lead to re-replication of newly synthetized DNA, a 
futile activity that needs to be suppressed to prevent epigenetic loss.  However, the presence of the 
endonuclease FEN1 was able to prevent Pif1 stimulation of DNA synthesis through a nucleosome.  
FEN1 achieves this inhibition by traveling along with Pol δ through binding to the polymerase 
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processivity factor PCNA and cleaving the short 5’ tails generated during strand displacement, 
eliminating the entry point for Pif1.  This activity would protect the cell from potential epigenetic 
loss caused by Pif1 interference during lagging strand replication.  Combined, this work highlights 
a potential mechanism to overcome multiple natural barriers during DNA replication using the 









1A. DNA REPLICATION 
During each cell cycle, genomic DNA must be replicated accurately and efficiently with 
no under-replicated or re-replicated regions.  Impeded replication causes replication fork stalling 
and can lead to genomic instability in the form of mutagenesis, breakage, or chromosomal 
rearrangements (1,2).  Increased genomic instability can promote tumorigenesis (3-6).  
Consequently, cells employ many mechanisms to stabilize or restart stalled DNA replication forks, 
such as the activation of DNA damage checkpoint and the use of a variety of DNA repair pathways 
(7).  On the other hand, factors, such as DNA helicases, are important in preventing replication 
stalling through hard-to-replicate regions of the genome (8,9).  Due to the strong link between 
replication stress and tumorigenesis, it is crucial to understand how a replication fork is impeded 
and the mechanisms used to prevent stalled replication forks, thus, preventing genomic instability. 
In eukaryotes, replication originates from multiple regions in the genome called origins 
that are marked by the loading of replication initiating proteins (10).  Replication proceeds 
bidirectionally from the origin until it encounters a converging fork and replication is terminated 
(Figure 1A).    Origin activation results in the formation of a replication bubble with two replication 
forks that move in opposite directions (10,11).  The fork is carried forward by the action of the 
replicative helicase (CMG complex) that unwinds downstream duplex DNA.  DNA synthesis is 
primed by the DNA polymerase α (Pol α) that lays a track of about 8-10 nts of RNA followed by 
10-15 nts of DNA.  Leading strand synthesis is carried out by the DNA polymerase ε (Pol ε) and 
moves in the direction of the fork (Figure 1B).   On the other strand, lagging strand replication is 
performed by DNA polymerase δ (Pol δ) discontinuously in the opposite direction of the fork.    
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Because of the discontinuous nature of lagging strand replication, lagging strand 
replication is replicated through a multitude of fragment intermediates that are later joined to form 
a continuous strand (Figure 1B).  These fragments are termed Okazaki fragments and are roughly 
150-200 nts in length (12,13).  There are an estimated 100,000 Okazaki fragments in yeast S. 
cerevisiae that must be properly processed each cell cycle (14).  In  summary, the processivity 
factor PCNA is loaded on the primer laid by Pol α and acts as a scaffold to coordinate the multiple 
players involved in Okazaki fragment maturation (15,16).  Pol δ binds PCNA and extends the 
primer.  Once Pol δ reaches the downstream Okazaki fragment, it performs short strand 
displacement synthesis, creating a small flap, and idles, cycling between its polymerase and 
 
Figure 1:  The DNA replication fork comprises leading and lagging strand replication.  A)  DNA replication 
progresses from an activated origin.  Origin activation results in DNA melting and loading of replication factors. 
Replication elongation occurs bidirectionally from the origin.  Replication fork termination is achieved by 
resolving fork collision of two elongating forks.  B) While leading strand DNA synthesis occurs continuously and 
co-directional with the helicase movement, lagging strand replication occurs discontinuously in the opposite 
direction.  Coordination between Pol δ and FEN1 promotes iterative nucleolytic digestion of short DNA flaps, 
termed nick translation.  After multiple rounds of nick translation, DNA Ligase I binds PCNA and seals the nick 




exonuclease activities to remain at the nick (15,17).  By binding PCNA, the endonuclease FEN1 
travels with Pol δ and cleaves the small flaps generated by Pol δ (12,14).  Iterative steps of short 
strand displacement and cleavage is termed nick translation.  Interestingly, Pol δ is more efficient 
at strand displacing RNA-DNA duplexes and this can result in larger cleavage products during 
nick translation (18).  Nevertheless, nick translation primarily travels in steps of 1-2 nts to remove 
the mutagenic RNA primer.  DNA Ligase I then binds PCNA and seals the nick between the two 
Okazaki fragments (12).    
Though nick translation is the predominant pathway utilized in Okazaki fragment 
maturation, long flaps occasionally form that can activate the DNA damage response if not 
processed (19).  Flaps longer than 20nt are coated by RPA and inhibit FEN1 activity (20), 
necessitating the action of a second endonuclease Dna2 to restore nick translation and ligation.  
Unlike FEN1, Dna2 is stimulated by RPA and cleaves the long flap to a 5-7nt long flap that is once 
again a substrate for FEN1 (21-23).  Yeast cells lacking Dna2 are not viable; however, viability 
can be restored by codeletion of Pif1 (24) or slowing the fork via HU treatment (19) or deletion of 
the nonessential Pol32 subunit of Pol δ (18).  These genetic findings are also supported by 
biochemical evidence.   FEN1 cleavage assays performed in the context of DNA synthesis revealed 
that Pif1 is able to lengthen short flaps, but that these long flaps only become inhibitory to FEN1 
cleavage in the presence of RPA (20,25).  Furthermore, assays reconstituting Okazaki fragment 
maturation revealed that Pif1 generated RPA coated flaps that inhibit FEN1 also prevent ligation, 
but the addition of Dna2 is able to restore ligation (25).  These findings highlight the potential 
consequences of the helicase activity of Pif1 at Okazaki fragments in lengthening long flaps, yet 
the potential benefits of Pif1 during lagging strand replication have received limited attention in 
the field.  Pif1 activity may be required during lagging strand replication through loci that are 
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difficult to replicate because of tightly bound proteins or stable DNA secondary structures.  Thus, 
studying how lagging strand replication deals with these regions and whether the activity of Pif1 
is required is the focus of the studies presented in this dissertation.  
1A.1. DNA SECONDARY STRUCTURAL BLOCKS 
Though most genomic DNA is double stranded DNA in a B-form configuration, DNA has 
the ability and propensity to form a variety of structures.  Many processes active on DNA require 
the creation of long stretches of ssDNA, providing the opportunity for DNA secondary structures 
to form (Figure 2).  In addition, motor proteins such as the RNA Polymerase (RNAP) can create 
additional helical torsion upstream of the transcription bubble and loss of torsion behind the bubble 
(26) (Figure 2A).  The upstream effect can result in tightly wound Z-form DNA that must be 
alleviated by topoisomerases (26); while downstream loosely wound DNA creates destabilizing 
stress that can result in ssDNA loops that are susceptible to forming DNA secondary structures or 
hybridizing to the complimentary nascent RNA, forming a mutagenic R-loop (27).  
Furthermore, lagging strand replication and some DNA repair processes, such as break 
induced replication (BIR), impose the creation of long stretches of ssDNA (Figure 2B and C).  In 
a cell, ssDNA is coated by the ssDNA binding protein, RPA, that protects ssDNA from nucleases 
and prevents formation of stable DNA secondary structures.  Nevertheless, certain ssDNA 
sequences are still able to form, such as hairpins and G-quadruplexes (G4s) in vivo (27,28).  Once 
formed these sequences could become obstacles to DNA replication and repair.  Indeed, much 
work has highlighted the effect of G4s in vivo both in the nuclear (29-36) and mitochondrial 
genome (37-39).  While these works have highlighted the ability of G4 forming sequences to stall 
a replication fork in vivo, the biochemical understanding of how G4s block DNA synthesis in vitro 
had not been characterized.  Furthermore, despite the obstructive effect of G4s shown in vivo where 
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RPA is abundant, others have shown that RPA is sufficient to melt specific G4s (40,41).  As G4s 
are known to form an array of structures (parallel vs. anti-parallel with 3 or 4 G-stacks), it is 
possible that the structure of the G4 affects both the strength of a G4 obstacle and the ability of 
RPA to melt the G4.  Chapter 3 attempts to focus in on the site of G4 stalling to provide a better 
understanding of how G4s are blocking replication in vivo (Chapter 3) and in vitro (Chapter 4).  
Chapter 4 also seeks to find the limitations of RPA’s ability to melt G4s in the context of DNA 
synthesis.  
1A.2.  PROTEIN BARRIERS 
Genomic DNA is bound by many proteins necessary for the myriad of processes of DNA 
metabolism, such as DNA polymerases, DNA helicases, RNA polymerases, nucleases, and 
 
Figure 2:  DNA secondary structures can form during many processes of DNA metabolism.  (A) During 
transcription, the RNA polymerase (RNAP) causes torsional stress that produces tightly wound Z-DNA 
downstream and loosely wound DNA upstream of the moving transcription bubble.  R-loops and other secondary 
structures such as G-quadruplexes (G4s) can form in the loosely wound DNA trailing RNAP transcription.  (B) 
Lagging strand replication necessitates long stretches of ssDNA that can form secondary structures such as G4s 
and hairpins.  Generation of long flaps during Okazaki fragment maturation can also form fold structures that 
               




transcription factors.  As these proteins are bound during S phase, they are potential barriers to 
DNA replication, with some of them belonging to a programmed system of DNA replication 
control and others potentially becoming unprogrammed obstacles that need to be dealt with.  For 
example, the FOB1 protein specifically binds to the TER sites in rDNA gene repeats and prevents 
head-on collisions between the RNA polymerase (RNAP) and the DNA replisome by only 
blocking the DNA replication fork moving in the opposite direction of transcription (42).  In 
addition, transcription factors bind specific sequences of DNA and guide the recruitment of the 
RNA polymerase (RNAP) machinery.  As transcription occurs simultaneously with DNA 
replication, these proteins may impede DNA replication.  Indeed, genome wide analysis of 
Okazaki fragment junctions found that these junctions correlate to transcription factor binding 
sites, specifically Abf1, Rap1, and Reb1 (13).  This work agrees with biochemical work done in 
our lab showing that Rap1 is a strong block to DNA synthesis by Pol δ and replication through a 
Rap1 block requires the DNA helicase Pif1 (43).   However, the genome wide analysis identified 
three transcription factors that accounted for the majority of the correlation.  This begs the 
question: are other transcription factors less of a block to DNA synthesis by Pol δ and what 
characteristics of a protein contribute to its ability to block DNA replication? These questions are 
addressed in Chapter 5B.   
In order to package the large amount of genomic DNA in a nucleus, ~147nts of DNA is 
wrapped around a histone octamer and compacted into nucleosomes (44).  Not only are 
nucleosomes important for compaction, but they also play a regulatory role: governing the 
accessibility of DNA and maintaining important epigenetic markers (45).  This level of packing 
regulates the accessibility of DNA by other proteins (46,47).  For example, many genes found in 
heterochromatin (densely packed nucleosomes) are silenced because of the inaccessibility of the 
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DNA.  Nucleosome positioning is mediated by post-translation modifications of the histone tails 
of the nucleosomes (48).  These global modifications are termed epigenetics and represent a second 
layer of inherited coding that is crucial to the health of the cell.   
Though epigenetic maintenance is crucial, nucleosomes must be dynamic to allow 
replication and repair to occur (49-51).  Thus, during DNA replication, nucleosomes are removed 
from in front of the replication fork and, through a highly regulated choreography, are redeposited 
behind the fork randomly distributed over the two new daughter strands (45,52-56).  However, 
because lagging strand replication occurs in the opposite direction of the fork, nucleosomes are 
redeposited in front of Pol δ.  It has been suggested that nucleosomes limit the level of nick 
translation into the downstream fragment because Okazaki fragments are ~150-200 nts long.  This 
idea was further supported by genome wide data that showed a correlation between nucleosome 
positions and Okazaki fragment junctions (13).  While this strategy would prevent excessive re-
replication of DNA, it is not known to what extent nucleosomes are a block to Pol δ. Additionally, 
it has yet to be established whether there is a difference in the blocking power of a nucleosome 
when Pif1 participates in Okazaki fragment processing.  These questions will be discussed in 
Chapter 5C-D. 
1B. PIF1-FAMILY OF DNA HELICASES 
While the replisome comprises a replicative helicase, it is not sufficient to replicate through 
hard-to-replicate areas.  For these regions, accessory DNA helicases are necessary (8).  In E.coli, 
Rep and UvrD are important in facilitating DNA replication through nucleoprotein complexes: 
loss of either Rep or UvrD results in stalling of the replication fork at sites of nucleoprotein 
complexes (57).  In eukaryotes, one class of accessory helicases that has been shown to have a role 
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in facilitating progression of DNA replication at multiple DNA sites is the Pif1-family of DNA 
helicases. S. cerevisiae Pif1 is the founding member of this class of helicases and it belongs to the 
Super Family 1B (SF1B) helicase family.  This family is composed of 5’ to 3’ DNA helicases with 
a conserved helicase domain and divergent N- and C- termini (Figure 3).  Contained within the 
helicase domain are the seven SF1 specific motifs (I, Ia, II-VI) and between motifs IV and V are 
three additional motifs (A, B, and C) unique to RecD and Pif1 family members.  The Pif1 family 
members also contain a conserved Pif1 signature sequence that is found exclusively in Pif1 family 
members that is necessary for its function in vivo and in vitro (58,59).   
Pif1 is conserved from bacteria to humans, and most eukaryotic species contain a single 
Pif1 homolog, such as humans (hPif1) and S. pombe (spPfh1).  Uniquely, S. cerevisiae yeast 
 
Figure 3: Domain structure is shared by Pif1 family members.  A) Domain structure of scPif1, scRrm3, spPfh1, 
and hPif1:  divergent N-terminus (blue) and C-terminus (red) and homologous helicase domain (white) with the 11 
motifs (orange) found in Pif1 family members.  B)  Sequence identity matrix comparing scPif1, scRrm3, spPfh1, and 
hPif1 full length (orange) or helicase domain (purple) sequences.   
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contains two homologs: scPif1 and scRrm3.  Due to the difficulty in purifying most Pif1 family 
members, including scRrm3 and hPif1, scPif1 is the most well studied member and the focus of 
the sections 1B.1 and 1B.2.  However, work on hPif1, scRrm3, and spPfh1 has revealed that these 
homologs share similar cellular roles and biochemical activities with scPif1 (58-63).  These 
similarities are expounded upon in section 1B.3-5.   
1B.1:  CELLULAR ROLES OF PIF1 
Pif1 localizes to both the mitochondria and the nucleus and is involved in both nuclear and 
mitochondrial replication (Figure 4).  Localization is dependent on the start codon used during 
Pif1 translation.  Translation from the first start codon adds a 46 amino acid (aa) mitochondrial 
targeting signal to Pif1 that is cleaved upon transport into the mitochondria (64).  While translation 
from the second start codon (40th aa) results in localization to the nucleus (65).  Pif1 was first 
discovered for its role in the maintenance of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) (64), and later 
“rediscovered” for its role in telomere regulation and maintenance (65).  Since then Pif1 has been 
found to play many diverse roles in the cellular dynamics of DNA.   
Mitochondrial DNA is replicated by the replicative polymerase Mip1 in the DNA 
polymerase γ family.  While mitochondrial DNA replication is not completely understood, it 
appears that it occurs through a circular intermediate.  Unlike the human mitochondrial genome, 
yeast is unique as circular genomes are primarily found in buds while the genome primarily exists 
as concatemers of linear tandem arrays of the genome in the mother cells (66).  Nevertheless, Mip1 
and hPol γ seem to behave similarly; indeed hPol γ is able to compliment the loss of Mip1 and 
replicate yeast mtDNA to an extent similar to wild type yeast (67).  S. cerevisiae is also unique in 
its ability to survive without oxidative phosphorylation given they are grown on a fermentable 
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carbon source.  Yeast lacking mitochondria and grown on a limited supply of a fermentable carbon 
source have a “petite” phenotype, as they are smaller than wild type yeast (66).  Pif1 (petite 
integration frequency 1) was first discovered in a screen for mutations that result in petite 
phenotypes (cells with large deletions or complete loss of mtDNA) (64,68,69) (Figure 3A).  Since 
then Pif1 has been implicated in a myriad of roles in mtDNA metabolism.   Pif1 interacts directly 
with mtDNA (70) and likely plays direct roles in mtDNA replication, as it is able to stimulate 
mtDNA replication in vivo (71).  Furthermore, Pif1 is involved in recombination (64,72) and DNA 
damage protection or repair (71), and Pif1 stimulates DNA replication under EtBr stress conditions 
(71).  Oxidative damage to mtDNA is removed by base excision repair (BER) where the damaged 
base is removed and repaired through an abasic site intermediate, a process dependent on Ntg1.  
Interestingly, the additional mutation of Ntg1 in a Pif1 null background resulted in an enhanced 
rate of spontaneous petite mutant formation, suggesting that Pif1 plays a role in establishing 
resistance to oxidative DNA damage (68).  To gain insight into the direct roles Pif1 plays during 
mtDNA replication, Chapter 4 investigated the impact of Pif1 in stimulating Mip1 DNA synthesis 
through a G4 barrier.  As mtDNA is predicted to be more densely packed with G4-forming 
sequences (37), this work highlighted the necessity of Pif1 in stimulating DNA synthesis through 
a potentially common replication barrier found in the mitochondrial genome.    
In the nucleus, Pif1 is involved in many diverse pathways in DNA metabolism.  Once such 
area is in facilitating DNA replication.  As discussed earlier, Pif1 plays a role in initiating long 
flap extension during Okazaki fragment maturation (18-20,24,25) (Figure 4B).  Furthermore, Pif1 
is important in maintaining the replication fork barrier (RFB) at rDNA repeats in the genome (73) 
and plays a backup role to Rrm3 to aid replication through tRNA genes (74,75) (Figure 4C).    
Interestingly, Pif1 also facilitates replication across G4-forming sequences in the genome (31,76) 
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(Figure 4C).  This finding is supported by biochemical evidence showing Pif1 is able to unwind 
G4s in vitro (77-80).  However, evidence directly monitoring Pif1’s ability to stimulate DNA 
replication through a G4 was lacking.  Thus, Chapter 3 seeks to expand upon the current knowledge 
by zooming into a single G4 and monitoring the impact Pif1 has on DNA replication through the 
G4 both in vivo (Chapter 3) and in vitro (Chapter 4).  
Pif1 also functions at telomeres, where it modulates the activity of telomerase, the reverse 
transcriptase responsible for extending the ends of linear chromosomes (Figure 4D).  Yeast cells 
           
Figure 4: Pif1 plays multiple of roles in DNA metabolism.  A)  Pif1 is also localized to the mitochondrial is 
crucial for mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) retention and plays a role in both mtDNA replication, recombination, 
and repair.  B) Pif1 promotes bubble migration during break induced replication (BIR) and initiates long flap 
formation during Okazaki fragment maturation.  During both BIR and Okazaki fragment maturation, Pol δ may 
encounter a protein block.  Pif1 possibly plays a role in removing blocks from the path of Pol δ in both of these 
pathways.  C) Pif1 promotes the replication fork barrier (RFB) at rRNA genes and promotes replication through 
G-quadruplexes (G4s).  Pif1 also plays a backup role to Rrm3 to promote replication through tRNA genes.  D) 
Pif1 directly inhibits telomerase by removing it from telomeres (particularly long telomeres) and double strand 




lacking nuclear Pif1 have longer telomeres.  Biochemical studies have shown that Pif1 can remove 
telomerase from telomeres in a manner dependent on Pif1’s helicase activity (81).  Two targets 
have been suggested for how Pif1 removes telomerase:  by unwinding the TLC1 RNA component 
of the telomerase from ssDNA telomeres or by removing the Est2 protein subunit of the 
telomerase.  As Pif1 preferentially unwinds RNA:DNA hybrids compared to dsDNA (82-84) and 
Pif1 is known to remove proteins from DNA (43,85-87) and interacts with Est2 (88), both 
mechanisms are possible and not mutually exclusive.  Interestingly, Pif1 preferentially acts at long 
telomeres; thus, allowing telomerase to preferentially lengthen short telomeres (89).  Pif1 also acts 
at double stranded breaks (DSB) to remove telomerase and prevent de novo addition of telomere 
repeats at DSBs (89).  The lack of pif1 causes a 1,000-fold increase in telomere additions to DSBs 
compared to wild type yeast (90).  This activity is dependent of Rad53-mediated phosphorylation 
of the C-terminus of Pif1, which only affects Pif1’s activity at DSBs and not telomeres (91).   
Pif1 plays an additional role in DNA repair, specifically in break induced repair (BIR) 
(Figure 4B).  BIR is a form of homologous recombination that is dependent on both Pol32 and 
Pif1 and occurs at sites of breakage with only one side of a DSB, such as at broken forks or 
uncapped telomeres (92-95).  BIR is initiated via the Rad52-mediated invasion of a resected 3’ 
end of the break into a homologous site in the genome and proceeds by bubble migration for many 
kilobases, often even to the end to the chromosome.  BIR is highly mutagenic (96), likely due to 
the delayed replication of the complementary strand and, thus, the persistence of long ssDNA (94) 
(Figure 2C).  In addition to regulating Pif1’s role in inhibiting telomerase at DSB, Rad53-mediated 
phosphorylation of Pif1’s C-terminus regulates Pif1’s role in BIR (97).  While BIR is initiated well 
without Pif1, Pif1 is important for Pol δ recruitment and for stimulating DNA synthesis via bubble 
migration (93,94).  Similar to DNA replication, BIR must also occur in the context of nucleosomes, 
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transcription factors, and other hard-to-replicate regions.  Given the many roles of Pif1 in aiding 
DNA synthesis through hard-to-replicate regions of the genome, it is possible one of Pif1’s roles 
in BIR is to stimulate DNA synthesis and bubble migration through these barriers.  Thus, studying 
Pif1’s ability to stimulate DNA synthesis through specific barriers in vitro would aid understanding 
of the role Pif1 plays not only during DNA replication but also in other DNA repair pathways.   
1B.2. BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF PIF1 
Because of the many diverse roles of Pif1 in the cell, the study of how Pif1 interacts with 
nucleic acids and how it performs its enzymatic activities, such as DNA unwinding, is important 
for our understanding of how this class of enzymes works in the cell.  Comparing activities shared 
by both scPif1 and spPfh1 has revealed that many of these characteristics are likely general 
properties of Pif1 family members. 
scPif1 is a low processivity and ATP-dependent DNA translocase with a step size of 1nt 
and an average processivity of 10 nts (85,86).  While scPif1 is a monomer in solution, binding to 
ssDNA promotes dimerization (98).   While both monomeric and dimeric scPif1 are able to unwind 
dsDNA, dimerization appears to increase the efficiency of unwinding (85,86,99); yet, even dimers 
have limited DNA unwinding activity that results in only short stretches of DNA opening.   
However, in the cell Pif1 promotes extensive strand displacement DNA synthesis by Pol δ during 
processes such as Okazaki fragment maturation and BIR.   These observations point to a potential 
coupling between DNA unwinding and DNA synthesis.  Chapter 2 seeks to address these 
mechanistic questions and highlights the contribution of DNA synthesis in promoting DNA 
unwinding by Pif1.   
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As a 5’ to 3’ helicase, Pif1 requires a 5’ ssDNA flap to bind; however, the presence of an 
additional 3’ flap (forming a forked substrate) enhances Pif1 unwinding activity (82,86,99).  
Furthermore, Pif1 preferentially unwinds RNA:DNA heteroduplexes with a DNA loading strand 
(82-84) and G4s (77-80) over duplex DNA.  At the level of individual enzyme molecules, Pif1 
displays a “patrolling” activity, in which Pif1 bound to a 3’ss-dsDNA junction can repetitively 
translocate on the ssDNA, by reeling in the ssDNA without detaching from the 3’ss-dsDNA 
junction (78).  This patrolling activity is sufficient to unwind RNA:DNA duplexes and G4s, but 
not dsDNA (78). 
As a translocase, Pif1 is able to displace both streptavidin (85,86) and E. coli SSB (87) 
from ssDNA.  Furthermore, coupling the DNA unwinding activity of Pif1 to DNA synthesis on 
the non-translocating strand leads to not only stimulation of DNA replication (43,99) but also to 
the removal of replication barriers imposed by proteins tightly bound to the DNA, such as Rap1 
(43), a highly abundant protein in the cell involved in regulating transcription and forming 
nucleoprotein complexes at telomeres (100).  
1B.3. S. CEREVISIAE RRM3 
Rrm3 appears to act at similar sites as Pif1, but often with opposing actions.   While Pif1 
acts in a site directed manner, Rrm3 likely travels with the replisome to promote efficient 
replication, as loss of Rrm3 leads to delayed replication (101).  In addition, Rrm3 is necessary to 
prevent stalling and breaks at about 1400 Rrm3-sensitive sites in the genome, including rDNA, 
tRNA genes, and inactive replication origins (102).  While Pif1 directly inhibits telomerase at long 
telomeres, Rrm3 promotes replication through telomeres and loss of Rrm3 results in pausing and 
slow-moving replication forks through telomeres (103). 
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1B.4. S. POMBE PIF1 HOMOLOG, PFH1 
Unlike scPif1, Rrm3, and hPif1, Pfh1 is an essential protein (104,105).  However, it shares 
roles similar to both scPif1 and Rrm3.  Pfh1 is localized to both the mitochondria and nucleus and 
is crucial for mitochondrial and nuclear replication (61).  Loss of mitochondrial localization of 
Pfh1 results in rapid loss of mtDNA (61) and loss of nuclear Pfh1 results in G2 arrest (61,104).  
During DNA replication, Pfh1 travels with the replisome (106) and promotes replication through 
hard-to-replicate areas, such as rDNA genes, tRNA genes, the mating type locus, genes highly 
transcribed by RNAP II (60), telomeres (106), and G4 forming sequences (62,63).  Interestingly, 
loss of Pfh1 resulted in slightly shorter telomeres (105) and overexpression of Pfh1 caused 
extended telomeres (107), suggesting that unlike Pif1 and similar to Rrm3, Pfh1 is a positive 
regulator of telomere length and replication.  Biochemically, Pfh1 is similar to scPif1.  Pfh1 
preferentially unwinds forked substrates, but with limited strand displacement activity (108) and 
can unwind G4s in vitro (62). 
1B.5. HUMAN PIF1 
Similar to Pif1, hPif1 localizes to both the mitochondria and nucleus.  However, while Pif1 
isoforms are based on translation of the first or second start codon, hPif1 isoforms arise from 
alternative splicing (109).  hPif1 can also unwind G4s (110) and both duplex DNA and RNA-DNA 
hybrids (111).  hPif1 is able to directly inhibit telomerase in vitro (111), though the effect of hPif1 
on telomere length is debated as one lab shows shortening of telomeres when hPif1 is over 
expressed (111) and two labs report no effect (109,112).  hPif1 is also involved in DNA replication, 
as knock down of Pif1 causes cell cycle delay (109,113).  Furthermore, in untransformed cells, 
knock down of Pif1 results in slower elongation rate, and this effect is exacerbated in cells 
expressing oncogenes (113).  Though hPif1 is nonessential in untransformed cells, tumor cells rely 
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on Pif1 for survival (114).  Thus, therapeutically targeting Pif1 is a potential strategy to selectively 
target cancer cells.  Due to the homology between hPif1 and scPif1, characterization of Pif1 during 
DNA replication may lead to a better understanding of hPif1 and its role in promoting cancer cell 
survival.   
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Pif1 family members are involved in many aspects of DNA synthesis, such as stimulating 
replication through hard-to-replicate regions, stimulating break induced replication, and initiating 
long flap formation during Okazaki fragment processing.  Thus, in the following paper, the 
unwinding mechanism of the Pif1 family members, scPif1 and spPfh1, was studied using single 
molecule FRET (smFRET).  Analyzing the unwinding behavior of Pif1 and Pfh1 on a single DNA 
molecule revealed the presence of two classes of behavior that display different unwinding 
mechanisms.  The majority of Pif1 and Pfh1 molecules repetitively opened short stretches of DNA. 
Less frequently, a second behavior was seen in which the helicase seemed to be primed for 
extended DNA opening that results in long stretches of DNA unwinding.  This finding suggested 
that the prominent unwinding mechanism used by Pif1 family members is likely limited to opening 
short stretches of DNA.  However, in a cell, Pif1 is able to stimulate DNA synthesis over many 
kilobases of DNA.   Because Pif1’s DNA unwinding activity is limited by rewinding or annealing 
of the unwound DNA, it is possible that in a cell DNA synthesis by Pol δ fills the gap trailing Pif1 
unwinding, preventing reannealing of DNA and promoting productive opening of DNA by Pif1 
through iterative unwinding of short stretches of DNA.  Thus, we also tested the impact of coupling 
DNA synthesis to Pif1 DNA unwinding using primer extension assays.   
My contribution to this work focused on the primer extension assays used to test the effect 
of coupling DNA synthesis with Pif1 DNA unwinding.  I performed primer extension assays using 
the exonuclease deficient mutant of Pol δ (Pol δDV) in the absence of PCNA on a DNA substrate 
that contains a downstream duplex region and a 5’ flap.  Without PCNA, Pol δDV performs limited 
DNA synthesis.  Because the smFRET experiments identified only a small population of Pif1 or 
Pfh1 primed for long range unwinding, if long range unwinding was the sole mechanism used 
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during DNA replication, it would be expected Pif1 and Pfh1 would only slightly stimulate DNA 
synthesis.  However, both Pif1 and Pfh1 greatly stimulated DNA synthesis by Pol δDV and 
promoted full length product formation through both a short (30 bp) and long (80 bp) duplex 
region.  This finding supports a model in which coupling DNA synthesis to unwinding limits the 
degree of reannealing of the unwound DNA and, thus, promotes long distance unwinding achieved 
through the iterative opening of short stretches of DNA by Pif1 family members.   
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Members of the Pif1 family of helicases function in multiple pathways
that involve DNA synthesis: DNA replication across G-quadruplexes;
break-induced replication; and processing of long flaps during
Okazaki fragment maturation. Furthermore, Pif1 increases strand-
displacement DNA synthesis by DNA polymerase δ and allows DNA
replication across arrays of proteins tightly bound to DNA. This is a
surprising feat since DNA rewinding or annealing activities limit the
amount of single-stranded DNA product that Pif1 can generate,
leading to an apparently poorly processive helicase. In this work,
using single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer approaches,
we show that 2 members of the Pif1 family of helicases, Pif1 from
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Pfh1 from Schizosaccharomyces
pombe, unwind double-stranded DNA by a branched mechanism
with 2 modes of activity. In the dominant mode, only short
stretches of DNA can be processively and repetitively opened, with
reclosure of the DNA occurring by mechanisms other than strand-
switching. In the other less frequent mode, longer stretches of
DNA are unwound via a path that is separate from the one leading
to repetitive unwinding. Analysis of the kinetic partitioning be-
tween the 2 different modes suggests that the branching point
in the mechanism is established by conformational selection, con-
trolled by the interaction of the helicase with the 3′ nontranslocating
strand. The data suggest that the dominant and repetitive mode
of DNA opening of the helicase can be used to allow efficient DNA
replication, with DNA synthesis on the nontranslocating strand
rectifying the DNA unwinding activity.
single molecule | DNA unwinding | helicase | DNA replication
Growing experimental evidence indicates that multiple heli-cases/translocases display a peculiar behavior in which a
single motor protein molecule can repetitively translocate on
nucleic acid (1–6) or unwind double-stranded DNA (7–11) and
G-quadruplex structures (6, 12–14). How this repetitive enzy-
matic activity is used for function remains unclear, but it may be
linked to the specific pathway in which these helicases operate,
the nature of the substrate itself, and the directionality of un-
winding. Repetitive unwinding activity may be of particular sig-
nificance for 5′-3′ helicases, such as those of the SF1B Pif1 family
(15, 16), whose activity may be coupled to DNA replication. Pif1
from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the best studied of this class of
helicases and its founding member, displaces telomerase from
telomeric ends (17–22), facilitates DNA replication at G-
quadruplex–forming sequences during lagging strand DNA syn-
thesis (23–26), cooperates with Dna2 helicase/nuclease in long
flap processing during Okazaki fragment maturation (27–31),
and functions with DNA polymerase δ during break-induced
DNA replication (32–35). Similarly, Pfh1, the Pif1 homolog
in Schizosaccharomyces pombe, functions in many of the same
pathways and has biochemical activities similar to Pif1 (36–42).
Single-molecule experiments showed that Pif1 can repetitively
reel in single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) or unwind G-quadruplex
substrates (6, 12, 43). Repetitive unwinding of G-quadruplexes
has been proposed to be a means to keep the formation of these
structures under check (6). Also, once stable G-quadruplexes are
formed, these can pose a significant obstacle to DNA replication,
and the unwinding activity of Pif1 or Pfh1 is needed to allow
significant DNA synthesis (44). Intramolecular G-quadruplexes
are compact secondary structures held by a well-defined number
of Hoogsteen base pairs, and limited unwinding by the helicase
may be sufficient to lead to their full opening. However, the
situation can be different for double-stranded DNA (dsDNA),
where, depending on the length of the duplex region, repetitive
helicase activity may not lead to full unwinding of the substrate.
Indeed, the intrinsic dsDNA unwinding activity of Pif1 is counter-
acted by DNA rewinding or annealing activities (45, 46) that limit
the amount of ssDNA product generated and lead to an appar-
ently poor helicase. Moreover, under applied force, Pif1 displays a
complex unwinding mechanism in which dsDNA unwinding is
counteracted by either the helicase sliding back on the substrate or
strand-switching and translocating back (47). In the absence of
applied force, it remains unclear how these different activities
contribute to the dsDNA unwinding mechanism of Pif1. In light of
all these activities that compete with dsDNA unwinding, it is
surprising that, when coupled to DNA replication, the helicase
activity of Pif1 is enough to lead to kilobases of DNA synthesis and
displacement of proteins tightly bound to dsDNA (32, 33, 48). It is
possible that DNA synthesis on the nontranslocating strand may
be a means to suppress DNA rewinding by Pif1, favoring efficient
unwinding and removal of protein blocks (45, 48). In this scenario,
one may expect that, when coupled to DNA synthesis, Pif1 does
not need to operate as a processive helicase that can open large
amounts of DNA. Rather, efficient and processive opening of
short stretches of DNA is all that this class of helicases may need
to achieve to allow synthesis on the 3′ nontranslocating strand to
proceed efficiently. If this were the case, one would expect the
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DNA unwinding mechanism of these helicases to be dominated by
this latter mode of unwinding, rather than by processive unwinding
in sensu stricto. In this work, we set out to test this possibility and
used single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET)
approaches to study in real time the unwinding mechanism of
S. cerevisiae Pif1 and S. pombe Pfh1.
Results
Individual Molecules of Pfh1 Exhibit Repetitive Attempts of Partial
dsDNA Unwinding, Composed of Multiple ATP-Dependent Steps. In
ensemble experiments, ATPase active full-length Pfh1 helicase
from S. pombe has limited intrinsic dsDNA unwinding activity in
the absence of a trap to prevent reannealing of the unwound
strands (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). This behavior is similar to the one
reported for Pif1 (45, 46) and is consistent with a rewinding
activity counteracting unwinding (45). In order to study the in-
terplay between these 2 activities in real time, based on our
previous ensemble work (45) we designed smFRET experiments
using DNA substrates labeled with donor-acceptor couples at
different positions (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). The substrates contain
a short biotin-labeled 18-bp dsDNA handle for attachment to a
pegylated surface via a biotin-neutravidin-biotin sandwich, a
30-bp dsDNA region to be unwound, a 5′ oligo-dT10 tail as an entry
point for the helicase, and variations in the 3′-tail (Fig. 1A). In
the experiments, Pfh1 is loaded onto surface immobilized DNAs,
and excess enzyme is removed by extensive washing. Upon ad-
dition of ATP, but not its nonhydrolyzable analogs ATPγS or
AMP-PNP, the Cy3 and Cy5 intensities show clear anticorrelated
changes and the corresponding FRET signal transitions between
high and low values, consistent with Pfh1 opening the dsDNA
without full unwinding (Fig. 1B). Indeed, at 10 μM ATP with this
DNA substrate that contains a 3′-dT22 tail only 7% of the DNA
molecules show evidence of unwinding (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A),
while the majority undergo a series of repetitive transitions be-
fore Pfh1 dissociates or the fluorophores photobleach. This be-
havior does not arise from additional Pfh1 molecules bound to
the 22-nucleotide (nt)-long 3′-tail, as shown in experiments
where the 3′-tail is substituted with either a 21-bp duplex region
or a 3′-dT2 tail (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 C and D). Furthermore,
immobilization of Pfh1 on the surface reveals that the observed
ATP-dependent FRET transitions originate from a Pfh1 mono-
mer (SI Appendix, Fig. S3E). Importantly, ATP-dependent FRET
Fig. 1. Individual Pfh1 molecules display repetitive attempts of partial dsDNA unwinding. (A) Schematic of the smFRET experiment with D-A at the
junction. (B) Representative anticorrelated changes in Cy3 and Cy5 intensities and corresponding FRET changes after starting the reaction with addition of
ATP. For clarity, a 15-point moving average is overlaid with the raw data. (C and D) Distribution of FRET states visited during repetitive unwinding of the
substrate with D-A at the junction in A or 20 bp apart in D. Solid lines are the fits to a Gaussian distribution. The white line indicates the distribution of
FRET values before addition of ATP. (E ) ATP dependence of the difference in mean FRET values of the closed and open states. (F–I) Distribution of the
times spent in the different states during the repetitive cycle for the substrate with D-A at the junction and 10 μM ATP. The lines are fits to either a single
exponential function or a gamma function with 2 equal rates. (J) Minimal kinetic model that combines the information from each step during the re-
petitive cycle of partial unwinding.

















































transitions, from low to high, are observed also with a DNA
substrate in which Cy5 is positioned 20 bp into the duplex region
(SI Appendix, Fig. S3B), confirming that the dsDNA is being
partially unwound. Analyses of experiments with Cy3 and Cy5
placed at different positions within the substrate or only Cy3 po-
sitioned 20 bp into the duplex strongly suggest that the processive
and repetitive unwinding is limited to short stretches of dsDNA
(<20 bp) (SI Appendix, Fig. S4) and that this is a property that origi-
nates from the helicase core of the enzyme (SI Appendix, Fig. S5).
Repetitive unwinding/translocation activity on DNA, monitored
by FRET and/or protein-induced fluorescence enhancement
changes, has been reported for multiple helicases/translocases (1,
3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 13, 14, 49), including Pif1 (6, 12, 43, 47). The re-
petitive cycling behavior has been shown to be ATP dependent, as
expected for a phenomenon driven by a motor protein; however,
how ATP affects the multiple steps within the cycle has not been
extensively characterized. To this end, we note that, during the
repetitive cycles of partial DNA unwinding, the system appears to
spend most of its time in 4 states: 2 well-defined states associated
with high and low transfer efficiency and 2 transitions (from high
to low and from low to high FRET) that connect these states. We
identify these states by clustering the data based on their Euclid-
ean distance, and, for each molecule, we estimate the transfer
efficiency of the closed and open states, the dwell time in these 2
states, and the duration of the unwinding or rewinding transitions
(SI Appendix, Fig. S6).
For the DNA construct with the donor-acceptor (D-A) pair at
the junction, analysis of 225 molecules and ∼4,900 transitions
shows that at 10 μM ATP the system transitions from a closed
state with mean transfer efficiency (E = 0.77 ± 0.09) to an open
state with a lower mean transfer efficiency (E = 0.4 ± 0.1) (Fig.
1C). Importantly, the system transitions from the open state back
to a closed state that is the same as the Pfh1-DNA complex
before addition of ATP (E = 0.78 ± 0.08), indicating that the
entire dsDNA region that was opened has been reclosed. The
same is true when the donor and acceptor are 20 bp apart (Fig.
1D). Moreover, independent of whether FRET is monitored
with the acceptor at the junction or at 20 bp into the dsDNA, the
difference in the average FRET value between the closed and
open states does not change as a function of ATP concentration
(Fig. 1E), indicating that on average the system opens the same
number of base pairs before returning to its original closed state.
The times spent in the closed and open states are exponen-
tially distributed (Fig. 1 F and G, and SI Appendix, Fig. S7 A and
B), indicating that the system escapes from a single state, with no
evidence of hidden intermediates. In contrast to the times spent
in the closed and open states, the times of unwinding are not
exponentially distributed. Rather, a gamma function with 2 steps
of equal rate is sufficient to describe the distribution of the un-
winding times (Fig. 1H and SI Appendix, Fig. S7C), independent
of the position of the donor-acceptor couple. Such a distribution
of times is indicative of the presence of an intermediate unwound
state that precedes formation of the open complex. Similarly, the
rewinding times do not appear to follow an exponential distribu-
tion (Fig. 1I and SI Appendix, Fig. S7D), suggesting the presence
of a hidden intermediate. However, these events approach the
time resolution of recording (30 Hz), and their number may be
underestimated. Thus, assuming that the events in the first 2 time
bins are within the time resolution limit of the measurement, the
distribution of the rewinding times was fitted to an exponential
function. The calculated rewinding rates show little ATP depen-
dence (SI Appendix, Fig. S7H), suggesting that either the rewinding
step is ATP independent or, if there is an ATP dependence, it
must occur at lower ATP concentrations. Combining the infor-
mation from analysis of the ATP dependence of each individual
phase during the cycle of opening attempts (SI Appendix, Fig.
S7 E–G) leads to the minimal kinetic model depicted in Fig. 1J.
Finally, we performed the same measurements for the Pif1
helicase (SI Appendix, Figs. S8 and S9). Pif1 behaves similarly to
Pfh1 with the difference that the lifetimes of the different states
appear to be slightly shorter. Shorter lifetimes of the closed and
open state suggest either a higher affinity of Pif1 for ATP or a
faster rate of escape to the next step. Also, the unwinding times for
Pif1 are slightly faster than for Pfh1, suggesting that Pif1 is a faster
helicase. However, at difference with Pfh1, the rewinding times for
Pif1 appear to have some ATP dependence, as would be expected
if this step were driven by the motor protein activity of Pif1.
During Rewinding Neither Pfh1 nor Pif1 Strand-Switch. Strand-
switching during unwinding has been proposed for different
DNA helicases as a mechanism that leads to rezipping of the
opened dsDNA (7, 11, 50). Recent single-molecule work, under
applied force, provides evidence of a complex mechanism of
unwinding by Pif1 and suggests that during unwinding Pif1 can
switch to the opposite DNA strand, leading to DNA rewinding
(47). Because this mechanism depends on the translocation ac-
tivity of Pif1 on ssDNA, an ATP dependence is expected. Based
on our observation that, for Pfh1, the rewinding step from the
open to the closed state does not show an ATP dependence, we
conclude that, for Pfh1, strand-switching does not significantly
contribute to this step. The same may not be the case for Pif1,
since it shows some ATP dependence for rewinding.
In order to provide a more direct test of whether strand-
switching may contribute to rewinding of the DNA during the
cycle of partial unwinding, we designed a simple experimental
strategy. Our idea is based on the fact that Pif1 can unwind
RNA-DNA hybrids only when the strand used for translocation
is DNA and not RNA (51), indicating that the RNA strand
cannot be used for translocation. Because the basic tenet of a
strand-switching mechanism is translocation of the helicase on
the opposite strand, one would expect that, if this strand were
RNA, no FRET transitions should be observed. Therefore, we
performed experiments with both Pfh1 and Pif1 and RNA-DNA
hybrids with Cy3-Cy5 at different positions along the substrate.
Independent of the position of the donor-acceptor couple,
FRET transitions can be clearly observed for both Pfh1 and Pif1
(Fig. 2 A–D), as well as for a Pfh1 variant missing its first 291
amino acids (SI Appendix, Fig. S5C). These data provide direct
experimental evidence that under our assay conditions strand-
switching is not the major reason why, during the cycle of partial
unwinding, the DNA rezips.
Interestingly, for Pfh1 and the RNA-DNA hybrid with the
donor-acceptor at the junction, the ATP dependence of the
lifetime in the different states of the repetitive cycle of FRET
transition is similar to the one observed for dsDNA and a 3′-dT22
tail (Fig. 2E). This result strongly suggests that the 3′-tail of the
substrate does not have a significant role in regulating the ki-
netics of repetitive transition from the closed to the open states.
This point is further reinforced by the observation that neither
the length (from 5 to 22 nt) nor the nature (oligo-dT, mixed
sequence, dsDNA) of the 3′-tail significantly modulates the ki-
netics of the repetitive FRET transitions (Fig. 2E).
The Repetitive DNA Opening Attempts Are on a Separate Pathway
from Full Unwinding.Although the 3′-tail of the substrate does not
appear to modulate the kinetics of the repetitive FRET transi-
tions, we found that, in the presence of a 3′-tail of mixed se-
quence composition (3′-ss22), the fraction of molecules that is
fully unwound by Pfh1 increases. For example, at 10 μM ATP of
420 DNA molecules that show Pfh1-dependent activity, 58%
show evidence of full unwinding of the dsDNA (Fig. 3 A and B).
A significant fraction of full unwinding occurs also with a 3′-ss5
tail, in stark contrast to the limited unwinding observed with a 3′-
dT22 tail (Fig. 3B). Also, an effect of the nature of the 3′-tail of
the substrate is evident in experiments monitoring unwinding via
























































disappearance of Cy3 signal from DNA substrates immobilized
on a surface (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 A and B). This is the same
phenomenon that we reported for Pif1 from ensemble studies
(45), corroborated here by single-molecule experiments (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S10C), and indicates that this is a general property of
members of the Pif1 family of helicases.
These observations raise the question of how the nature of the
3′-tail of the DNA modulates the probability of unwinding and,
importantly, whether the multiple partial unwinding attempts are
on-pathway with formation of full-length unwound product or
abortive off-pathway events. To this end, we note that the un-
winding behavior of Pfh1 can be divided in 2 classes. For ex-
ample, at 10 μM ATP, 50% of the molecules show repetitive
FRET transitions followed by the presence of a clear final open
intermediate state before full unwinding occurs (class 1), while
8% show the presence of this intermediate without evidence of
FRET transitions preceding it (class 2) (Fig. 3 A and C). Im-
portantly, the fraction of molecules that unwinds the substrate
with class 2 behavior increases as the ATP concentration in-
creases (Fig. 3D). Furthermore, the presence of 2 classes of
unwinding behavior for Pfh1 does not depend on the position of
the donor-acceptor couple (SI Appendix, Fig. S11 A and B) or the
length of the 3′-tail (Fig. 3D) and is a property shared with Pif1
(SI Appendix, Fig. S11C).
The presence of 2 distinct classes of unwinding behavior
provides evidence that the repetitive cycle of partial unwinding is
not on-pathway with complete unwinding (model 1 in Fig. 4A).
To test this point further, we calculated the average number of
cycles that the system undergoes before unwinding (Fig. 3E and
SI Appendix, Fig. S12). The average number of repetitive cycles
increases slightly with increasing ATP concentration, indepen-
dently of the length of the 3′-tail (Fig. 3 F and G). If the re-
petitive unwinding attempts were on-pathway, the increase in the
fraction of full unwinding as ATP increases would be expected to
lead to a decrease in the number of cycles of partial unwinding
attempts. Importantly, the same behavior is observed also when
the donor is placed 20 bp into the dsDNA (SI Appendix, Fig.
S13A) and with Pif1 as well (SI Appendix, Fig. S13B), arguing
that the phenomenon is conserved for both helicases.
Next, we sought to identify the branching point at which the
system either enters an off-pathway cycle of repetitive unwinding
attempts or commits to enter the open intermediate from which
full unwinding occurs. Model 2 in Fig. 4A depicts a simple
mechanism where the branching point is at the ATP-bound closed
state. Because in this model branching occurs from a single closed
state, we would expect the times spent in this state to be expo-
nentially distributed. However, the times spent in the final closed
state are not exponentially distributed and can be fitted with a











































































































































Fig. 2. Neither Pfh1 nor Pif1 strand-switch. (A–D) Representative examples of repetitive FRET transitions observed at 10 μM ATP for both Pfh1 and Pif1 with
RNA-DNA hybrids and the D-A couple at the indicated positions. (E) ATP dependence of lifetime in the different stages of the repetitive FRET transitions for
Pfh1 and the DNA-RNA hybrid compared to dsDNAs with different 3′-tails.

















































distribution of times is inconsistent with model 2 and strongly
argues for the presence of a second closed hidden intermediate.
Models 3 and 4 in Fig. 4A depict 2 possible mechanisms whereby
the branching point originates from a second closed state. The
major distinction between these 2 models is that in model 3 the
equilibrium is between 2 ATP-bound closed states (i.e., a se-
quential mechanism), while in model 4 the 2 closed states exist
in equilibrium before ATP binding (i.e., conformational selec-
tion). In the sequential model 3 the equilibrium between 2
ATP-bound closed states is a first-order transition and is not
expected to be ATP dependent. However, the rates calculated
from fitting the distribution of times spent in the final closed
state are clearly ATP dependent (Fig. 4C), lending strong support
to model 4.
Lastly, the final open state is kinetically distinct from the open
state visited during the cycle of partial unwinding attempts. First,
the average time spent in this state is longer than the time spent
in the open state during the repetitive cycle (SI Appendix, Fig.
S12A). Second, independent of the ATP concentration, the
times spent in the final open state are not exponentially dis-
tributed (Fig. 4D). These distributions can be fitted with a
gamma function with 7 to 10 steps, indicating that, upon escape
Fig. 3. Partitioning between partial dsDNA opening and full unwinding. (A) Representative repetitive FRET transition observed at 10 μM for Pfh1 and a
substrate with D-A at the junction and a 3′-tail composed of 22 nt of mixed sequence compositions. Full unwinding events can occur either after repetitive
attempts (class 1) or directly (class 2). (B) ATP dependence of the fraction of full unwinding by Pfh1 of substrates with D-A at the junction and different 3′-tails.
(C) Examples of class 1 and class 2 unwinding behavior showing the changes in Cy3 and Cy5 intensities. (D) ATP dependence of the fraction of class 1 and class
2 unwinding behaviors for a 3′-tail with 22 or 5 nt. (E) Schematic of 2 ways of calculating the average number of partial unwinding attempts before full
unwinding. (F and G) ATP dependence of the average number of partial unwinding attempts, accounting or not for the presence of tend.
























































from the final open state, the dsDNA is unwound in multiple
ATP-dependent steps.
Partial DNA Opening Is aMode of Unwinding That Can Be Used during DNA
Synthesis. When coupled to DNA synthesis on the nontranslocating
strand, both Pif1 and Pfh1 stimulate DNA replication through stable
G-quadruplex structures (44). Moreover, the 5′-3′ unwinding
activity of Pif1 stimulates kilobase pair of strand-displacement
DNA synthesis, even when proteins are tightly bound to dsDNA
(48). Similarly, DNA primer extension assays using an exonuclease-
deficient DNA polymerase δ (SI Appendix, Fig. S14), under
conditions in which it has limited activity (52), also show that
Pfh1 stimulates DNA synthesis (Fig. 5A). We note that Pfh1 is
less efficient than Pif1 in stimulating DNA synthesis, as evi-
denced by the higher enzyme concentration needed and the
slower processing of intermediates and accumulation of full
product when an 80-bp dsDNA is used. This is consistent with
Pfh1 being a slower helicase and suggests that unwinding of the
DNA rather than synthesis is the overall rate-limiting step in
the reaction.
The observation that DNA unwinding by Pfh1 and Pif1 occurs
via 2 modes (one dominant, short ranged, and highly repetitive,
the other less frequent and longer ranged) raises the questions of
whether only one or both modes are functionally relevant during
DNA synthesis. We note that the probability of full unwinding,
by either class 1 and 2, is modulated by the nature of the 3′
nontranslocating strand (Fig. 3B). The presence of dsDNA at the
3′ arm of the substrate does not affect the kinetics of repetitive
unwinding, as monitored via FRET transitions with the D-A couple
at the junction (21-bp dsDNA, Fig. 2E); however, we detected a
limited amount of full unwinding. This suggests that, similar to
3′-T22, with a 21-bp dsDNA at the 3′ arm the long-ranged mode
of unwinding is not a frequent event, and the helicase activity is
dominated by the short-ranged and repetitive mode. Consistent
with this, unwinding assays monitoring the disappearance of Cy3
signal from DNA immobilized on the surface show limited un-
winding by either Pfh1 or Pif1 (Fig. 5B). If only the long-ranged
mode of unwinding were to be used, because of its low frequency
one may expect a limited effect of DNA synthesis on DNA un-
winding. However, addition of DNA polymerase δ significantly
increases the apparent rate and extent of full product formation
Model 1
on-pathway
C + ATP ↔ CATP → U1 → U2 → O → → → unwound
Model 3
off-pathway, sequential
C + ATP ↔ C1ATP → U1 → U2 → O1
↕
C2ATP → (U) → O2→ → → unwound  
Model 2
off-pathway, single closed complex
Model 4
off-pathway, conformational selection
C + ATP ↔ CATP → U1 → U2 → O1
↓
(U) → O2→ → → unwound  
C1 + ATP ↔ C1ATP → U1 → U2 → O1
↕
C2 + ATP ↔ C2ATP → (U) → O2→→→ unwound  
A
D





















10.6 ± 2.3 steps
=  0.85 ± 0.19 sec
10 M ATP
8.5 ± 0.6 steps
=  0.58 ± 0.05 sec
20 M ATP
8.1 ± 0.9 steps
=  0.33 ± 0.04 sec
40 M ATP
7.1 ± 0.5 steps






























Fig. 4. The branch point in the mechanism is determined by conformational selection of an unwinding competent state. (A) Schematic of 4 possible kinetics
schemes to explain the partitioning between abortive attempts and full unwinding. Model 1 is an on-pathway mechanism, while models 2 to 4 are off-
pathway mechanisms with different branching points. (B) Distribution of the time spent by Pfh1 in the last closed state with a substrate with D-A at the
junction and 10 μM ATP. The solid line is the fit to a gamma function with 2 equal rates. (C) ATP dependence of the rate of escape from the last closed state.
(D) Distribution of the time spent in the final intermediate state before full unwinding at the indicated ATP concentrations. The solid lines are fits to a gamma
function with 7 to 10 equal rates.

















































(Fig. 5B), suggesting that the short-ranged mode of unwinding
(e.g., partial opening) is being used.
Discussion
In summary, we showed that the unwinding of dsDNA by the S.
pombe Pfh1 helicase, like S. cerevisiae Pif1, is dominated by
highly processive and repetitive attempts of partial DNA open-
ing. The presence of these abortive unwinding events explains
the apparent DNA rewinding activity observed in ensemble
experiments: repetitive opening of a limited number of base pairs
(e.g., <20 bp) would not lead to unwinding of sufficiently long
dsDNA. Interestingly, Pif1 has been proposed to unwind dsDNA
in 1-bp steps (53, 54), and our data clearly point to an inter-
mediate state visited during unwinding. However, during the
partial unwinding attempts, both Pif1 and Pfh1 open more than
2 bp, yet only one intermediate is kinetically populated. Therefore,
this intermediate must originate from the opening of multiple
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Fig. 5. Cooperation between DNA synthesis and helicase activity. (A) DNA primer extension assays were performed with exonuclease-deficient DNA poly-
merase δ (Pol δDV), alone (black) or in the presence of Pfh1 (blue) or Pif1 (red). The reaction and substrates are schematically depicted, with the analyzed
replication products binned in different groups and their quantification reported in the corresponding graphs. Error bars are the SD from 3 independent
experiments. (B) Unwinding of Cy3-labeled DNA substrates immobilized on the surface by either Pfh1 or Pif1 in the absence or the presence of Pol δDV.
Experiments to control for photobleaching or for the activity of Pol δDV alone are indicated.
























































reported for other helicases, and multiple mechanisms that
would lead to closure of the transiently opened dsDNA have
been proposed. For example, strand-switching during un-
winding, with the helicase being able to jump to the opposite
ssDNA strand and translocate back, has been proposed for
multiple helicases (7, 11, 50, 55), including Pif1 (47). The
observation in this work that, for both Pfh1 and Pif1, repetitive
unwinding occurs also on RNA-DNA hybrids provides strong
experimental evidence that strand-switching is not a significant
mechanism leading to closure of the partially opened dsDNA.
On the one hand, a spring-loaded or snap-back mechanism (1,
8, 55), where the repetitive cycle of unwinding originates from
the helicase remaining bound to a portion of the substrate,
may explain closure of the partially opened DNA. While Pif1
has been shown to repetitively reel in ssDNA or unwind G-
quadruplexes when bound with high affinity to a 5′-ds/ssDNA
junction (6), neither ssDNA translocation nor dsDNA un-
winding require such a site to occur (45, 56). For the DNA
substrates in this work, the repetitive partial unwinding at-
tempts occur independently of the 3′-ssDNA tail of the sub-
strate, leaving the 5′-ssDNA as the potential anchor point. In
this scenario, Pfh1 or Pif1 would have to remain bound to the
10-nt 5′-tail as they unwind the downstream duplex. On the
other hand, closure of the partially unwound DNA could be
due to the helicases slipping back on the substrate. This would
be consistent with the same mechanism reported for Pif1 as an
alternative pathway to strand-switching (47) and for other
helicases (57–59). Although our data do not allow us to un-
ambiguously discriminate between snap-back and slippage
back, based on our observation that DNA synthesis on the
nontranslocating strand stimulates DNA unwinding, we favor
the latter explanation. This is not to say that neither Pif1 nor
Pfh1 can use either strand-switching or spring-loaded mecha-
nisms. It is possible that these mechanisms may become sig-
nificant under different experimental conditions, such as when
DNA is under tension (47) or a high-affinity site for the heli-
cases is present (6).
Importantly, the observation that Pfh1, Pif1, and other heli-
cases can undergo repetitive cycles of partial dsDNA unwinding
raises the question of whether these attempts are on-pathway to
full enzymatic activity (e.g., full product formation) or off-
pathway events. We showed here that for both Pfh1 and Pif1
the latter appears to be the case. The data suggest a branched
mechanism of DNA unwinding, where the major branching
point is established by conformational selection of an un-
winding competent complex. Such a mechanism would explain
why the nature of the 3′-ssDNA tail of the substrate does not
affect the kinetics of partial DNA opening, but instead modu-
lates the probability of full product formation. We propose that
interaction of the 3′-tail of the substrate with a secondary site
on Pfh1 and Pif1 (45), separate from the primary interaction
site with the 5′ translocating strand, leads to a conformation of
the enzymes that is capable of unwinding longer stretches of
dsDNA. The location of the secondary DNA site and how it
may interact with 3′-tails of different sequence composition
remain to be determined. Moreover, whether regulation of
unwinding by the nature of the 3′-ssDNA tail of the substrate is
unique to Pif1-family members or shared with other helicases is
currently unknown. Crystal structures of Pif1-family members
suggest that the 2B domain undergoes rotation upon DNA
binding (60–63). We speculate that interaction of the 3′ non-
translocating strand with a secondary DNA site may modulate
rearrangements of the 2B domain that lead to different modes
of unwinding. For example, stabilization in a closed state of the
2B domain of Rep and PcrA helicases leads to highly processive
DNA unwinding (64).
Finally, the observation that Pfh1 and Pif1 can switch between
2 modes of unwinding, one in which the enzyme processively
opens short stretches of DNA and the other in which longer
DNA stretches can be unwound, raises the question of whether
both modes are functional or only one is predominantly used.
The ability of the nature of the 3′-ssDNA tail of the DNA to
shunt the system toward unwinding of longer stretches of DNA
could be used to regulate, in a DNA-sequence–dependent con-
text, the activity of these helicases. However, even in this
mode the length of DNA that can be unwound remains limited.
In cells, Pif1 and Pfh1 have been shown to function in multiple
pathways that involve DNA synthesis: DNA replication across
G-quadruplex sequence motifs (23–26); break-induced repli-
cation (32, 33); and processing of long flaps during Okazaki
fragment maturation (27–31). Also, in vitro Pif1 increases
strand-displacement DNA synthesis by Pol δ and allows DNA
replication across arrays of proteins tightly bound to DNA (48).
Similarly, here we showed that Pfh1 also stimulates strand-
displacement DNA synthesis of Pol δ. Conversely, Pol δ activ-
ity stimulates the apparent rate and extent of DNA unwinding.
Taken together, these observations suggest that DNA synthesis
on the 3′-strand prevents the helicase from slipping back on the
substrate, effectively working as an intrinsic trap in cis that
suppresses DNA closure. That is to say, DNA synthesis on the
nontranslocating strand rectifies the unwinding activity. We
propose that efficient and processive opening of short stretches
of DNA, the dominant mode of unwinding observed in vitro, is
all that the Pif1 family of 5′-3′ helicases needs to achieve when
their activity is coupled to DNA replication.
Methods
Single-molecule experiments were performed with an objective-type total
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscope (Olympus IX71) with an oil-
immersed, high-numerical-aperture TIRF objective (PlanApo N, 60×/1.45
N.A., Olympus) and exciting Cy3 with a 532-nm laser (CrystaLaser), as de-
scribed previously (65). Cy3 and Cy5 emission intensities were split and
recorded with an Andor iXon EMCCD camera (Model DU897E). The tem-
perature of the slide was maintained at 25 °C using a temperature-
controlled stage (BC-110 Bionomic controller; 20/20 Technology) and an
objective heater (Bioptechs). A single-channel flow chamber was assembled
from a coverslip (VWR, 24 × 50 mm N.1) and a predrilled slide (VWR, 75 ×
25 × 1 mm). The channel was coated with a solution containing a 1:20 ratio
(wt/vol) of biotin-polyethylene glycol (PEG)-succinimidyl valeric acid (SVA)
(MWavg 5000) and (wt/vol) mPEG-SVA (MWavg 5000) (Laysan Bio, Arab, AL) in
0.1 M NaHCO3 (pH 8.1) and incubated overnight in the dark at 4 °C. The flow
channels were then washed with water, dried with N2, and stored under vacuum
conditions. Before the experiment, a 0.2-mg/mL solution of NeutrAvidin
(Thermo Scientific) was flowed into the channel and incubated for 2 min,
and excess NeutrAvidin was washed away by 200 μL of binding buffer
(20 mM Tris·HCl, pH 8.0, 20 mM NaCl, 2% [vol/vol] glycerol, 8 mM MgAc2,
1 mM dithiothreitol, 0.1 mg/mL bovine serum albumin). Next, 10 to 100 pM
of biotinylated DNA substrate in binding buffer was added to the chamber
for 5 min, free DNA was washed away with 400 μL of binding buffer, and
the DNA on the surface was imaged in imaging buffer (binding buffer
supplemented with 0.5% wt/vol glucose, 3 mM Trolox, 165 U/mL glucose
oxidase, and 2,170 U/mL catalase). Next, 100 nM protein was incubated in
binding buffer with the surface-immobilized DNA for 10 min, and excess
unbound protein was washed away with 100 to 200 μL of imaging buffer
(“wash” condition). Finally, the reaction was started by addition of the indicated
concentration of ATP in imaging buffer, and images recorded at 30 Hz. Data
were collected using SINGLE (provided by T. J. HA, Johns Hopkins University),
processed with IDL (Exelis VIS) and analyzed with MatLab (Mathworks).
Experiments with the protein on the surface were performed by immo-
bilizing His6-tagged Pfh1 with a biotinylated PentaHis antibody (45). DNA
unwinding experiments monitoring disappearance of the signal from Cy3-
labeled DNA substrates, immobilized on a surface, were performed adding
at the same time 1 mM ATP (or 1 mM ATP and 100 μM dNTP) and helicase (5
to 10 nM) in the absence or the presence of DNA polymerase (20 nM).
Further details on protein purification, DNA substrates, and ensemble
assays are provided in SI Appendix.
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Branched unwinding mechanism of Pif1-family of DNA helicases. 
 
Saurabh P. Singh, Andrea Soranno, Melanie A. Sparks and Roberto Galletto 
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Medicine, St. Louis, MO, 63110 
 
Proteins, DNA substrates and ensemble assays. 
 
Full-length S. cerevisiae Pif1 and DNA polymerase DV (D520V), and S. pombe Pfh1 were 
purified as described (1-3). All oligodeoxynucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA 
Technologies (Coralville, IA). 
An internal amino modifier C6 dT (iAmMC6T), bolded and underlined in SI Appendix, Fig. S2, 
was used for labeling with mono-reactive Cy3 or Cy5 NHS‐esters (Amersham Biosciences).  
Briefly, 25-fold excess of reactive fluorophore was mixed with 50 μM ssDNA in 100 μl of 0.1 M 
sodium tetraborate buffer (pH 8.5), incubated at 4 °C for 18-24 hours in the dark with gentle 
mixing, purified by Bio-Gel P-6 (Bio-Rad) equilibrated in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl 
and further dialyzed in the same buffer. The labeling efficiency was determined 
spectrophotometrically. 
For DNA primer extension assays, 5’-Cy3 labeled primers and complimentary top strands 
containing a 5’-T25 tail were annealed to template DNA strands to generate either a 30 or 80 bp 
dsDNA downstream of a nick. 
Annealing of the DNA substrates wes performed by mixing equimolar concentrations of each 
oligonucleotide strand in annealing buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA), 
incubating at 95 °C for 2 minutes followed by slow cooling at room temperature.  
ATPase activity was measured with an enzyme-coupled assay and helicase activity measured 





smFRET time trajectories were analyzed in Mathematica 11.0 to identify the different states 
and the corresponding kinetics. Further analyses were performed with Origin 2018. Given the 
prevalence of two major states at low and high transfer efficiency, each FRET trajectory was 
clustered in two populations according to the Euclidean distance between points and a mean 
transfer efficiency and standard deviation were identified for each cluster. The high and low 
transfer efficiency states were first assigned based on whether the measured transfer efficiency 
was within a standard deviation from the mean. Unassigned regions of the trajectory were then 
checked for transition between high to low transfer efficiency states.  All unassigned segments 
that did not exhibit transitions were assigned to the states identified by the two surrounding 
contiguous segments (either low or high transfer efficiency). Finally, data in the identified states 
were fitted to a 4 joint-segment curve. 
 
Estimation of the number of bp unwound. 
 
In order to assess the minimum number of base-pairs that are unwound during each opening 
attempt, we performed experiments with Cy3 and Cy5 placed at different positions within the 
substrate or only Cy3 positioned 20 bp into the duplex (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). 
FRET transitions were detected with donor-acceptor at positions i0Cy5-j6Cy3, i4Cy5-j0Cy3 and i4Cy5-j6Cy3 
(SI Appendix, Fig. S4A-F), while for position i20Cy5-j6Cy3 and i20Cy3-j6Cy5 transitions were present but 
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1915654116
not well defined, arguing that unwinding may involve transient opening of a limited number of 
base-pairs. Significant FRET changes for position i4-j6 and for the donor-acceptor (D-A) pair at the 
junction, suggesting that even for this position a similar number of base-pair is being opened. 
Thus, we infer that at least 10-12 bps are being opened. Moreover, we note that experiments with 
Cy3 only at position i20 show evidence of significant PIFE (5-8) (SI Appendix, Fig. S4G), 
suggesting that unwinding may involve a larger number of base-pairs than can be unambiguously 
detected with the internal FRET positions. Based on estimates of the distance dependence of 
PIFE (6, 7), the ~ 2-fold increase in Cy3 fluorescence observed for Pfh1 (SI Appendix, Fig. S4G) 
would suggest that the enzyme transiently approaches the fluorophore within less than 1 nm (e.g. 
< 3-bp), suggesting that as many as ~ 17-bp maybe unwound. In support of this possibility, from 
ensemble experiments we previously estimated that Pif1, the Pfh1 homolog in S. cerevisiae, can 
partially unwind 17-21 bps of a 30-bp dsDNA without generating full product (4). Indeed, similar 
ATP-dependent FRET and PIFE transitions were also observed with Pif1 helicase (SI Appendix, 
Fig. S5). Moreover, consistent with our previous observation that for Pif1 the re-winding activity 
does not originate from its first 237 unstructured amino acids (4), FRET and PIFE transitions were 
observed also with a Pfh1 construct missing its first 291 amino acids (SI Appendix, Fig. S6).  
 
ATP-dependence of different stages during the cycle of partial opening. 
 
ATP dependence of the CLOSED state - For the DNA construct with D-A at the junction, the 
rate of escape from the closed state as a function of ATP is linear (kCLOSED  = 1/CLOSED in Fig. 







kobs = k+1 [ATP] + (k-1 + kf)                                               (Eq. s1) 
 
with a bimolecular rate constant for ATP binding k+1 = (4.2 ± 0.4) x 104 M-1 s-1 and a combined 
dissociation rate constant (k-1 + kf) = 0.2 ± 0.08 s-1). Because the apparent dissociation rate 
constant k- = (k-1 + kf) is a combination of both the rate of ATP dissociation and the rate of transition 
to the next step, the apparent affinity of ATP cannot be unambiguously determined. 
However, when FRET transitions are monitored with the acceptor at 20-bp into the duplex, 
the ATP dependence of kCLOSED is not linear (Fig. S7E) and can be modeled with a two-step 





𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝑘+2  
[𝐴𝑇𝑃]
𝐾𝐷+[𝐴𝑇𝑃]
+ (𝑘−2 + 𝑘𝑓)                                          (Eq. s2) 
 
where KD is equilibrium dissociation constant for the ATP binding step (KD = 10.4 ± 2.5 M) and 
k+2 = 0.63 ± 0.06 s-1. In the fits k-2+kf was fixed at 0.05 s-1. We note that in this configuration Cy5 
is placed further downstream on the translocating strand and is not expected to be an 
impediment to the initiation of unwinding. This may not be the case when Cy5 is placed at the 
entry point on the translocating strand, and we ascribe the difference in ATP-dependence of 
kCLOSED to the fluorophore affecting the rate of transitioning into unwinding, leading to detection 
of only the linear portion of an underlying hyperbolic dependence. 
 
ATP dependence of the OPEN state -  Independent of the Cy5 location, the ATP dependence of 
kOPEN, the rate of escape from the open state, deviates from linearity as well (Fig. S7F), and it can 
be modeled by a two-step sequential mechanism in which the ATP binding step is in fast 
equilibrium. Even for the open state the differences in the fitted parameters (KD = (42.7 ± 3) M 
and k+2 = (2.5 ± 0.1) s-1, for D-A at the junction; KD = (9.9 ± 3.7) M and k+2 = (2.1 ± 0.3) s-1, for 
the D-A 20 bp apart) suggests that the fluorophores affect the details of the kinetics, albeit the 
qualitative ATP-dependence is the same. 
 
ATP dependence of the UNWINDING state - The ATP dependence of the apparent rates of 





                                               (Eq. s3) 
as expected for a process driven by ATP binding and hydrolysis (with K’M = (74.1 ± 19.3) M, 
kmax = (19.7 ± 3.4) s-1 for D-A at the junction and K’M = (21.2 ± 9.9) M, kmax = (14.1 ± 3.2) s-1 for 
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Figure S1. Characterization of Pfh1 activities. (A) Coomassie stain of SDS-PAGE of purified 
full-length Pfh1 and its variant missing the first 291 amino-acids. (B) ssDNA-dependent ATPase 
activity of the Pfh1 constructs using an enzyme couple assay1. (C) Unwinding activity monitored 
by an ensemble FRET-based assay1 after mixing 20 nM DNA with 200 nM enzyme and 500 M 
ATP in 10 mM Hepes pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 8 mM MgAc2, 0.1 mM TCEP. The presence of a 











Figure S2. Substrate design for smFRET experiments. The labeling positions are bolded and 




















Figure S3. Repetitive unwinding of the substrate is due to a single Pfh1 molecule. 
(A and B) Representative smFRET transitions at two concentrations of ATP, for the D-A couple 
placed either at the junction or 20-bp apart. (C) 3’-end comprised of dsDNA. (D) 3’-tail 
comprised of only two nucleotides. (E) Pfh1 on the surface. In blue is a 10-point moving average 
of the data for visual representation. 
 
 
Figure S4. Pfh1 unwinds a limited number of base pairs during the repetitive cycle. 
(A-C) Representative smFRET time trajectories for D-A at different positions. (D-F) 
Corresponding distribution of the two major FRET states (closed in red and open in green) 
visited during the transitions. (G) Representative examples of PIFE observed with Cy3 at 







Figure S5. Repetitive unwinding by Pfh1 originates from its helicase core. Representative 
examples of repetitive transitions of partial unwinding by a truncated version of Pfh1 that misses 
its first 291 amino acids, but retains the conserved helicase motifs. (A) 3’-tail T22; (B) 3’-tail ss22; 












Figure S6. Cluster analysis of the data based on the Euclidean distance between points 
and assignment of the times spent in each state. This schematic is for D-A at the junction, 
where high FRET represents the closed state. For D-A 20-bp apart high FRET state represents 






Figure S7. ATP dependence of the lifetime in each stage of the repetitive transitions. 
(A-D) Distribution of the times spent in the different states for the substrate with D-A 20 bp 
apart, and 10 M ATP. (E-H) ATP dependence of the rate of escape (1/ = k) from each state, 
with D-A at the junction (black) or 20 bp apart (gray). The error bars are from the error of the fit 
of the time distributions. The lines are fits to different models (SI text) in E-G and to a linear 
dependence in H. 
 
 
Figure S8. Repetitive unwinding by Pif1. Representative examples of transitions: (A) D-A at 











Figure S9. Analysis of Pif1 repetitive unwinding of a substrate with a T22 3’-tail and D-A at 
the junction. (A) Distribution of the two major FRET states (closed state in red and open state 
in green) visited during the transitions. In white is the distribution of FRET states before addition 
of ATP. (B) Difference in average FRET between the closed and open states as a function of 
ATP concentration. Pif1 is in blue, Pfh1 in black. (C) Comparison between Pif1 (blue) and Pfh1 
(black) of the ATP dependence of the lifetimes in each state during the repetitive cycle. Error 











Figure S10. Unwinding of individual DNA molecules immobilized on the surface. 
(A) Schematic of an unwinding assay monitoring disappearance of Cy3 signal from end labeled 
dsDNA substrates on the surface. (B and C) Effect of the nature of the 3’-tail on the fraction of 





Figure S11. Class 1 and Class 2 unwinding behaviors. (A,B) Representative examples of 
class 1 and 2 unwinding behaviors for two different positions of D-A. (C) Fraction of class 1 and 









Figure S12. ATP dependence of the mean time spent in different stages of the repetitive 

















Figure S13. Average number of unwinding attempts. (A) Data for a substrate with Cy5 20 bp 












Figure S14. DNA unwinding by Pif1/Pfh1 stimulates DNA synthesis by Pol . Representative 
examples of primer extension assays using a 30 and 80 bp dsDNA substrate. The experiments 
were carried out in 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.8, 20 mM NaCl, 8 mM MgAc2, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mg/ml 
BSA. Reactions (containing 20nM DNA) were started with the addition of a mixture 
containing ATP (1 mM), Pol DV (20 nM), and dNTP mix (100 M) in the presence of either Pif1 







PIF1 IS ESSENTIAL FOR EFFICIENT REPLISOME PROGRESSION THROUGH LAGGING 





Pif1 has been implicated in facilitating replication through G-quadruplexes (G4s), stable 
DNA secondary structures formed by non-Watson-Crick base pairing of stretches of single 
stranded DNA containing four to five tracks of guanines.  In vivo, the lack of Pif1 causes stalling 
of replication forks at G4 forming sequences (1,2), and in vitro, Pif1 is able to unwind a variety of 
G4s (3-6).  However, experiments directed at monitoring DNA replication through a specific G4 
in the presence or absence of Pif1 was lacking both in vivo and in vitro.  Amir Aharoni’s lab 
developed a in vivo yeast system to detect the speed of DNA replication through a site in the 
genome engineered to contain a G4.  The effect of Pif1 on replication was tested by monitoring 
the rate of replication through a specific G4 in wild type cells and pif1-m2 yeast cells that lack 
nuclear Pif1.  Using this system, two different G4s were tested for their ability to slow DNA 
replication in pif1-m2 cells.  Interestingly, though both G4s were identified in a previous genome 
wide study as a site of increased fork pausing in pif1-m2 cells, only one G4 was found to have an 
effect on DNA replication rate in cells lacking nuclear Pif1 when the G4 was located on the lagging 
strand.  Neither G4 affected the rate of DNA replication when present on the leading strand. 
My contribution to this collaborative project was testing the effect of each G4 on in vitro 
DNA synthesis.  By performing primer extension assays, I was able to confirm that only one of 
the G4s significantly blocked DNA synthesis by Pol δ, and Pif1 could stimulate replication through 
both G4s tested.  To better understand the difference in blocking strength of the two G4s, I 
performed UV melting on each G4 to measure the melting temperature.  These experiments 
revealed that only one of the G4s was a stable G4, whereas the other G4 had a very low melting 
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ABSTRACT
Pif1 DNA helicase is a potent unwinder of G-
quadruplex (G4) structures in vitro and functions to
maintain genome stability at G4 sequences in Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae. Here, we developed and uti-
lized a live-cell imaging approach to quantitatively
measure the progression rates of single replication
forks through different G4 containing sequences in
individual yeast cells. We show that in the absence of
Pif1, replication rates through specific lagging strand
G4 sequences in vivo is significantly decreased. In
contrast, we found that in the absence of Pif1, repli-
cation rates through the same G4s on the leading
strand are not decreased relative to the respective
WT strains, showing that Pif1 is essential only for
efficient replication through lagging strand G4s. Ad-
ditionally, we show that a canonical PIP sequence in
Pif1 interacts with PCNA and that replication through
G4 structures is significantly slower in the absence
of this interaction in vitro and in vivo. Thus, Pif1–
PCNA interaction is essential for optimal replisome
progression through G4 sequences, highlighting the
importance of coupling between Pif1 activity and
replisome progression during yeast genome replica-
tion.
INTRODUCTION
G-quadruplex (G4) structures are extremely stable non-
canonical four-stranded DNA secondary structures formed
by non-Watson-Crick base pairing. The structure is com-
posed of stacks of four planar guanine bases held together
by Hoogsteen-type hydrogen bonds (1). G4s are widely
spread across both Saccharomyces cerevisiae and human
genomes and many G4 motifs are evolutionary conserved
(2–4). Their association with distinct genomic features, such
as promoters and transcriptional regulatory sites (5), sug-
gests that G4s have a functional role in vivo. However, due
to their thermal stability, the formation of G4 structures can
be harmful to processes like DNA replication. During DNA
replication, G4s can act as a stable kinetic trap and influ-
ence fork progression (6). In eukaryotes multiple helicases
have been identified with the ability to bind and/or unwind
G4s in vivo (7), possibly with some level of functional redun-
dancy. In humans, mutations in helicases that unwind G4s
in vitro are associated with diseases that lead to genomic in-
stability, highlighting the importance of G4 unwinding to
prevent premature aging and cancer (8).
Pif1 is a highly conserved 5′-3′ helicase identified in nearly
all eukaryotes and in some prokaryotes and viruses (9). Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae Pif1 is present in both the nucleus and
mitochondria, and has multiple roles in the cell, such as reg-
ulation of telomerase activity and Okazaki fragment matu-
ration (10). Additionally, Pif1 is a particularly efficient un-
winder of G4 structures in vitro and growing evidence sug-
gest that Pif1 binds and resolves G4 structures in vivo to
prevent genome instability (11–13). Whether the absence
of Pif1 affects the progression of replication through G4s
has been debated in recent studies. A previous study (12)
showed a regional fork slow down around G4 motifs in the
presence of hydroxyurea (HU) in Pif1-deficient cells. How-
ever, later studies did not detect any substantial arrest un-
der these conditions (14,15). Despite the growing number
of reports regarding Pif1’s significant role at G4s in vivo,
it remains unclear if this role is associated with facilitating
replication fork progression at G4 sites or if these sequences
are resolved post replication. Moreover, to date, there is no
quantitative information on the extent of replication fork
slow down at G4 sites in the absence of Pif1.
The complex task of eukaryotic DNA replication is car-
ried out by the replisome, a dynamic protein complex re-
sponsible for all genome duplication (16). An essential pro-
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tein in the eukaryotic replisome is proliferating cell nuclear
antigen (PCNA), a member of the conserved sliding clamp
family. PCNA functions as a key coordinator of replica-
tion by orchestrating the activity of various regulatory and
metabolic enzymes at replication sites by interacting with a
conserved motif in its partners, termed PCNA interacting
protein (PIP) box (17). Recently, Pif1 was shown to inter-
act with PCNA through a non-canonical PIP box located
at the C-terminus of Pif1 (18). However, Pif1 also contains
two canonical PIP sequences, one at the C-terminus of the
helicase domain and the other in the middle of the helicase
domain, whose importance for PCNA interaction is still un-
clear. While Pif1–PCNA interaction was shown to be im-
portant for break-induced replication (BIR) in yeast (18),
it is unknown whether Pif1–PCNA interaction is important
for replication through G4 structures in yeast.
Here, we examined the importance of Pif1 for DNA repli-
cation progression through G4 structures. We have utilized
and modified our recently developed approach (19) for mea-
suring the progression rates of single replication forks, as
they replicate through G4 sequences, in living cells (Figure
1). We found that in the absence of Pif1 replication through
lagging strand G4s is slowed down depending on the se-
quence and proximity of the G4s. In addition, we found that
a canonical PIP box at the C-terminus of the helicase do-
main of Pif1 interacts with PCNA and that this interaction
is essential for high replication rates through G4 structures
in vivo. Our results provide direct in vivo evidence for the im-
portance of Pif1 for replication through G4 sequences and
suggest that Pif1 helicase activity is coordinated with repli-
some progression through Pif1–PCNA interaction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Microscopy and data analysis
All microscopy measurements were performed as described
in (19) with slight modifications. Briefly, yeast cultures were
grown to OD600 nm = 0.1–0.3 in synthetic complete (SC)
medium containing 4% glucose at 30◦C and synchronized
in G1 phase with 10 g/ml -factor (GenScript) for 2
hours. Cells were then immobilized in microscopy cham-
bers (Ibidi) coated with 2 mg/ml Concanavalin A (Sigma
Aldrich) and washed thoroughly with warm medium to re-
move -factor before microscope observation. Cells were
imaged on a Marianas spinning-disk confocal microscopy
platform (3i), using an Evolve EM-CCD camera (Photo-
metrics). 488 and 561 nm lasers were used for excitation of
GFP and tdTomato, respectively. Imaging was performed at
1 min intervals and at a temperature of 28◦C for 3–4 h, using
an ×63 oil objective (NA = 1.4) in 3D (12 z-sections, 0.7 m
apart). Time-lapse data were collected with SlideBook (3i)
and exported to Matlab for analysis using a custom-made
package (‘DotQuant’) that identifies, tracks and quantifies
the fluorescent foci in each cell (19). Statistical analysis of
the results was performed using Monte Carlo resampling
with 1 000 000 iterations.
Strain generation
All strains were generated on the background of strain in
which the lacO array was inserted at chrIV:332,960 and the
tetO array at chrIV:352,560, to the right of ARS413 and
with an expected mid-array distance of 30.6 kb. G4 mo-
tifs were inserted at genomic location chrIV:344119, 11.1
kb after the lacO array and 8.4 kb before the tetO array.
The G4 sequence was integrated by replacing a natMX cas-
sette inserted at the same genomic location, using a marker-
free CRISPR/CAS9 mediated method (20). Briefly, yeast
cells were transformed with donor DNA including the mo-
tifs flanked with homology to the genome together with the
pCYn plasmid, that expresses the CAS9 endonuclease with
gRNAs specific for the natMX cassette. This leads to cleav-
age of the cassette and high-efficiency replacement of the
marker with donor DNA by homologous recombination.
Donor DNA was generated by assembly of oligonucleotides
that include the motifs (one G4 sequence for G4(A or B) or
two G4 sequences separated by a 96 bp random linker for
G4(A+B)), flanked by 125 bp homology to the genome from
each side.
pif1Δ was generated by replacing the pif1 gene with a
hphMX cassette. On this background pif1-m2 and pif1-
PIPmut strains were integrated into the native PIF1 chro-
mosomal location by a CRISPR/CAS9 mediated replace-
ment of the cassette with the mutated alleles in a strain
with G4(A+B) background. Here, donor DNA was co-
transformed with pCYh, with gRNA against the hphMX
cassette. The mutated alleles were generated by PCR am-
plification of the WT pif1 from the yeast genomic DNA
with two primer pairs to generate two Pif1 fragments that
overlap at the mutation site. Then, both PCR fragments
were co-transformed to the yeast together with pCYh,
leading to genomic integration of a full copy of the mu-
tated gene via homologous recombination. All pif1 mu-
tants and G4 sequences were verified by DNA sequencing.
The pif1::pif1–6xFLAG and pif1-PIPmut::pif1-PIPmut-
6xFLAG strains were generated by amplifying a cassette
containing 6xFLAG and hphMX marker from pHyg-AID*-
6FLAG plasmid (21), with homology to the pif1 termina-
tor at the 5′ and pif1 C-terminal at the 3′, followed by yeast
transformation to WT and pif1-PIPmut strains. The plas-
mid pHyg-AID*-6FLAG was obtained from addgene (plas-
mid # 99519).
ELISA
ELISA plates (Griener Microlon 96W) were incubated with
100 l of 0.2 mg/ml streptavidin (Pierce) for 1 h, washed
with PBS supplemented with 0.05% Tween-80 (PBST), and
then 100 l of 1 M of biotinylated PIP peptides in PBS
supplemented with 1% BSA (PBSF) were added to the plate
for an additional hour. PBSF without peptide served as a
negative control. The plates were then washed with PBST
and blocked by incubation with 100 l of PBS supple-
mented with 3% skim milk for 1 h. Following blocking, the
plates were washed and incubated with 100 l of 5 M pu-
rified 6xhistidine-tagged PCNA and shaken for 1 h. Plates
were then washed with PBST, incubated for 1 h with 100
l mouse -6xHis-tag antibodies (Santa-Cruz Biotechnol-
ogy, 1:2000), washed, and incubated for 1 h with secondary
horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated goat anti-mouse
antibody (Jackson, 1:1000). Finally, 100 l of HRP chro-
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Figure 1. Measuring replication rates through G-quadruplex (G4) DNA secondary structures in single yeast cells. (A) Schematic illustration of the experi-
mental design for real-time analysis of replication kinetics in live yeast cells. Strains are genetically engineered to contain lacO and tetO arrays adjacent to
ARS413, located 20 Kb apart. Binding of lacI-GFP and tetR-tdTomato leads to green and red fluorescent foci, respectively. During DNA replication, array
duplication leads to recruitment of additional lacI-GFP and tetR-tdTomato proteins leading to the doubling of fluorescence intensity. Using time-lapse
confocal microscopy, the replication time of each locus is measured to calculate the replication rate of the DNA between the two loci. For simplicity, origin
firing is shown only to the array direction. To measure replication through G4 structures, these G4 motifs are inserted between the arrays. (B) Schematic
display of the increase in fluorescent intensity of the lacI-GFP and tetR-tdTomato foci due to lacO and tetO array duplication during DNA replication.
The time delay between arrays replication (t) is calculated using the mid-rise points of the GFP and tdTomato fluorescence intensities. Therefore, t
represents the replication time of ∼30 kb (addition of 10 kb to the 20 kb array spacing). (C) Image of single cells from the yeast strains used in this study.
well. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 100 l of
1 M sulfuric acid and recorded at 450 nm using a Tecan In-
finite M200 plate reader.
Western blot analysis of Pif1 expression
Yeast were grown in 50 ml YPD to OD600 0.8, centrifuged,
and lyzed using cell lytic solution (Sigma) supplemented
with protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma) and 7 mM DTT
(Formedium), according to manufacturers’ instructions.
Lysates were concentrated with TCA (Acros) and loaded
on to a 10% SDS-PAGE gel. Western blot analysis was per-
formed using mouse -FLAG (Sigma, 1:1000) or mouse -
Pgk1 (Invitrogen, 1:7000) primary antibodies and goat -
mouse HRP-conjugated (Jackson, 1:10 000) secondary an-
tibody. All antibodies were diluted in PBS supplemented
with 0.05% Tween-80 and 1% BSA.
Purification of Pif1 and its PIP-box mutant variant
Pif1 variants were generated with standard site-directed mu-
tagenesis protocols. Preliminary expression tests of a full-
length Pif1 variant harboring mutations F760A, Y761A in-
dicated that albeit the protein is expressed in Escherichia
coli, it is poorly behaved during purification, consistent
with recent observations (18). Therefore, we generated the
F760A, Y761A mutations within a Pif1 construct that
misses the first 237 aa (237Pif1-PIPmut) and the proteins
were overexpressed from a pET28b plasmid and purified as
described (22). Wild-type Pol  was purified as previously
described (23), RFC, PCNA and RPA were a kind gift from
Dr. Burgers (Washington University).
ATPase, G-quadruplex stability and replication assays
The DNA-dependent ATPase activity of Pif1 and its mu-
tant variant were determined spectrophotometrically using
a NADH enzyme-coupled assay as previously reported (22).
ATPase activity was measured at 20◦C in Buffer A (10 mM
Hepes pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 8 mM Mg-Acetate, 1 mM
DTT) as a function of the concentration of ssDNA (dT60)
and at a constant concentration of 1 mM ATP. The stabil-
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change in absorbance at 295 nm, using a Varian Cary-100
spectrophotometer equipped with a Peltier-controlled cu-
vette holder. Oligonucleotides containing the sequences of
G4(A) and G4(B) (Supplementary Table S3) were incubated
in the indicated buffer for 3 min at 90◦C, followed by slow
cooling at room temperature. The G4-containing oligonu-
cleotides, at a concentration of 3 M, were incubated for
10 min at the starting temperature (14–16◦C) followed by
temperature increments of 2◦C. Absorbance was measured
after 3 min of incubation at each temperature increment.
The normalized change in absorbance at 295 nm was fitted
with a two-state model (24) using GraphPad Prism. Primer
extension assays were performed by monitoring a fluores-
cently labeled primer annealed to a biotinylated template
DNA strand in the presence of 100 mM KCl, as previously
described (23). For primer sequences please see Supplemen-
tary Table S3. Briefly, replication assays were carried out in
Buffer TM (20 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.8, 8 mM MgAc2, 1 mM
DTT, 0.1 mg/ml BSA) with 100 mM KCl. RFC (20 nM)
and PCNA (20 nM) were allowed to react with a single-
biotinylated DNA substrate (20 nM) in presence of strep-
tavidin (600 nM) and ATP (1 mM) for 2 min at 30◦C, fol-
lowed by the addition of Pol  (20 nM) and dNTP mix (100
M). RPA (40 nM) was added before Pol  and incubated
for 30 s at 30◦C and Pif1 (40 nM) was added with Pol .
The experiments in absence of PCNA were performed sim-
ilarly but lacked ATP, RFC, PCNA, RPA and streptavidin.
At the indicated times the reactions were stopped by the
addition of 80 mM EDTA, 0.08% SDS and incubated at
55◦C for 10 min. After addition of formamide (50% final),
20 mM EDTA, and 0.05% bromophenol blue, the samples
were heated at 95◦C for 2 min and analyzed on a 12% dena-
turing polyacrylamide gel, pre-run for 2 h in 1× TBE. The
gels were scanned using a Typhoon 9400 Variable Mode Im-
ager (GE Healthcare), monitoring the Cy3 fluorescence of
the labeled primer, and quantified using ImageQuant.
RESULTS
Analysis of the site-specific replication rate of G4 containing
sequence
We recently described an approach for measuring DNA
replication rate at a specific genomic locus in single live S.
cerevisiae cells (19). Here, we utilized this system to study
replication through G4 secondary structures (Figure 1). The
system is based on the replication of two different fluores-
cently marked arrays located near an early origin of replica-
tion. Specifically, we used the CRISPR/CAS9 technology
(20) to insert arrays composed of multiple repeats of lac
and tet operator sequences into the yeast genome, down-
stream to ARS413 and located 20 kb apart (Figure 1A).
These operator repeats are bound by the fluorescent fusion
proteins lacI-GFP and tetR-tdTomato, respectively, label-
ing both chromosomal loci as green (GFP) and red (td-
Tomato) dots under the microscope. When the arrays are
replicated during S phase, the fluorescence intensity of each
dot is doubled, since replication of the operators leads to
the recruitment of more fusion proteins to each dot (Figure
1B). Using time-lapse confocal microscopy, we tracked the
intensity of the fluorescence foci and identified when each
locus is replicated (Figure 1C). Thus, the bacterial operator
arrays serve as real-time in situ reporters of DNA replica-
tion, enabling the measurement of the replication rate at a
specific genomic locus by measuring the time delay between
the increase in green and red fluorescence intensity signal.
To study the effect of G4 structures on replication rate,
two different G4 sequences were inserted between the oper-
ator arrays, either separately (G4(A) or G4(B)) or in tandem
(G4(A+B)) separated by a 96 bp linker (Figure 2A, see Sup-
plementary Table S1 for DNA sequences). Previously, G4(A)
and G4(B) sequences derived from the yeast chromosomes
IX and IV, respectively, were shown to generate G4 sec-
ondary structures in vitro (4), were identified as Pif1 binding
sites in yeast and were shown to induce genome instabil-
ity in yeast in the absence of Pif1 (12). We found that these
G4s display different stabilities in vitro (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1). As a control, we also inserted a mutated version
of G4(A+B) with point mutations that prevent the formation
of secondary structures and in vivo recognition by Pif1 (12)
(Figure 2A, mutG4(A+B)). Unless stated otherwise, all G4
sequences were inserted in lagging strand orientation.
Pif1 is essential for fast replication through G4s
To examine the importance of Pif1 for replication through
the G4 sequences integrated into the lagging strand, we
measured replication rates in the yeast strains described
above containing PIF1 and pif1Δ (Figure 2). While repli-
cation rates were not affected by the insertion of one or two
G4s in the WT strain, rates were slower when Pif1 was ab-
sent (Figure 2C, see Supplementary Figure S2 for replica-
tion times in individual yeast cells). Interestingly, we found
that deletion of Pif1 does not have the same effect on repli-
cation through the G4(A) and G4(B) sequences. While repli-
cation through G4(A) was only marginally slower in pif1Δ
strain (P = 0.06), replication through G4(B) was signifi-
cantly slower when PIF1 was deleted (P < 0.01, 1.5-fold
decrease in replication rate). Moreover, a much stronger ef-
fect of PIF1 deletion on replication rate was observed in a
strain containing the tandem G4 sequences (G4(A+B)). We
found that replication rate is slowed down by 2-fold in the
G4(A+B) pif1Δ strain (P < 0.001), relative to the WT control
strain, suggesting that tandem G4 sequences can act in an
additive manner to slow down replication in the absence of
Pif1. Importantly, replication through the mutated G4(A+B)
sequence in pif1Δ yeast exhibits WT-like rate, strongly sug-
gesting that the change in replication rates in pif1Δ strains
is dependent on the formation of G4 structures rather than
the presence of G-rich sequence (Figure 2C). The change
observed in replication rates between the different strains
shows that Pif1 has a key role in allowing high replication
rate through lagging strand G4s, especially in G4 rich ge-
nomic regions.
To examine whether the requirement of Pif1 for high
replication rate through G4s is strand specific, we con-
structed additional WT and pif1-deleted strains in which
G4(B) or G4(A+B) sequences were integrated into the lead-
ing strand (Figure 3). Interestingly, we found that replica-
tion rate in pif1-deleted strains containing G4(B) or G4(A+B),
located on the leading strand, is dramatically higher rela-
tive to the respective strains containing G4(B) or G4(A+B)
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Figure 2. Pif1 is important for DNA replication through G4 structures located on the lagging strand. (A) Schematic illustration of the ARS413 chromo-
somal region containing G4 structures and a control strain. Replication was measured in strains with no insert between the arrays, either G4(A) or G4(B),
G4(A+B), or mutG4(A+B) containing point mutations in the G4s that prevent the formation of the secondary structure. (B) Representative result of a single
cell analysis for WT (top) and pif1Δ (bottom) strains with G4(A+B) located on the lagging strand. Solid lines represent a fit of the data to a sigmoidal
function, green and red mid-points are indicated by dashed lines. (C) Replication time of ∼30 Kb (distance between mid-lacO and mid-tetO arrays) for
WT, pif1Δ in the different yeast strains containing the G4s between the arrays. Number of measurements (left to right) for WT (no insert), WT G4(A),
pif1Δ G4(A), WT G4(B), pif1Δ G4(B), WT G4(A+B), pif1Δ G4(A+B), pif1Δ mutG4(A+B) are n = 45, n = 25, n = 31, n = 24, n = 25, n = 22, n = 26, n = 25,
respectively. All G4 elements were localized on the lagging strand. Error bars are ± SEM. Significance was determined by Monte Carlo resampling. *P <
0.05, ***P < 0.0005. Histograms of all cell measurements are shown in Supplementary Figure S2.
3B). These results highlight that unwinding of these leading
strand G4s is not Pif1 dependent and suggest that other he-
licases unwind these G4s enabling high replisome progres-
sion rates.
To further probe the importance of Pif1 for replication
through G4(A) and G4(B) sequences we examined DNA
replication through the G4 sequences by DNA Polymerase
delta (Pol ) in vitro (Figure 4). Specifically, we used Pol
 primer extension assay through the G4 sequences in the
presence of PCNA, Replication protein A (RPA), and with
or without Pif1. For these experiments, we utilized a Pif1
version missing the first 237 amino acids (237Pif1) that ex-
presses to a much higher level in E. coli than the full length
protein with no effect on Pif1 activity (22). In agreement
with the in vivo data described above (Figure 2), we found
that replication through the less stable G4(A) is efficient even
in the absence of Pif1, showing that this G4 sequence does
not impose a significant barrier for Pol  replication (Figure
4). In contrast, we found that replication through G4(B) in
the absence of Pif1 is completely inhibited even up to 10 min
of incubation, consistent with this G4 forming a highly sta-
ble structure (Supplementary Figure S1). However, the ad-
dition of Pif1 allows Pol  to replicate through the G4(B) se-
quence, albeit at a slower rate relative to replication through
the G4(A) sequence (Figure 4). We found that DNA replica-
tion past the G4-DNA results from Pif1 unwinding of the
G4 structure, as an ATPase deficient Pif1 did not stimulate
the reaction (pif1K264A, Figure 4). These results further high-
light the difference in G4 sequences acting as barriers for
Pol  replication and suggest that depending on their stabil-
ity not all G4 sequences found in the yeast genome require
Pif1 activity to allow optimal replication rate.
Pif1 physically interacts with PCNA via a conserved PIP box
Since our data shows that Pif1 is important for high replica-
tion progression through G4s, we hypothesized that the ac-
tivity of Pif1 at G4s may be mediated by PCNA. Recently,
biochemical and structural data showed that Pif1 can in-
teract with a non-canonical PIP box sequence located at
the C-terminus of Pif1 (residues 817–823) to enhance Pol
-mediated DNA synthesis (18). Additionally, physical in-
teraction between PCNA and Pif1 has been observed in S.
cerevisiae using a pull-down assay (25). Pif1 contains two
short sequences located at the middle of the helicase do-
main (residues 372–380) and at the C-terminal of the he-
licase domain (residues 752–761) that resemble the known
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Figure 3. Pif1 is dispensable for high replication rate through G4 struc-
tures located on the leading strand. (A) Schematic illustration of G4 struc-
tures located on the lagging strand (top) or leading strand (bottom) with
respect to replication fork progression in our system. (B) Replication time
of ∼30 kb (distance between mid-lacO and mid-tetO arrays) for WT, pif1Δ
containing G4(B) or G4(A+B) located on the lagging or leading strand.
Replication times of pif1Δ strain containing G4(B) or G4(A+B) located on
the leading strand are similar to WT strain. These times are significantly
slower in pif1Δ strain containing G4(B) or G4(A+B) located on the lag-
ging strand relative to the leading strand. Number of measurements (left
to right) for WT G4(B) (lagging), pif1Δ G4(B) (lagging), WT G4(B) (lead-
ing), pif1Δ G4(B) (leading), WT G4(A+B) (lagging), pif1Δ G4(A+B) (lag-
ging), WT G4(A+B) (leading), pif1Δ G4A+B (leading) are n = 24, n = 25, n
= 31, n = 32, n = 22, n = 26, n = 25, n = 25, respectively. Error bars are ±
SEM. Significance was determined by Monte Carlo resampling. *P < 0.05,
****P < 0.00005. Histograms of all cell measurements are shown in Sup-
plementary Figure S2.
second PIP-like sequence (QKVIDFY) due to its location
at the end of the helicase domain of the protein (Figure
5A). To test if PCNA can specifically recognize this PIP box
region in Pif1, we used an enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA) to examine the PCNA-PIP peptide interac-
tion (Figure 5B, see Supplementary Table S2 for all pep-
tide sequences). We have previously shown that this assay
can be used to detect PCNA interactions with a variety of
PIP peptides derived from different PCNA partners (26).
We thus compared the binding of PCNA to short biotiny-
lated peptides containing either the WT Pif1 PIP residues or
a mutated version of the PIP box (pif1-PIPmut), where the
F760 and Y761 were mutated to alanine (FY/AA, Figure
5A). We found that PCNA can bind the WT Pif1 PIP pep-
tide, but not its mutated version (Figure 5C), showing that
PCNA can specifically recognize this Pif1 PIP motif in vitro.
As controls for this ELISA assay, we used WT and mutated
forms of the PIP peptide derived from DNA polymerase 
(Rad30), a known PCNA partner, and tested their interac-
tion with PCNA (26,27) (Supplementary Figure S3). These
results show that this canonical PIP region in Pif1 can con-
tribute to the physical interaction between PCNA and Pif1,
together with the other previously described non-canonical
PIP region.
Pif1 canonical PIP box is important for optimal replication
through G4s
To examine the importance of the canonical PIP-mediated
Pif1–PCNA interaction for replication through G4 sec-
ondary structures, we first generated a strain contain-
ing pif1-PIPmut by replacing the endogenous PIF1 with
the pif1-PIPmut containing the FY/AA mutations in the
yeast genome, via a marker-less integration using the
CRISPR/CAS9 system (20). This pif1 mutation was gener-
ated on the background of a strain containing the G4(A+B)
sequence located on the lagging strand to allow measure-
ments of replication through this sequence (Figure 2). Next,
we used the cell-based assay described above (Figure 1) to
examine how the FY/AA mutations in Pif1-PIPmut affect
replication through the G4(A+B) sequence. We found that
the replication rate in this strain was significantly slower in
comparison to WT (P < 0.05, 34% reduction in replication
rate), but significantly faster than the pif1Δ strain (P<0.05,
Figure 6A). The expression levels of WT Pif1 and pif1-
PIPmut in the G4(A+B) strains were validated by genomic
tagging of the protein to 6xFLAG tag followed by west-
ern blot analysis (Supplementary Figure S4), while all repli-
cation rate measurements were performed with untagged
PIF1 variants. Next, we examined the growth rate of the
pif1-PIPmut strain generated on a background of a strain
that do not contain the G4s and observed a similar rate as
the WT strain indicating that the PIP mutations in Pif1 do
not reduce cell fitness (Supplementary Figure S5). To test
the previously identified non-canonical PIP sequence (18)
in our system, we measured replication through G4(A+B) in
a strain containing Pif1 with the mutated version of this PIP
box (I817R, M820R, L821R, and R823E, pif1-R3Emut)
(18). While these mutations were previously shown to im-
pair the ability of Pif1 to enhance strand displacement syn-
thesis by Pol  in vitro and reduced BIR efficiency in vivo
(18), they did not lead to a significant change in replication
rate through the G4(A+B) sequence (Figure 6A). We have
also examined replication rate in strain containing the pif1-
m2 variant, a partial loss of function allele with near wild-
type (WT) growth rates (28). Replication through G4(A+B)
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Figure 4. DNA primer extension activity of DNA polymerase  on DNA templates that contain G4(A) and G4(B)-DNA structures. The reactions were
performed in the presence of PCNA, RPA, Pol  and the absence or presence of 237Pif1 (deletion of the first 237 aa of Pif1) or its ATPase deficient mutant.
The lower panels are the quantitation of the gels above, reporting the fraction of the full-length products generated in the reaction.
in replication rate), yet this effect was not as dramatic as in
the absence of Pif1 (Figure 6A).
To further examine the importance of the canonical PIP
box in Pif1 for Pol  replication through G4 sequences, we
used the in vitro assay described above (Figure 4). We first
analyzed the effect of the F760A and Y761A mutations
on the ATPase activity of Pif1 and its ability to unwind a
duplex region downstream of a primer, thereby leading to
an apparent stimulation of strand displacement DNA syn-
thesis activity of Pol  (22,29). Since the recombinant ex-
pression of the full length Pif1 containing the F760A and
Y761A mutations was not possible due to protein aggrega-
tion (18), these mutations were generated in a Pif1 version
missing the first 237 amino acids (237Pif1-PIPmut) (Sup-
plementary Figure S6A) and compared it to the deleted
WT protein (237Pif1) (22). We found that while this mutant
exhibits a reduced ATPase activity (Supplementary Figure
S6B), it is equally able to allow DNA synthesis activity by
Pol  into a duplex region as the WT Pif1 truncated ver-
sion (Supplementary Figure S6C), indicating that the mu-
tation does not affect helicase activity. We note that the ap-
parent stimulation of strand-displacement DNA synthesis
occurs in the absence of PCNA, indicating that interaction
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Figure 5. Pif1 physically interacts with PCNA via conserved PIP box. (A) Consensus PIP box (17) in comparison to identified PIP box in Pif1 and mutated
PIP version (pif1-PIPmut). Consensus residues are marked in blue and mutations in red, [x] denotes spacing variations. Residues 752–761 in Pif1 are shown.
(B) Schematic illustration of ELISA experimental setting for detecting the interaction between immobilized PIP peptides and PCNA. (C) Relative ELISA
signal for PCNA–Pif1 PIP peptide interaction. Significance was determined by t-test. ***P < 0.0001. Error bars are ± SD, n = 3.
237Pif1-PIPmut increased DNA synthesis past the strong
G4(B) in vitro, albeit at a slightly slower rate compared to
WT (Figure 6B). The ability of the Pif1-PIPmut to allow
bypass of the G4 structure suggests either that additional
Pif1–PCNA interaction sites are sufficient for stimulation
of Pif1 activity, or that interaction of Pif1 with PCNA is
not strictly required. To test the latter possibility, we per-
formed the same reactions in the absence of PCNA (Sup-
plementary Figure S7). We found that Pif1 increases DNA
synthesis by Pol  past this G4-DNA structure even in the
absence of PCNA, confirming that this interaction is not
strictly required for Pif1 G4 unwinding activity. These re-
sults are in agreement with the in vivo data showing a sig-
nificantly smaller effect on replication slowdown in strain
containing the Pif1-PIPmut relative to replication rate in the
pif1Δ strain (Figure 6A). Taken together, our findings sug-
gest that Pif1–PCNA interaction through the canonical PIP
box is not essential for replication through G4s, however, it
significantly increases replication rate through these regions
possibly by coordinating and localizing Pif1 activity to the
site of replication.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we showed that Pif1 has a significant role in fa-
cilitating replication through G4 containing sequences. Pre-
vious works have shown contradicting results regarding the
importance of Pif1 for replication fork progression through
G4 sequences (12,14,15). The method used in this study en-
ables the quantification of changes in replication fork pro-
gression at a single cell level and in a specific genomic lo-
cus (Figure 1). Utilizing this approach for measuring repli-
cation rates through G4 sequences allowed us to examine
the extent of Pif1’s effect on replication through these re-
gions even in the absence of DNA damaging agents such
as HU (Figure 2). Our results suggest that Pif1 has a key
role in replication fork progression through lagging strand
G4 secondary structures, however, this role is dependent
on the G4 sequence and distribution. Pif1 deletion caused
a significant replication slowdown only through G4(B) de-
rived from chromosome IV, but not through G4(A) derived
from chromosome IX. This correlates well with differences
in loop length and thermal stability of the two G4(A) or
G4(B) structures (Supplementary Figure S1 and Table S1)
allowing DNA replication through some G4s even in the
absence of Pif1 (Figure 4). Our results are in good agree-
ment with previous examination of various G4-forming se-
quences both in vitro and in vivo that showed that short
G4 loop length leads to increased thermal stability and de-
creased in vivo genomic stability in yeast (30). In contrast,
examination of the epigenetic instability of the BU-1 locus
in REV1-deficient DT40 cells due to different G4 sequences,
has shown that the G4 effect is dependent on being located
on the leading strand but is independent of its in vitro ther-
mal stability (31).
Our replication assay performed on individual cells al-
lows examining cell to cell variations and thus obtaining
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Figure 6. (A) Pif1–PCNA interaction is important for replication through
G4 structures. Replication time of 30 Kb through G4(A+B) located on the
lagging strand in strains with pif1-R3Emut (n = 26)(18), pif1-PIPmut (n =
25) shown in blue and pif1-m2 (n = 26) in comparison to WT, pif1Δ (Figure
2C). Significance was determined by Monte Carlo resampling *P < 0.05,
**P < 0.005. Error bars are ± SEM. (B) DNA primer extension activity of
Pol  past G4(B) in the presence of the 237Pif1 wild-type or its Pif1-PIPmut
variant containing the F760A Y761A mutations. Standard deviations are
from five independent experiments.
to experiments performed on cell populations. Interestingly,
we found high variability of replication times in pif1-deleted
or mutated strains containing lagging strand G4s, including
some cells exhibiting replication times similar to WT cells
(Supplementary Figure S2). A possible explanation for cells
exhibiting WT replication times is the melting of G4 struc-
tures in these cells. Our biophysical characterization of the
G4s shows sharp denaturation curves that are best fitted to a
two-state model in which G4s can adopt either a fully folded
or fully unfolded state (Supplementary Figure S1 and Ma-
terials and Methods section). If G4s occasionally adopt an
unfolded state in vivo, replication times in this subpopula-
tion should be similar to WT, as observed in pif1-deleted
strains that do not contain structured G4s (e.g. mutG4(A+B),
Figure 2C). Thus, our reported population-averaged repli-
cation times in G4-containing strains (e.g. Figure 2C) are
the lowest estimate, while replication times in individual
cells that actually contain a folded G4 structure can be much
higher (Supplementary Figure S2).
Our finding that G4(B) and G4(A+B) located on the lead-
ing strand do not slow down replication in a pif1-deleted
strain (Figure 3) suggests that other helicases may unwind
leading strand G4s. Previously, DNA polymerase ε, which
mediates leading strand replication, was shown to be physi-
cally associated with the CMG helicase (32) raising the pos-
sibility that the CMG helicase itself may be sufficient for
G4 unwinding in the absence of Pif1. The effect of G4s lo-
cated on the lagging versus leading strand remains a point
of debate. A previous study (12) has shown that direct re-
peat recombination levels in pif1-deleted cells are not de-
pendent on G4 strand orientation. However, the authors
have also shown that lagging strand G4s can lead to in-
creased level of mutations under HU conditions, suggest-
ing that G4s in this orientation pose a higher stress to cells
(12). In an additional study by Lopes et al. (13), human
G4 CEB1 tandem array was integrated into WT and pif1-
deleted strains near ARS305 in a lagging or leading strand
orientation. The authors found a dramatic increase in desta-
bilization of the CEB1 motif and replication pausing in the
leading strand relative to the lagging strand orientation in
pif1-deleted background. The differences between our study
(Figure 3) and the previous study (13), may stem from dif-
ferences in the number of repeats and sequence of the G4s,
assay for characterization and genomic location.
A more dramatic effect on replication was obtained by in-
serting both G4 structures in tandem (G4(A+B)), indicating
the synergistic effect of two G4 regions and the high im-
portance of Pif1 in these cases. Regions containing more
than one G4 motif were found in repetitive regions of the
genome, suggesting that Pif1 may have a crucial role in en-
abling the replication of these regions. For example, the hu-
man CEB1 minisatellite forms stable G4 structures in vitro
and causes G4-dependent genomic instability when intro-
duced to Pif1 depleted S. cerevisiae (11,13). Additionally,
the G-rich strand of various telomeres can form G4 struc-
tures in vitro, and there is evidence for their formation in vivo
in Stylonychia lemnae and in human cultured cells telomeres
(8). G4 motifs in the same proximity of the tandem G4s used
in this study, or closer, can be found in conserved regions in
the S. cerevisiae genome in over 30 cases, excluding telom-
eric DNA (4).
Additionally, we found that Pif1 contains a canonical PIP
box at the C-terminus of the Pif1 helicase domain that in-
teracts with PCNA (Figure 5). In the absence of this inter-
action, replication through G4s is slower, yet this change
in replication rate is not as dramatic as the effect of dele-
tion of PIF1 (Figure 6A). This result suggests that the ac-
tivity of Pif1 at G4s is not completely dependent on its in-
teraction with PCNA through the PIP box described above.
This result agrees with our biochemical data showing that
Pif1 can function in the absence of PCNA in mediating
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mentary Figure S7); however, Pif1-PIPmut leads to slower
Pol  DNA synthesis through G4 relative to the WT (Fig-
ure 6B). Thus, the Pif1 interaction with PCNA through the
canonical PIP box described above enhances Pol  medi-
ated replication through G4 regions possibly by coordinat-
ing Pif1 activity with fork progression. The PIP box discov-
ered in this work differs from the non-canonical PIP box re-
cently identified (18). However, mutating this PIP sequence
in our G4(A+B) strain did not show a significant effect on
replication through G4s (pif1-R3Emut, Figure 6A). It was
previously shown by a pulldown experiments that residual
PCNA binding by a Pif1 fragment that does not include the
non-canonical PIP box still exists (18). Thus, it is possible
that more than one sequence in Pif1 can mediate PCNA in-
teraction and that these different sequences mediate distinct
Pif1 functions including break-induced replication (18) and
replication through G4 sequences as described here. Previ-
ously, multiple PIP boxes were also identified in Pol  and
were shown to be important for Pol  in vitro and in vivo
activity (33).
It has been recently proposed that Pif1 has a post-
replicative role in resolving G4s before mitosis rather than
unwinding these structures during DNA replication (14).
In this scenario, replication forks bypass the G4 structure
leaving nicks and gaps that are later filled, without resolv-
ing them during replication (12). The importance of Pif1–
PCNA interaction for replication through G4s as described
here suggests that Pif1 is critical for G4 processing during
replication. In accordance with this model, we did not de-
tect elongation of the G2 cell cycle phase in the pif1-deleted
strain that usually occurs when post-replication repair is ac-
tivated (Supplementary Figure S8). We propose that Pif1 in-
teracts with PCNA to enable replication through G4s and
that this interaction is important to prevent replication fork
stalling at G4 motifs. This may be followed by additional
Pif1 binding and unwinding to G4s in late S/G2 phase, for
final validation that all G4s are resolved before mitosis (12).
This model is consistent with the known rise of Pif1 cellular
abundance in late S/G2 phase (34).
A role for accessory helicases in aiding replication across
G-quadruplexes is not unique to yeast Pif1. Formation of
telomeric G4-DNA has been proposed to impair telomere
replication, thereby leading to telomere fragility (35–37).
Loss of RTEL helicase was shown to lead to an increase
in fragile telomeres (38,39), providing the first indication
that RTEL has a role in aiding replication across these dif-
ficult to replicate structures. Interestingly, RTEL interacts
with PCNA and mutations of its C-terminal PIP-motif led
to an increase in fragile telomeres as well, pointing to a cru-
cial role for this interaction in RTEL function at G4-DNA,
similar to our observation with yeast Pif1.
In summary, the slowdown of replication at lagging
strand G4-containing sequences and the importance of
Pif1–PCNA interaction for replication fork progression
through these structures highlight the functions of Pif1 dur-
ing replication for optimal fork progression through these
G4 sequences. In this case, PCNA may be important for the
localization of Pif1 at G4 containing sequences during repli-
cation enabling the correct timing of G4 unwinding during
this process.
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Figure S1: G4(A) forms a less stable G-quadruplex than G4(B). A) UV melting of 3 µM G4(A) 
in 20 mM HEPES pH7.4 and 40 mM KCl (gray) or 40 mM KCl and 8 mM MgAc2 (black). The 
solid lines are fitting to a two-state model with parameters in the table below. B) Same as in A) 





Figure S2: Distribution of replication times of 30 Kb (min) within each yeast 




Figure S3: Relative ELISA signal for PCNA-Rad30 PIP peptide interaction. Significance was 





Figure S4: Expression of WT and mutant Pif1 showing no significant difference in expression 
between the proteins. Both Pif1-WT and Pif1-PIPmut were C-terminally tagged with 6xFLAG, in 
the endogenous PIF1 locus. (A, B) Whole cell extracts of Δpif1, Pif1-6xFLAG and Pif1-PIPmut-
6xFLAG were loaded onto 10% SDS-PAGE gel, transferred to nitrocellulose and probed with 
mouse α-FLAG (A) or mouse α-PGK1 (B, loading control) primary antibodies respectively, and 
goat α-mouse HRP-conjugated secondary antibody. The expected molecular weights are: Pif1-
6xFLAG – 106kDa, PGK1 – 45kDa. (C) Quantification of Pif1-6xFLAG band intensities, 







Figure S5: Growth curve analysis of untagged WT and pif1-PIPmut strains indicating no 
difference in growth rate between the strains. Cells were grown in a synthetic complete (SC) media 
and all measurements were performed in triplicates. To calculate the growth rate, we used a linear 
regression following logarithmic transformation of the ODt=OD0·2t/τ equation to obtain Log2 ODt 
= Log2OD0 + t/τ; the slope value of the linear fit is 1/τ. The generation time (doubling time (τ)) 






Figure S6: A) SDS-PAGE of a Δ237Pif1 construct missing the first 237 aa and its variant Δ237Pif1-
PIPmut containing the F760A and Y761A mutations. B) DNA dependent ATPase activity of the 
two Pif1 constructs. C) Strand-displacement DNA synthesis of Pol δ alone and in the presence of 







Figure S7: DNA primer extension activity of Pol δ (in the absence of PCNA) past the G4-DNA 




Figure S8: Length of G2 cell cycle phase. G2 phase duration was calculated by measuring the 
time interval between replication of tetO array (signifying the end of S phase) and mitosis. There 
is no significant change in G2 phase duration between the strains. Significance was determined by 
Monte Carlo resampling. Error bars are ± SEM (n=43, n=21, n=26, respectively). 
  






















Table S2: PIP peptides used in this study 
WT Pif1  Biotin-RTRIKAHQKVIDFYLTLSS-NH2 
Pif1-PIPmut Biotin-RTRIKAHQKVIDAALTLSS-NH2 





Table S3: Sequences of DNA substrates for in vitro experiments 
 



















COMPLEMENTARY ROLES OF PIF1 HELICASE AND SINGLE STRANDED DNA 






In the previous chapter, it was discovered that the ability of a G4 to block DNA replication 
was correlated with its stability.  The G4s stability can be modified by changing the number 
nucleotides in the loops of a G4 or by changing the number of guanines in the G-tracks (thus, 
changing the number of tiers formed in a G4).  However, the extent of how these modifications 
changed the blocking ability of a G4 had not be studied.  Furthermore, others had found that RPA 
was able to melt certain G4s in vitro (1,2).  However, as described in the previous chapter, some 
G4s are clearly a hinderance to DNA replication in cells where RPA is abundant.  There are many 
potential G4 forming sequences found in the genome.  Thus, it is important to better understand 
what sequences are expected to be a hinderance to DNA synthesis and, in which cases, the 
stimulation of DNA synthesis by RPA is not sufficient and an accessory helicase, such as Pif1, is 
necessary.   
To this end, G4s with either 3 or 4 G-stacks with varying tail lengths were tested along 
with two naturally occurring G4s, cMyc and hTelo for their ability to block DNA synthesis by Pol 
δ.  This blocking ability was then compared to the melting temperature measured by UV melting 
of each G4 tested.  It was discovered that the stability of the G4s correlated with the blocking 
strength of the G4.  Interestingly, the stability of G4s with only 3 G-stacks was more sensitive to 
changes in the loop length:  G4s with longer loops had lower melting temperatures and less 
blocking strength.  On the other hand, G4s with 4 G-stacks displayed incredible stability and 
blocking strength regardless of loop length tested.  With a better understanding of the stability and 
blocking strength of the G4s, the ability of either RPA or Pif1 to aid in replication through a G4 
was tested.  Pif1 was able to stimulate replication through each G4 despite their variable stability.   
While RPA only slightly increased the ability of Pol δ to replicate through weak G4s, the presence 
82 
 
of RPA was important in preventing excessive degradation of DNA caused by head-on conflicts 
between Pif1 and Pol δ.    
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ABSTRACT
G-quadruplexes (G4s) are stable secondary struc-
tures that can lead to the stalling of replication forks
and cause genomic instability. Pif1 is a 5′ to 3′ he-
licase, localized to both the mitochondria and nu-
cleus that can unwind G4s in vitro and prevent fork
stalling at G4 forming sequences in vivo. Using in
vitro primer extension assays, we show that both
G4s and stable hairpins form barriers to nuclear and
mitochondrial DNA polymerases  and , respec-
tively. However, while single-stranded DNA binding
proteins (SSBs) readily promote replication through
hairpins, SSBs are only effective in promoting repli-
cation through weak G4s. Using a series of G4s with
increasing stabilities, we reveal a threshold above
which G4 through-replication is inhibited even with
SSBs present, and Pif1 helicase is required. Because
Pif1 moves along the template strand with a 5′-3′-
directionality, head-on collisions between Pif1 and
polymerase  or  result in the stimulation of their
3′-exonuclease activity. Both nuclear RPA and mi-
tochondrial SSB play a protective role during DNA
replication by preventing excessive DNA degradation
caused by the helicase-polymerase conflict.
INTRODUCTION
During DNA replication, efficient progression of DNA syn-
thesis can be hindered by obstacles derived from both ex-
ogenous and endogenous sources, such as DNA damag-
ing agents, tightly binding proteins, and stable DNA sec-
ondary structures (1). Of the latter, G-quadruplexes formed
by non-Watson–Crick base pairing of stretches of single-
stranded DNA containing four to five tracks of guanines
can pose a significant obstacle to DNA replication (2–9).
This may occur especially during lagging-strand DNA syn-
thesis when significant amounts of ssDNA are exposed that
can form G-quadruplexes. Genome-wide analysis of yeast
nuclear DNA has identified hundreds of sequences with G4-
forming propensity (10), and thousands have been identi-
fied in the human genome (11). In yeast, timely and efficient
DNA replication at G-quadruplex forming sequences re-
quires the activity of the Pif1 family of helicases. In Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae, the activity of Pif1, the founding mem-
ber of the Pif1 family of SF1B helicases (12,13), aids in
DNA replication at hundreds of G-quadruplex motifs (14–
16). In Schizosaccharomyces pombe, the orthologous heli-
case Pfh1 has similar functions at G-quadruplexes (17).
Both Pif1 and Pfh1 can unwind G-quadruplex structures
in vitro (18–23). Indeed, Pif1 unwinds G-quadruplexes of
different stability, albeit at different rates (18,21) and this ac-
tivity is sufficient to allow DNA synthesis through a strong
G-quadruplex (14). In vivo, the activity of Pif1 is required
for timely DNA replication through strong G-quadruplexes
on the lagging strand, while a weak G-quadruplex did
not affect the overall progression of DNA replication (14).
These observations raise the question whether only a sub-
set of G4-forming sequences could indeed pose a signifi-
cant problem to DNA replication and whether there is a
threshold of G-quadruplex stability beyond which the ac-
tivity of a non-replicative helicase is needed to aid the repli-
cation machinery. Below this threshold, perhaps the strand-
displacement DNA synthesis activity of the lagging strand
DNA polymerase  (Pol ) is sufficient to allow replication
through marginally stable G-quadruplexes. Alternatively,
formation of these structures may be prevented by binding
of the single-stranded DNA binding protein RPA (24) or,
if formed, they could be melted by RPA, thereby allowing
unimpeded DNA synthesis. Indeed, RPA can melt some G-
quadruplex structures in vitro (25,26).
The presence of G4 forming sequences is not restricted to
nuclear DNA. Human mtDNA with its highly skewed GC
content contains a large number of sequences predicted to
form G-quadruplexes, and sites of mtDNA deletion break-
points map in their proximity (27). Interestingly, analysis
of the yeast mtDNA showed that, compared to nuclear
DNA, it has a 10-fold higher frequency per kilo-base of G4-
forming sequences (10), suggesting that G-quadruplexes
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may pose a problem during replication of mtDNA as well.
However, it is possible that because the S. cerevisiae mito-
chondrial DNA polymerase  Mip1 has significant stand
displacement DNA synthesis activity (28), it may be suffi-
cient to allow synthesis through G-quadruplexes. While Pif1
can be found in the nucleus and in mitochondria in both
yeast and humans (29,30), the single-stranded DNA bind-
ing activity that could possibly destabilize secondary struc-
tures in the mitochondrial genome is provided by homo-
oligomeric mtSSBs.
In this work, we tested a collection of G-quadruplexes
with different stabilities as potential blocks for DNA syn-
thesis by Pol  in order to determine when the assisting ac-
tivity of RPA and/or Pif1 is required for efficient synthesis
through these blocks. We also show that G-quadruplexes
may pose a problem for DNA replication in mitochondria
and similarly address the roles of mtSSB and Pif1 in repli-
cation through blocks by Pol . Finally, in performing these
studies we discovered a novel and unexpected function of
single-stranded DNA binding proteins in preventing head-
on conflicts between the polymerase and the helicase that
would otherwise result in excessive DNA degradation by the
polymerase proofreading activity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Proteins and DNA substrates
Both variants of S. cerevisiae DNA polymerase , Pol  and
Pol DV (D520V), were purified from a yeast overexpression
system as described (31). Saccharomyces cerevisiae RPA,
PCNA, and RFC were purified as previously described (32–
34). Saccharomyces cerevisiae Pif1 was purified as previ-
ously described (35). The coding sequence for full-length
S. pombe Pfh1 was synthesized by GenScript (Piscataway,
USA) codon-optimized for overexpression in Escherichia
coli and cloned in pET28b at NdeI/XhoI, leaving a N-
terminus His6. Pfh1 was purified following the same pro-
tocol as for Pif1 (35). The purification of S. cerevisiae Mip1
from E. coli is detailed in Supporting Information. DNA
substrates were purchased from Integrated DNA Technolo-
gies (Coralville, IA) and their sequences are listed in Supple-
mentary Table S1. The 5′-fluorescently labeled primer was
annealed to a 3′-biotinylated DNA strand in the presence of
20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 8 mM MgCl2 and 150 mM KCl. The
reaction was heated to 95◦C and allowed to slowly reach
room temperature. G quadruplex formation occurred natu-
rally under the annealing conditions.
G-quadruplex formation and stability
G4s were formed by adding the G4 containing oligonu-
cleotide to the specified buffer at 3–4 M concentration
for spectroscopic assays and at 1 M for the replication as-
says, heating the solution to 95◦C in a hot water bath, and
allowing it to equilibrate to room temperature overnight.
The structure of the formed G4s was examined by circular
dichroism (CD) spectroscopy (Jasco, J-715). UV melting as-
says were carried out to measure G4 stability and were per-
formed as previously described (14). Briefly, G4s were as-
sayed by monitoring the change in absorbance at 295 nm
on a Varian Cary-100 spectrophotometer equipped with a
Peltier-controlled cuvette holder. After incubating the G4
containing oligonucleotide for 10 min at the starting tem-
perature (14–16◦C), the temperature was raised by 2◦C in-
crements and absorbance was measured after 3 min incuba-
tion at each temperature. Normalized change in absorbance
at 295 nm was fitted with a two-state model using GraphPad
Prism.
Replication assay
Replication assays were carried out in Buffer TM (20 mM
Tris–HCl pH 7.8, 8 mM MgAc2, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mg/ml
BSA) with 100 mM KCl. Replication assays were performed
with 20 nM of the DNA substrates, a concentration at
which the G-quadruplexes, containing four G-tracks, are
predominantly unimolecular (Supplementary Figure S1A)
(4,18,21,36,37). For experiments with Pol , a standard
loading protocol was followed (35). The concentrations re-
ported are the final ones after starting the reaction. RFC
(20 nM) and PCNA (20 nM) were allowed to react with
a single biotinylated DNA substrate (20 nM) in the pres-
ence of streptavidin (20 nM) and ATP (1 mM) for 2 min at
30◦C, followed by the addition of Pol  (20 nM) and dNTP
mix (100 M). When mentioned, RPA (80 nM) was added
before Pol  and incubated for 30 s at 30◦C. Pif1 (40 nM)
was added with Pol . The experiments with Mip1 were per-
formed similarly but lacked ATP, PCNA, RFC and strep-
tavidin. At the indicated times the reactions were stopped
by the addition of 80 mM EDTA, 0.08% SDS and incu-
bated at 55◦C for 10 min. After addition of formamide (50%
final) and bromophenol blue, the samples were heated at
95◦C for 2 min and analyzed on a 12% denaturing poly-
acrylamide gel, pre-run for 2 h in 1× TBE. The gels were
scanned using a Typhoon 9400 Variable Mode Imager (GE
Healthcare), monitoring the Cy3 fluorescence of the labeled
primer. Accumulation of full-length product was quantified
using ImageQuant; the background was subtracted using
the rubber-band option in ImageQuant and the intensity of
the full-length product was normalized to the intensity of
the whole lane. The reported values in the figures are the
mean and standard deviation from three to five indepen-
dent replicates. For the statistical significance of the differ-
ence between data a t-test was performed with GraphPad
Prism.
RESULTS
hTelo and cMyc G-quadruplexes block DNA synthesis by
DNA polymerase 
Two well-studied G-quadruplexes (G4s) are formed by four
TTAGGG repeats found at human telomeres (hTelo) and at
the promoter region of the human c-Myc proto-oncogene
(cMyc). In this study, we used the Pu27 sequence found
in the c-Myc promoter, containing five G-tracks that can
form two G-quadruplexes (38,39), both in parallel orienta-
tion (18,21,40). On the other hand, hTelo contains four G-
tracks that form a single antiparallel structure (18,21,36).
G-quadruplex formation and thermal stability were exam-
ined by CD spectroscopy and UV melting. In the buffer con-
ditions used for DNA replication assays, both cMyc and
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Figure S1B). The melting temperature of hTelo was depen-
dent on the K+ concentration (Supplementary Figure S1C),
with the addition of Mg2+ providing further stabilization
(Supplementary Figure S1D), as expected (22). However,
cMyc forms a more stable structure, as melting could only
be observed at low KCl concentrations and the addition of
Mg2+ was enough to stabilize cMyc to an extent that pre-
vented melting (Supplementary Figure S1E). Thus, cMyc
forms a more stable G-quadruplex than hTelo.
Next, we used primer extension assays to test the ability
of cMyc and hTelo to affect DNA synthesis by DNA poly-
merase  (Pol ). Figure 1A shows a schematic of the reac-
tion. Briefly, a primer labeled at its 5′ end with Cy3 is an-
nealed to a template that contains: (i) a biotin at its 3′ end
to allow binding of streptavidin and prevent PCNA from
sliding off the DNA; (ii) a G4-forming sequence at variable
distances from the 3′ terminus of the primer (gap) and (iii)
a 12 nt 5′ extension as an entry point for the 5′ to 3′ he-
licase. Primer extension assays were performed with both
an exonuclease-deficient variant (Pol DV, D520V) (Figure
1B and C) and wild type Pol  (Figure 1D and Supple-
mentary Figure S2). Pol DV was used to prevent exonu-
cleolytic digestion of primer; moreover, because of the lack
of exonuclease activity, it has stronger strand displacement
DNA synthesis activity (41). Consistent with cMyc form-
ing a highly stable G4 structure, its presence on the tem-
plate strand prevented any formation of full-length prod-
uct by Pol DV (Figure 1B and C), with most of the DNA
synthesis halted in the gap region of the template just be-
fore the start of cMyc. The same is true for Pol  (Figure
1D and Supplementary Figure S2). Comparably, for the
less stable hTelo at 10 min no >30% of full-length prod-
ucts were generated by Pol DV (Figure 1C) and <10% by
Pol  (Figure 1D). Furthermore, G4 stability can be altered
by the use of Na+, that does not stabilize G4s as well as K+
(21). In the presence of NaCl (Supplementary Figure S3A),
DNA synthesis of an unstructured G-rich single stranded
DNA template is unaffected, as expected, while the extent of
DNA synthesis through a G4 was increased, consistent with
replicating through a weaker G4. These results indicate that
the stability of the formed G-quadruplexes correlates with
their blocking strength during DNA synthesis and that the
polymerization activity of Pol  may not be enough to fully
destabilize them, requiring additional factors. Therefore, we
tested the role of RPA, that can melt DNA secondary struc-
tures including G-quadruplexes (25,42,43), and Pif1, that
unwinds G-quadruplexes (19,21,22), in aiding Pol  in DNA
synthesis through cMyc and hTelo.
Consistent with previous results using G4-forming se-
quences found in the yeast genome (14), in the presence of
Pif1, full length DNA synthesis products were formed for
both cMyc and hTelo, independent of whether Pol DV or
Pol  were used (Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure S2).
Stimulation of DNA synthesis through cMyc and hTelo
strictly depended on the ATP-dependent DNA unwinding
activity of the helicase core of Pif1, as an ATPase dead
mutant was unable to stimulate DNA synthesis even when
present in large excess relative to the DNA (Supplementary
Figure S3B). Interestingly, in experiments with Pol , the
addition of Pif1 appears to increase primer degradation,
and this increase is suppressed when RPA is added concur-
rently (Supplementary Figure S2, green box). This observa-
tion will be further elaborated on in the last section of the
Results.
Surprisingly, when using either Pol  or Pol DV, RPA
was unable to aid DNA synthesis through cMyc (Figure 1),
even with a longer ssDNA gap (Supplementary Figure S3C)
or in the presence of large excess of RPA relative to DNA
(tested on similarly strong G4 in Supplementary Figure S7).
On the other hand, RPA provides significant aid in DNA
synthesis through the weaker hTelo, especially for wild-type
Pol  that has a weaker intrinsic strand displacement DNA
synthesis activity than the exonuclease-defective form (Fig-
ure 1 and Supplementary Figure S2). Furthermore, for Pol
 when RPA and Pif1 are present at the same time, both
destabilization by RPA and unwinding by Pif1 of the G-
quadruplex structures contribute to an increase in the rate
of DNA synthesis (Figure 1D).
G-quadruplex stability correlates with blocking strength and
the ability of Pif1, but not RPA, to aid in DNA synthesis
The experiments in the previous section were performed
with hTelo that has an average G track and loop length
of mixed sequence of 3 nt (G3N3) and cMyc that has an
average G track length of 3.6 nt and loop length of just
1 nt (G3.6N1). Changes in the number of G stacks or the
loop length have been shown to modulate the stability of
G-quadruplexes and affect the structure of the G4 (44–46),
providing a tool to test how their stability and structure
(e.g. parallel versus anti-parallel, number of G-tracks, loop
length) correlate with their strength in blocking DNA syn-
thesis, and how RPA and Pif1 may stimulate DNA synthesis
through these blocks. To this end, we designed a series of
artificial G-quadruplexes in which the number of stacked
Gs and the loop length were varied (Supplementary Table
S1). To avoid potential sequence effects from the loops, each
loop contained only thymidines (Tx). CD spectroscopy and
UV melting experiments confirmed that for the (G3Tx)3G3
sequences, with three stacked Gs, decreasing the number of
Ts in the loop increases the stability of the G-quadruplex
and increases their propensity to form parallel structures
(Supplementary Figure S4A). However, independent of the
loop length, the (G4Tx)3G4 sequences with four stacked Gs
form parallel and highly stable G-quadruplexes (Supple-
mentary Figure S4B).
With the (G3Tx)3G3 sequences in the template strand,
primer extension assays show that the fraction of full-length
DNA synthesis products generated by Pol  decreases as
the loop length decreases (Supplementary Figure S4C), par-
alleling the increase in stability of the G4. As expected,
Pol DV was slightly better than wild-type in DNA synthe-
sis through the weaker (G3Tx)3G3 sequences, but no full-
length products were generated with a loop size of 1 nt. In
stark contrast, with the (G4Tx)3G4 sequences no full-length
products were generated by either Pol  or Pol DV, indepen-
dent of the loop length.
The role of Pif1 in aiding in DNA synthesis through
(G3Tx)3G3 and (G4Tx)3G4 sequences was tested using Pol
DV in order to avoid the substantial Pif1-stimulated degra-
dation of the primer by the 3′-exonuclease activity of Pol
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Figure 1. Pif1, but not RPA, aids Pol  in DNA synthesis through hTelo and cMyc G-quadruplexes. (A) Schematic of the primer extension reaction scheme.
(B) Representative primer extension assay results for Pol DV alone (black) and in the presence of either RPA (red) or Pif1 (blue) or both (green), with
cMyc (left) or hTelo (right) in the template strand. Quantifications of the fraction of full-length product generated as a function of time are shown in (C)
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each G4 sequence tested are shown in Supplementary Fig-
ure S5. Remarkably, Pif1 was able to aid in DNA synthe-
sis regardless of the number of stacked Gs or loop length
(Figure 2A), consistent with the helicase activity being suf-
ficient to unwind these structures independent of their sta-
bility. Moreover, Pif1 requires a 5′-ssDNA entry point for
its motor protein activity (22), and in the absence of this
entry point loops of 6 or 12 nt within the G4 structure are
not sufficient for significant Pif1-dependent stimulation of
DNA synthesis (Supplementary Figure S5C).
In order to amplify any potential effect of RPA, its role in
DNA synthesis through the same G4 sequences was tested
using Pol  (Figure 2A and Supplementary Figure S6). In
stark contrast to Pif1, RPA only partially aided DNA syn-
thesis and only for the weaker (G3Tx)3G3 sequences. No
full-length product was detected with (G3T1)3G3 or any
of the (G4Tx)3G4 sequences. For the (G3Tx)3G3 sequences,
our results show an inverse correlation between the increase
in G4 stability at shorter loop lengths and the ability of yeast
RPA to aid in DNA synthesis. These results agree with a
previous study by Ray et. al. (45), where the ability of hu-
man RPA to melt G-quadruplexes was directly correlated to
the length of the loop and inversely correlated to the number
of stacked Gs. Thus, one would predict a significant effect
of RPA in aiding DNA synthesis through the (G4Tx)3G4
sequences with long loops. However, our results show no
effect of RPA with any of the (G4Tx)3G4 sequences despite
a loop length of even 12 nt and a 5-fold higher RPA con-
centration (Supplementary Figure S7). These results sug-
gest the presence of a threshold in the strength of the G-
quadruplexes above which DNA synthesis by Pol  is com-
pletely halted even in the presence of RPA, thereby requir-
ing the helicase activity of Pif1 to unwind the G4 structure
and relieve the block to DNA replication.
To determine if this threshold in blocking strength was
specific to G4s, next we tested the effect of two stable hair-
pins on Pol  DNA synthesis: the hairpin from the MCS
of M13mp7 (47) and Chr7hp, a naturally occurring hair-
pin found in chromosome 7 of S. cerevisiae. As seen in Fig-
ure 2B and Supplementary Figure S8, both hairpins are
strong blocks that either completely (M13mp7) or signif-
icantly (Chr7) block Pol . Interesting, and in contrast to
G4s, the addition of RPA is sufficient to allow replication
through both of these strong hairpins. While Pif1 facilitates
DNA synthesis through the hairpins, its addition also stim-
ulates DNA degradation by Pol , which is prevented by the
presence of RPA (this phenomenon will be further discussed
later). These results suggest that the need for Pif1 in get-
ting through DNA secondary structures is unique to G4s,
as RPA is sufficient to allow replication through a strong
hairpin.
Finally, using the heterologous S. cerevisiae Pol  as an
example of a general polymerase we tested the activity of
S. pombe Pfh1 helicase in helping DNA synthesis through
G-quadruplexes. Pfh1 is a member of the conserved Pif1-
family and also another example of a 5′-3′ helicase. Figure
2C summarizes the results of primer extension assays per-
formed with different G-quadruplexes. Pfh1 allows DNA
synthesis through the weaker G-quadruplexes to an extent
similar to Pif1. These data suggest that the ability to fa-
cilitate DNA synthesis through G-quadruplexes is a con-
served property of the Pif1-family of helicases, and possi-
bly a general feature of 5′-3′ helicases. However, this ac-
tivity will also depend on the intrinsic G-quadruplex un-
winding activity of the specific helicase. Indeed, Pfh1 has
a limited effect on DNA synthesis through the strong G-
quadruplexes, suggesting that, compared to Pif1, Pfh1 has
weaker G-quadruplex unwinding activity.
Pif1 aids DNA synthesis by the mitochondrial DNA poly-
merase through G4s
Analysis of mtDNA predicts a higher density of G4-
forming motifs compared to the nuclear genome (10), sug-
gesting that G quadruplexes may pose a challenge to mito-
chondrial replication as well. Thus, we tested whether G-
quadruplexes would hinder the DNA synthesis activity of
the S. cerevisiae mitochondrial DNA polymerase  , Mip1
and the role that Pif1 and mtSSBs may play in the process.
We overexpressed and purified Mip1 that is active in
strand displacement DNA synthesis and has a strong 3′-
5′ exonuclease activity (Supplementary Figure S9). Repre-
sentative primer extension assays with either cMyc or hTelo
in the template strand are shown in Supplementary Figure
S10. No full-length DNA synthesis products were detected
with cMyc, while no more than 30% of full-length products
are generated with hTelo (Figure 3C). This blocking abil-
ity is unique to G4 structures, as Mip1 was able to carry
out DNA synthesis through DNA hairpins (Supplementary
Figure S11). Thus, similar to what was observed with Pol ,
a G-quadruplex is a barrier to DNA synthesis by a mito-
chondrial polymerase and the extent of synthesis inversely
correlates with the strength of the formed G-quadruplex.
Next, we tested the ability of Rim1 to aid in DNA syn-
thesis by Mip1. Because the S. cerevisiae mitochondrial
SSB, Rim1 can form either dimers or tetramers in solution,
with tetramers being favored on ssDNA (48), primer exten-
sion assays were performed in a large excess of Rim1 over
the DNA concentration to promote tetramer formation.
However, Rim1 did not significantly stimulate DNA syn-
thesis through the G-quadruplex blocks (Figure 3C), and
the same is the case for human mtSSB, which forms sta-
ble tetramers (Supplementary Figure S10B). On the other
hand, the presence of Pif1 promoted significant DNA syn-
thesis by Mip1, independent of the strength of the G-
quadruplex. Thus, unwinding of the G-quadruplex by Pif1
is required for efficient DNA synthesis by the mitochondrial
DNA polymerase as well. Again, we note that, like with
Pol , Pif1 appears to stimulate primer degradation by the
exonuclease activity of Mip1 (Supplementary Figure S11,
green boxes). For example, with the weaker hTelo, the in-
crease in exonuclease activity leads to an apparent decrease
in full-length products generated at the longer times, that
can be suppressed by the presence of Rim1 (Figure 3C).
Helicase–polymerase conflicts lead to stimulation of exonu-
clease activity and are suppressed by single stranded DNA
binding proteins
The increase in primer degradation by Pol  and Mip1
when Pif1 was added in the absence of a single-stranded
DNA binding protein was unexpected and examined fur-
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Figure 2. DNA synthesis by Pol  through model G-quadruplexes of different stability and DNA hairpins. (A) Quantification of the fraction of full-
length product, for G4s that differ in the number of G in the stack and loop length, generated by either Pol  with (red) and without RPA (black) or
Pol DV with (blue) and without Pif1 (gray) at the 10 min time point. Non-parallel configurations include antiparallel and mixed antiparallel and hybrids
conformations. Melting temperatures are indicated below each G4 for G4s formed in 30 mM KCl and 8 mM MgAc2. (G4Tx)3G4 and (G3T1)3G3 form
parallel structures, while (G3T3–7)3G3 form nonparallel structures. (B) Quantification of the fraction of full-length product generated by Pol  (black) for
two hairpins (M13mp7 or Chr7) in the presence of RPA (red), Pif1 (blue) or both (green). (C) Fraction of full-length product generated at the 10 min time
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Figure 3. Pif1, but not mtSSBs, aids Mip1 in DNA synthesis by through G-quadruplexes. (A) Cartoon showing the different polymerases and single-
stranded DNA binding proteins found in the nucleus and mitochondria in yeast. (B) Schematic of the primer extension reaction scheme. (C) Quantification
of the fraction of full-length product generated by Mip1 alone (black) or in the presence of either ScRim1 (red) or Pif1 (blue) or both (green), with cMyc
(left) and hTelo (right) in the template strand.
of the polymerases, as no primer degradation was observed
with Pol DV or when Pif1 was added to the substrate in the
absence of the polymerase (Supplementary Figure S13A).
Next, we performed primer extension assays under condi-
tions of limited DNA synthesis (only dATP added) and sub-
strates with cMyc placed 20 nt (Figure 4A) or 8 nt (Supple-
mentary Figure S12A) from the 3′-end of the primer. In-
dependent of the gap length or the presence of RPA, Pol
 incorporates two or four As, with little degradation oc-
curring at the long time points. However, addition of Pif1
leads to degradation of the newly extended primer, and this
degradation can be suppressed by the concurrent addition
of RPA. The same is true in the absence of DNA synthesis
(Supplementary Figure S13D), in which case Pif1 can use
the ATP from the PCNA-loading step for translocation and
unwinding. In these reactions the streptavidin block was
placed on the primer instead of the template strand to limit
the exonuclease activity of PCNA-loaded Pol  and allowed
clearer observed stimulation of primer degradation by Pif1.
The observed Pif1-dependent stimulation of primer
degradation does not require the presence of the specific
structure formed by a G4, as the same phenomenon is
observed with hairpins (Figure 4B, Supplementary Fig-
ure S12B) or a ssDNA template (Figure 4C). One possi-
ble mechanism that could explain the observed increase in
primer degradation is that the helicase completely unwinds
the dsDNA region, releasing the primer from the template,
followed by the exonucleolytic digestion of the free single
stranded primer by the polymerase. However, control ex-
periments suggest that this is not the case. The degradation
pattern of the ssDNA primer by Pol  is different from the
degradation pattern of the primer in experiments where Pif1
was pre-incubated with PCNA-loaded DNA before addi-
tion of the Pol  (Supplementary Figure S13B and C).
Pif1-dependent increase in exonucleolytic digestion of the
primer was also observed with the mitochondrial DNA
polymerase Mip1 (Supplementary Figure S11A, green box).
Thus, primer extension assays with Mip1 were repeated in
the presence of only dATP to limit DNA synthesis. Because
Mip1 has a strong intrinsic exonuclease activity these as-
says were performed under conditions that favor nucleotide
incorporation and limit degradation: (i) high dATP con-
centration (1 mM); (ii) a DNA substrate with streptavidin
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Figure 4. Head-on polymerase-helicase conflicts result in overt exonuclease activity. (A) Exonuclease digestion of the primer, under conditions of limited
DNA synthesis (dATP only), by Pol  alone (panel 1) or in the presence of either RPA (panel 2) or Pif1 (panel 3) or both (panel 4). The substrate contains
cMyc in the template placed 20 nt away from the 3′ end of the primer. (B and C) The same assays but in the absence of DNA synthesis and using DNA
substrates that contain either a hairpin sequence or no DNA secondary structures in the template. (D) Exonuclease digestion of the primer by Mip1 alone or
in the presence of the indicated combinations of Pif1, ScRim1, human mtSSB, or RPA. (E) Model of helicase-polymerase conflict. In the absence of a 5′-3′
helicase, DNA polymerases favor DNA synthesis over DNA degradation. However, head-conflict between the translocating helicase and the polymerase
bound at the 3′-end of the primer results in stimulation of its exonuclease activity. The presence of a single-stranded DNA binding protein (SSB) protects
against the helicase-polymerase conflict. Quantification of these gels are shown in Supplementary Figure S14.
junction and (iii) lower salt concentration (40 mM KCl).
Under these conditions, the presence of Pif1 significantly
increases the level of exonucleolytic digestion of the primer
(Figure 4D). Similar to what observed with Pol , the Pif1-
dependent stimulation of Mip1 exonuclease activity can be
suppressed by the presence of single-stranded DNA binding
proteins, albeit to a different extent.
DISCUSSION
G-quadruplexes can pose a significant obstacle to DNA
replication and multiple DNA polymerases have been
shown to be stalled by the presence of a G-quadruplex
formed on the template strand (2–9), including S. cerevisiae
DNA polymerase  (14). The question is how these blocks
are dealt with to allow progression of DNA synthesis, the
ultimate goal during DNA replication. Growing experimen-
tal evidence points to the activity of non-replicative heli-
cases for efficient DNA replication through these structural
blocks and genome maintenance (49–53). In S. cerevisiae,
the activity of Pif1 is required for timely DNA replication at
strong G-quadruplexes during lagging strand DNA synthe-
sis, while a weak G-quadruplex did not affect DNA replica-
tion (14). Here, we sought to investigate if only a subset of
G4-forming sequences would pose a significant problem to
DNA replication by DNA polymerase  and, thus, beyond
a threshold of G-quadruplex stability the activity of a non-
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machinery. Furthermore, because RPA has been shown to
be able to melt G-quadruplex structures, we sought to un-
derstand the role that RPA may play in aiding DNA syn-
thesis through G-quadruplexes.
In S. cerevisiae, genome-wide analysis of all G4-forming
sequences indicated an average of 4.3 G-tracts with an av-
erage length of 3.3 nt and an average loop length of 12.2
nt (10). Based on the work by Ray et al. (45) and our data
here, G-quadruplexes with 3 nt in the G-tract and long
loops may not form stable structures. The stability of the
G-quadruplexes formed with the (G3Tx)3G3 sequences de-
creases with increasing loop length and we would expect
that with an average 12.2 nt loop length only marginally sta-
ble structures would form, thereby potentially posing less of
a problem during DNA replication. Indeed, the DNA syn-
thesis activity of Pol  through these G-quadruplexes in-
versely correlates with their stability and RPA aids in the
process, indicating that it can, at least in part, melt these
weaker structures. Furthermore, RPA stimulates DNA syn-
thesis by Pol  through the human telomere G-quadruplex
hTelo, which contains 4 G-tracts with a length of 3 nt and
a loop of 3 nt. These results agree with published results
showing that RPA can melt hTelo in vitro (25,42,43). How-
ever, a robust stimulation of DNA synthesis is observed only
in the presence of Pif1, indicating that even for these weaker
G-quadruplexes, the helicase activity of Pif1 is required for
efficient DNA replication in vitro. This suggests that the lim-
ited DNA synthesis through these weaker G-quadruplexes
observed in the absence of Pif1 may not be enough to sus-
tain efficient DNA replication in vivo. Indeed, a weak G-
quadruplex that in vitro could be replicated through by Pol
 and RPA alone, did not cause measurable stalling of the
DNA replication fork in a yeast pif1 mutant, whereas a
strong G-quadruplex did (14).
When genome-wide analysis of yeast G4 motifs was re-
stricted to sequences that are conserved within the Saccha-
romyces genus, on average these sequence have 5.1 G-tracts
with an average length of 3.7 nt and an average loop length
of 10.8 nt (10). Similarly, the Pu27 sequence found in the
promoter of c-MYC proto-oncogene has five G-tracts with
an average length of 3.6 nt and short 1 nt loops. In general,
increase in the length of the G-tract and decrease in loop
length are expected to stabilize the formed G-quadruplexes
(46). In this work, we showed that cMyc, the (G3T1)3G3
sequence and the (G4Tx)3G4 sequences form highly stable
structures that completely block DNA synthesis by Pol ,
with no significant stimulation of through-synthesis pro-
vided by RPA. Any significant DNA synthesis through
these more stable G-quadruplexes requires the helicase ac-
tivity of Pif1, consistent with our recent observations in vivo
and in vitro using a strong G4-forming sequence naturally
found in yeast (14). These results suggest that there may ex-
ist a threshold in the stability of G-quadruplexes beyond
which the activity of non-replicative helicases is required
for DNA replication. Members of the SF1B Pif1-family
are conserved from bacteria to yeast and humans, and het-
erologous expression of different Pif1-family members can
suppress gross-chromosomal rearrangements at G4 motifs
in yeast (54), indicating that these helicases have similar
functions at G-quadruplexes in these different organisms.
Indeed, we showed here that, similar to Pif1, S. pombe
Pfh1 can facilitate DNA synthesis through G-quadruplexes.
However, the data also suggest that Pfh1 has a weaker G-
quadruplex unwinding activity and that additional species-
specific factors may be required to facilitate DNA synthesis
through strong G-quadruplexes in S. pombe. Also, we note
that because these helicases unwind with a 5′ to 3′ direc-
tionality, they can gain access to the ssDNA downstream of
the G-quadruplex, which would be available during lagging
strand DNA replication. This may not be the case for 3′ to
5′ helicases for which access to ssDNA may be precluded if
DNA synthesis proceeds to the 3′ edge of the G-quadruplex.
The presence of G4 forming sequences is not restricted to
nuclear DNA. Human mtDNA with its highly skewed GC
content contains a large number of sequences predicted to
form G-quadruplexes, and sites of mtDNA deletion break-
point map in their proximity (27). Interestingly, analysis
of the yeast mtDNA showed that, compared to nuclear
DNA, it has a 10-fold higher frequency per kilo-base of G4-
forming sequences, suggesting that G-quadruplexes may
pose a problem also during replication of mtDNA. Con-
sistent with this possibility, in this work we showed that the
strong G-quadruplex formed by cMyc blocks DNA synthe-
sis of the yeast mitochondrial DNA polymerase Mip1, with
mtSSBs providing no significant stimulation. Pif1 substan-
tially stimulates G-quadruplex through-synthesis by Mip1.
Thus, the requirement of the helicase activity of Pif1 to facil-
itate DNA synthesis through G-quadruplexes is shared by
the DNA replication machinery in the nucleus and in mito-
chondria. Moreover, the ability of Pif1 to stimulate DNA
synthesis of Mip1 in mitochondria, which do not utilize
PCNA, reinforces the proposal that the reported interac-
tion between Pif1 and PCNA is important for localization
of Pif1 at the site of action rather than for stimulation of its
activity (14).
While the results presented in this work may argue that,
compared to Pif1, RPA has a limited role in helping DNA
replication across G-quadruplexes, this is not to say that
neither RPA nor SSBs have a role in the process. Our re-
sults reveal a novel and general function of single-stranded
DNA binding proteins in preventing head-on conflicts be-
tween the polymerase bound to the primer and the helicase.
Unhindered translocation of Pif1 along the template strand
elicits excessive exonuclease activity by the polymerase. The
data suggests that this is not due to full unwinding of the
primer by Pif1. Rather, upon reaching the 3′ ds/ss junction
Pif1 may unwind part of the primer releasing its 3′-end and
making it accessible to the exonucleolytic site on the poly-
merase. More intriguingly, Pif1 may push the polymerase
in the direction opposite to DNA synthesis, thereby forcing
the 3′-end into the exonucleolytic site. The available data do
not allow us to unambiguously distinguish between these
two possibilities. However, we note that Pif1 can push direc-
tionally a SSB tightly bound to ssDNA (55), and it can also
displace proteins tightly bound to dsDNA (31), suggesting
that the motor protein activity of Pif1 may be enough to
act on the polymerase bound to the primer. In conclusion,
we propose that during lagging strand replication Pif1 is re-
quired for unwinding of G-quadruplexes to allow efficient
progression of DNA synthesis, while single-stranded DNA
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and the incoming helicase, thereby preventing head-on col-
lisions.
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Purification of S. cerevisiae mitochondrial DNA polymerase Mip1. 
Full-length Saccharomyces cerevisiae Mip1 (Pol ) from yeast S288C (excluding the 29 amino acid N-
terminal mitochondrial targeting sequence) was cloned in pET28a and overexpressed in Rosetta cells 
(DE3) (Novagen). The cells were grown in LB media, induced with 0.5 mM IPTG, and grown overnight at 
16 °C. The pellet was resuspended in the lysis buffer A (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 600 mM NaCl, 5% (v/v) 
glycerol 10 mM 2‐mercaptoethanol and 1 mM PMSF) and lysed by sonication. The cell lysate was 
centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 1 hour at 4°C, and the supernatant was loaded on HisPur Ni-NTA superflow 
agarose (Thermo Scientific) pre‐equilibrated with buffer A. Column was washed with buffer A containing 30 
mM imidazole and eluted with buffer A containing 300 mM imidazole. The eluted protein was extensive 
dialyzed against buffer B (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 20% (v/v) glycerol, 2 mM DTT and 0.2 mM PMSF) with 
200 mM NaCl. Dialyzed sample was passed through a High Q column (Bio-Rad), collected in the flow-
through, loaded on High S column (Bio-Rad), and eluted at buffer A with 700 mM NaCl. The eluted fraction 
was then diluted in buffer B to reach 150 mM NaCl, and loaded on a heparin column. After washing the 
column with buffer B with 200 mM NaCl, Mip1 was eluted with buffer B with 700 mM NaCl. After dialysis in 
Buffer C (20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.8, 400 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 10 mM β-ME and 0.1 mM 
PMSF), Mip1 was again loaded on HisPur Ni-NTA superflow agarose column, washed with buffer C with 
30 mM imidazole and eluted with 300 mM imidazole in Buffer C. Purified Mip1 was dialyzed and stored in 








Table S1.  Sequences of substrates used in the studies. The primer sequence used to generate each 











Figure S1. A) Native PAGE of the G-forming sequences annealed to the Cy3-labeled primer (100 mM 
KCl, 8 mM MgAc2). (G4T4)3G4 shows an unassigned faster migrating species; however, all (G4Tx)3G4, 
including (G4T4)3G4, blocked DNA synthesis (Fig. 2 and Fig. S5B).  B) CD scans for cMyc and hTelo G4s 
in 100 mM KCl and 8 mM MgAc2.  Scans are an average of 5 runs. C) UV Melting curves for hTelo at 
different salt concentrations. The values of Tm are noted in each graph. D) UV melting curves similar to B, 
but with the addition of 8 mM MgAc2. E)  UV melting curves similar to (A) for cMyc comparing melting at 
10 mM KCl with and without the presence of 8 mM MgAc2.  
Figure S2. Representative primer extension assays performed with Pol  and cMyc (left) or hTelo (right) 
















Figure S3. A) Pol  stalling is dependent on stability of formed G4. Quantification of full-length product 
formed by Pol DV on specified substrate in the presence of Na+ or K+. B) Pif1 stimulation of DNA 
synthesis through a G4 is dependent on helicase activity. Primer extension assays performed with a 
helicase dead version of Pif1 (Pif1Δ K264A) at 4x or 16x excess. C) (left) Representative primer 
extension assays on DNA substrate containing cMyc G4 and a 20 nt gap. (right) Quantification of primer 
extension assays with 3 replicates. 
 
Figure S4. CD spectra (left), in 100 mM KCl and 8 mM MgAc2, and UV melting curves (right) for 3G-stack 
G4s (A) or 4G-stack G4s (B). Normalized absorbance at 295 nm was fitted to a two-state model.  
Calculated melting temperature is noted in graph with the corresponding color. C) Quantification of the 
fraction of full-length product formed at 10 min by Pol  and Pol DV for each G4 (n=3). 
 
Figure S5. Representative primer extension assay (times: 30”, 1’, 4’, 10’) with Pol DV and the 3G-stack 
G4s (A) or 4G-stack G4s (B) in the presence of Pif1.  C) Quantifications of fraction of full-length product 




Figure S6. Representative primer extension assay (times: 30”, 1’, 4’, 10’) with Pol  and the 3G-stack G4s 





Figure S7. A) Representative primer extension assay (times: 30”, 1’, 4’, 10’) with Pol DV and the 3G-stack 
G4s (A) or 4G-stack G4s (B) in the presence of large excess RPA. C) Quantifications of full-length product 






Figure S8. Representative primer extension assays (times: 30”, 1’, 4’, 10’) for two hairpin substrates 






























Figure S10. A) Representative primer extension assay (times: 30”, 1’, 4’, 10’) with Mip1 and the specified 
G4s in the presence of 40x Rim1 (relative to the DNA concentration) or 4x hmtSSB with or without 2x Pif1. 
B) Quantification of the fraction of full-length product of cMyc (left) and hTelo (right) by Mip1 as a function 










Figure S11. A)  Representative primer extension assay (times: 30”, 1’, 4’, 10’) by Mip1 and the specified 
hairpins (M13mp7 and Chr7) in the presence of Rim1, Pif1, or both.  B) Quantifications of the full-length 












Figure S12.  A) Exonuclease activity assay performed under conditions of limited DNA synthesis (only 
dATP added) using Pol  with RPA, Pif1, or both on a DNA substrate with cMyc 8 nts away from the 3’ end 
of the primer.  B)  Similar to A, but on a DNA substrate with the M13mp7 hairpin sequence. 






Figure S13. A) Addition of Pif1 alone with or without PCNA or dATP does not cause primer degradation.  
Time points are taken at 10 min.  B) Pol  incubated with free primer (no template strand) for 1 min.  C)  
Pre-incubation of Pif1 does not result in quicker primer degradation following the addition of Pol  for 1 min.  
PCNA was loaded on DNA primer template substrate and then Pif1 was added to the reaction for 0, 1’, 4’, 
or 10’.  Then Pol  was added for 1 min and extent of exonuclease activity was measured.  D)  Exonuclease 
activity assay performed in the absence of dNTPs using Pol  with RPA, Pif1, or both on DNA substrates 












DISRUPTION OF NUCLEOSOMAL AND NON-NUCLEOSOMAL PROTEIN:DNA 




Impeded DNA replication can lead to replication fork stalling and potentially genomic 
instability (1,2), yet many barriers must be overcome during DNA replication, such as DNA 
secondary structures and tightly bound proteins.  One source of obstacles is transcription that 
occurs simultaneously with DNA replication. Not only does active transcription potentially 
conflict with DNA replication (3,4), but replication through a gene body disrupts the nucleosome 
and transcription factor architecture that must be restored behind the fork.  It appears that both 
transcription factors and nucleosomes are rapidly rebound behind the fork as both transcription 
factor binding sites and nucleosome positions are correlated to Okazaki fragment junctions (5).  
Epigenetic marks carried on nucleosomes must also be preserved to maintain epigenetic integrity 
(6,7).  Thus, nucleosomes are recycled from the parental strand and redeposited randomly on the 
two daughter strands (8-13).  Coupling these processes to DNA replication permits efficient 
restoration of the proper genomic landscape.  However, as lagging strand replication proceeds in 
the opposite direction of the replication fork, rebinding of transcription factors and reassembly of 
nucleosomes could form barriers to the lagging strand DNA polymerase δ (Pol δ).  Because 
nucleosomes are able to block Pol δ DNA synthesis both in vivo (5) and in vitro (14) and Okazaki 
fragments are similar in size to nucleosomes, nucleosomes may play a regulatory role to limit 
strand displacement synthesis to allow primer removal but prevent excessive re-replication.   
Though rare, long flaps can arise during Okazaki fragment maturation and be extended by 
the DNA helicase Pif1 (15,16).  In these cases, the endonuclease Dna2 is required to cleave the 
flap and restore nick translation by FEN1 (17-19).  The Pif1 extended flap has been described to 
reach 100s (20) to 1000s (21) of nucleotides long, suggesting Pif1 has the ability to displace 
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nucleosomes on downstream Okazaki fragments.  However, the effect of a nucleosome on the 
unwinding activity of Pif1 has yet to be tested.   
Interestingly, genome wide analysis of Okazaki fragment junctions noted that these 
junctions were particularly correlated to the transcription factor binding sites of Abf1, Rap1, and 
Reb1 (5).  Indeed, Rap1 is a strong block to DNA synthesis by Pol δ and replication through a 
Rap1 block requires Pif1 (22).   However, it is unclear if other transcription factors are a strong 
block to DNA synthesis by Pol δ, and, if so, which characteristics of a protein contribute to its 
ability to block DNA replication.   
Here we show that both tight binding transcription factors Reb1 and Tbf1 are strong polar 
blocks to Pol δ.  However, the presence of the ssDNA binding protein RPA is sufficient to 
stimulate replication through Tbf1, but not Reb1, revealing that only select transcription factors 
likely hinder DNA replication.  Furthermore, a 601 positioned nucleosome was a strong block to 
both Pol δ DNA synthesis and FEN1-mediated nick translation.  Pif1 was able to stimulate Pol δ 
synthesis through a nucleosome in the presence of RPA, but FEN1 nuclease activity protected 
against Pif1 stimulation during nick translation.  Though an RPA-bound flap only moderately 
inhibited FEN1, it was sufficient to promote Pif1 unwinding through a protein block, even in the 
presence of FEN1.   
5B. GENERAL TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR BARRIERS DIFFER IN THE NECESSITY 
OF PIF1 TO ALLOW THROUGH-REPLICATION 
In vitro primer extension assays were performed on substrates with a downstream duplex 
region containing the respective binding site for each transcription factor.  The scheme for the 
DNA synthesis assay is depicted in Figure 1A.  Briefly, PCNA is loaded on the DNA substrate 
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followed by the binding of either Reb1 or Tbf1 with or without the single stranded DNA (ssDNA) 
binding protein RPA.  DNA synthesis is initiated by the addition of Pol δ and nucleotides, and the 
formation of extension products is monitored over time.  In the presence of Reb1, Pol δWT is clearly 
stalled by Reb1 (Figure 1B).  However, when stalled, Pol δWT idles – cyclical cleaving and 
resynthesizing DNA ahead of the block – and this results in a large range of stalled products 
(Figure 1B), making their analysis difficult.  Thus, the exonuclease deficient form of Pol δ (Pol 
δDV) was used to better detect the site of stalling (Figure 1C) and quantify the fraction of stalled 
products.  
As seen in Figure 2A, the presence of Reb1 inhibits full length product formation, 
indicating Reb1 is a strong block to Pol δDV DNA synthesis.  RPA is able to stimulate DNA 
synthesis by binding the 5’ flap of the substrate.  However, stimulation by RPA was not sufficient 
 
Figure 1:  A) Schematic of primer extension assays performed with Reb1 or Tbf1 blocks.  B) Primer extension assays 
using Pol δWT with and without a Reb1 block monitored over time (10”, 30”, 1’, 2’, 5’, 10’) C) Similar to B, but with 
Pol δDV.  D)  Primer extension assays without a block performed with Pol δDV with and without RPA.   
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to allow replication through a Reb1 block (Figure 2A), the majority of the extension products do  
not reach full-length; rather, DNA synthesis stalls just before the binding site of Reb1 and results 
in the accumulation and persistence of stalled products (Figure 2C, forward).  In order for efficient 
DNA replication to occur, the unwinding activity of Pif1 was necessary to alleviate the Reb1 block, 
similar to what previously reported for the strong block imparted by the Rap1 protein (22).   
 In S.pombe, spReb1 is a polar block important in blocking DNA replication forks from 
one direction to ensure transcription and DNA replication move in the same direction through 
rDNA genes (23). Albeit, such a polar blocking function for Reb1 has not been clearly established 
in S. cerevisiae, Reb1 was tested for polarity in inhibiting DNA synthesis by using DNA substrates 
with the binding logo on the complementary strand.  Changing the direction of Reb1 binding in 
relation to DNA synthesis weakens the blocking ability of Reb1 (Figure 2B).  Nevertheless, in the 
reverse configuration, Reb1 still stalls Pol δ, and Pif1 stimulates efficient DNA replication.  This 
polarity is evident by comparing the extent of stalling on the forward and reverse substrates (Figure 
2C).  The forward substrate displays extended stalling throughout the time course.  However, 
 
Figure 2:  Pif1 stimulates replication through a strong Reb1 polar blocks.  A)  Quantification of full length protein 
formation during primer extension assays for the forward Reb1 substrates with and without Reb1, RPA, and Pif1 
monitored over time (10”, 30”, 1’, 2’, 5’, 10’). (n=3)  B) Similar to A, but on the reverse substrate. (n=3)  C) 
Quantification of the stalling fraction for both the forward and reverse Reb1 substrate in the presence of RPA. (n=3) 
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stalling on the reverse substrate is characterized by an early peak that decays over time, indicative 
of Pol δ overcoming a weaker replication block. 
Previously, our lab has studied Rap1, a transcription factor that is crucial scaffolding for 
the shelterin complex at telomeres and likely the cause of slow replication through telomeric 
regions (24).  Similar to Reb1, Rap1 is a strong block to DNA synthesis and Pif1 is required for 
efficient DNA synthesis through a Rap1 barrier.    The crystal structure of Rap1 revealed that it 
encircles the DNA in which the Myb domains bind one face of DNA and the C-terminal tail of the 
DNA binding domain circles the DNA and binds to the N-terminus.  It is possible that Rap1’s 
strong blocking strength was in a large part due to this unique binding configuration.  However, 
binding configuration is likely not the only deciding factor for blocking strength, as a crystal 
structure of spReb1 suggests as a monomer Reb1 would only bind one surface of DNA.  
Furthermore, both Rap1 and Reb1 were identified along with Abf1 in a genome wide study as 
major contributors to the correlation between transcription binding sites and Okazaki fragment 
junctions (5).  Thus, to better understand what characteristics that contribute to the blocking power 
of transcription factors, we tested the ability of Tbf1 to block Pol δ.  Tbf1 was not identified in the 
genome wide study but forms a tight complex with DNA (25).   
Interestingly, while Tbf1 was a strong block to Pol δDV in the absence of RPA, binding of 
RPA to the 5’-flap of the substrate and its stimulation of DNA synthesis is enough to allow 
replication passed a Tbf1 block to the same extent as Pif1 stimulated DNA synthesis (Figure 3A).  
Similar to Reb1, Tbf1’s blocking ability was weakened in the reverse configuration (Figure 3B).  
The pattern of stalling fractions was also similar to Reb1:  extended stalling on the forward 
substrate, but an early decaying peak on the reverse substrate (Figure 3C).  In the reverse direction, 
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Tbf1 was still able to slow DNA synthesis, though RPA was sufficient to stimulate efficient DNA 
synthesis through this weaker Tbf1 block to the same degree as reactions performed with Pif1.   
 Both Reb1 and Tbf1 were able to significantly block Pol δDV DNA synthesis in the absence 
of RPA to similar degrees (compare black lines in Figure 2A and 3A), suggesting that, independent 
of their binding affinity, Reb1 and Tbf1 bound to DNA are a block to DNA synthesis.  On one 
hand, removal of the block imparted by Reb1 to allow the progression of DNA replication requires 
the activity of a helicase.  On the other hand, a Tbf1 block, but not a Reb1 block, can be overcome 
by the binding of RPA to the ssDNA flap and stimulating the DNA synthesis activity of the 
polymerase, suggesting that not all tightly bound proteins found on genomic DNA will pose a 
significant block to DNA replication.   
5C.  NUCLEOSOMES ARE DISRUPTED BY PIF1 TO ALLOW DNA SYNTHESIS BY 
DNA POLYMERASE δ 
To test the extent that a nucleosome blocks DNA synthesis, we designed a DNA substrate 
containing a 601 Widom sequence (26) for strong nucleosome positioning that could be used in 
 
Figure 3:  RPA is sufficient to stimulate replication through Tbf1 polar blocks.  A)  Quantification of full length 
protein formation during primer extension assays for the forward Tbf1 substrates with and without Tbf1, RPA, and 
Pif1 monitored over time (10”, 30”, 1’, 2’, 5’, 10’). (n=3)  B) Similar to A, but on the reverse substrate. (n=3)  C) 




primer extension assays (Figure 4A and B).  On these substrates, Pol δWT has limited strand 
displacement activity and fails to reach the nucleosome (Figure 5), thus preventing us from testing 
whether it is a barrier to DNA synthesis. Thus, once again, we turned to the use of Pol δDV to be 
able to test this (Figure 6A).  
 On a nucleosome free substrate, Pol δDV slowly synthesizes full length DNA (Figure 6A, 
panel 1); however, by binding the growing flap, RPA is able to stimulate efficient DNA synthesis 
 
Figure 4:  Reaction scheme for nucleosome substrates.  A)  Schematic of primer extension assays performed 
on nucleosome bound substrates.  B)  Native PAGE gel monitoring the Cy3 labelled DNA.  Nucleosome assembly 
is seen by the slower migration of the DNA substrate following the addition of human octamer.   
 
Figure 5:  Representative primer extension assays using Pol δWT in the presence of RPA with and without Pif1 on a 
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of full-length product (Figure 6A, panel 2).  To best illustrate the effect of RPA and Pif1 on DNA 
synthesis through a nucleosome bound substrate, two quantification methods are shown: the rate 
of full-length product formation over time (Figure 6B) and the band intensity for each reaction at 
30 min (Figure 6C). On a nucleosome bound substrate, Pol δDV is clearly halted at the front edge 
of the nucleosome (Figure 6A, panel 3 and Figure 6C) and this prevents the formation of full-
length product (Figure 6B).  Unlike the nucleosome free substrate, the addition of RPA is not 
 
Figure 6:  Pif1 disrupts nucleosomes to allow through-replication.  A)  Representative gel of primer extension 
assays performed with Pol dDV on nucleosome free or nucleosome bound substrates in the presence or absence of 
RPA and/or Pif1.  B) Quantification of full length product formation from primer extension assays in A.  (n=3)   C)  
Quantification of the band intensity of the 30 min time point for primer extension assays in A on nucleosome bound 
substrates.   
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sufficient to stimulate DNA synthesis passed a nucleosome (Figure 6B), though it does promote 
synthesis about 8 nt further into the nucleosome (Figure 6A, panel 4 and Figure 6C).   
 Next, we tested if Pif1 was sufficient to allow replication through a nucleosome.  Despite 
the stability of a nucleosome, Pif1 was able to disrupt the nucleosome and promote replication 
through the nucleosome barrier (Figure 6A, panel 5 and Figure 6C).  However, this stimulation 
only resulted in about 10% full-length product formation (Figure 6B).  Interestingly, Figure 6C 
reveals that reactions with Pif1 stall just before the nucleosome dyad, which is the strongest point 
of a nucleosome.  While RPA had little effect on replication on the nucleosome bound substrate, 
the combined activities of Pif1 and RPA resulted rapid full-length product formation (Figure 6B).  
As seen in panel 6 of Figure 6A and in Figure 6C, the addition of RPA nearly eliminated stalling 
ahead of the nucleosome dyad.     
Disruption of the nucleosome by Pif1 could be in the form of pushing or ejecting the 
nucleosome.  In Figure 6C, stimulated by Pif1, Pol δDV stalled at the dyad of the nucleosome before 
rapidly forming full length product.  As the center of the nucleosome, the dyad is the strongest 
position within the nucleosome.  Stalling and then overcoming the dyad suggests that Pif1 unwinds 
and then ejects the nucleosome.  To test further the possibility that Pif1 may be pushing the 
nucleosome off the back of the DNA substrate, I generated an otherwise identical DNA substrate 
that contains an extended 50 nt (rather than 3 nt) tail past the nucleosome positioning sequence.  
Without Pif1, Pol δDV stalls at the same position on either substrate, showing that the nucleosome 
is positioned identically regardless of tail length (Figure 7).  Interestingly, Pif1 stimulated DNA 
synthesis to the same position on both the 3 nt and 50 nt tailed substrates.  While not definitive 
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proof of eviction, these combined observations suggest that Pif1 is able to eject a nucleosome to 
allow DNA synthesis to proceed.   
5D.  FEN1 NUCLEASE PREVENTS PIF1 STIMULATION OF DNA REPLICATION 
THROUGH A REPLICATION BLOCK, THEREBY AVOIDING DNA RE-
REPLICATION. 
Because RPA is abundant during DNA replication in a cell, the results in the previous 
section strongly suggest that Pif1 is able to efficiently disrupt nucleosomes to allow unperturbed 
replication to occur.  This suggests that uncontrolled Pif1 activity could result in excessive flap 
generation and removal of nucleosomes.  Disruption of a nucleosome during lagging strand 
 
Figure 7:  Primer extension assays comparing nucleosome bound substrates with a short 3 nt or long 50 nt tail behind 
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replication could lead to possible epigenetic loss or excessive re-replication of downstream 
Okazaki fragments.  During Okazaki fragment maturation, FEN1 travels along with Pol δ to 
promote nick translation: a repetitive cycle of short-range strand displacement by Pol δ and flap 
cleavage by FEN1, as depicted in Figure 8A.  Thus, we sought to ask if nick translation can prevent 
Pif1 from stimulating through-replication.  
To promote nick translation, the primer extension assay was performed with Pol δWT and 
FEN1.  Though Pol δWT has weak strand displacement activity that prevents extensive DNA 
 
Figure 8:  FEN1 endonuclease activity prevents Pif1 stimulation of through-replication.  A)  Schematic of nick 
translation performed during primer extension assay involving FEN1.  B)  (left) Representative primer extension 
assays containing FEN1 with or without Pif1 on nucleosome free or nucleosome bound substrates.  (right) 
Quantification of full length product formation of reactions with or without FEN1 and Pif1 on nucleosome free or 
nucleosome bound substrates. (n=3) 
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synthesis, in the presence of FEN1, Pol δWT is able to efficiently synthesize full length product in 
the absence of a nucleosome as seen in panel 1 of Figure 8B and in Figure 8D.  However, on a 
nucleosome bound substrate, nick translation by Pol δWT and FEN1 was blocked at the front edge 
of the nucleosome (Figure 8C, panel 3), thus preventing full length product formation (Figure 8E).  
This result is in agreement with previous results (14), showing reactions performed with Pol δWT 
and FEN1 did not allow replication through a nucleosome.     
Similar to results carried out with Pol δDV, Pif1 was able to stimulate Pol δWT to synthesize 
full length product on both a nucleosome free (Figure 4, panel 2 and Figure 8D) and a nucleosome 
bound (Figure 4, panel 4 and Figure 8E) substrate, showing that Pif1 is also able to promote 
replication by Pol δWT through a nucleosome.  The effect of FEN1-mediated nick translation on 
Pif1 stimulation of DNA synthesis through a nucleosome was tested.   As seen in panel 2 of Figure 
8B, FEN1 was able to prevent Pif1 from stimulating Pol δWT even on a nucleosome free substrate.  
This was confirmed by comparing the rate of full-length product formation:  reactions with FEN1 
and Pif1 are nearly identical to those with FEN1 alone (Figure 8D).  The same pattern was seen 
on substrates with a bound nucleosome:  the presence of Pif1 had no effect on the degree of full-
length product formation in reactions performed with FEN1 (Figure 8C, panel 4 and Figure 8E).  
Likely FEN1 is able to prevent Pif1 from acting on the DNA substrate by continuously cleaving 
the 5’ flap used as an entry point by Pif1.  Thus, when Pol δ synthesizes DNA from a nick the 
activity of FEN1 is sufficient to prevent stimulation of DNA synthesis by Pif1.   
On the previous substrate, FEN1 effectively prevented Pif1 stimulation of DNA synthesis 
through a nucleosome.  However, during Okazaki fragment processing, long flaps can form (21) 
and become inhibitory to FEN1 cleavage if bound by RPA (15).  Thus, we tested the ability of 
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FEN1 to protect against Pif1 stimulation on a substrate with a long 5’ flap in the presence or 
absence of RPA.  For this we used the DNA substrates that contain a Reb1 binding site in the 
downstream dsDNA (Figure 9) and all the experiments were performed in the presence of Reb1 to 
slow full-length product formation.  Interestingly, FEN1 has a slight stimulatory effect on DNA 
synthesis through Reb1, regardless of the absence (Figure 9A) or presence of RPA (Figure 9B).  
This was unexpected because in the presence of RPA, FEN1 should be inhibited and, thus, not be 
able to stimulate Pol δWT.  To ensure RPA is able to inhibit FEN1 in our system, the 5’ flap was 
radiolabeled and cleavage by FEN1 was monitored directly.  As seen in Figure 8C, FEN1 cleaves 
at the base of the 5’ flap, and RPA is indeed able to inhibit FEN1 in our replicative system; 
however, RPA was only able to partially inhibit FEN1.  Though it is common wisdom in the field 
that RPA can inhibit FEN1, a similar result was already observed previously:  RPA has only 
modest inhibition on strand displacement formed flaps (15) and other works reveals a 
 
Figure 9:  RPA-bound flaps favor Pif1 extension over FEN1 cleavage.  A)  Quantification of primer extension 
assays performed on Reb1 substrate with a preformed 5’ flap in the absence of RPA with and without FEN1 or Pif1.   
(n=3) B)  Similar to A, but in the presence of RPA.  C)  Cleavage products of endonuclease activity of FEN1 of the 
P32 5’ radiolabelled flap with or without RPA on the DNA substrate assembled similar as used in A and B, but without 
dNTPs to prevent DNA synthesis. 
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concentration dependence on RPA inhibition that requires a large excess of RPA for significant 
inhibition (19,27).   Regardless of the weak inhibition observed, we found RPA has a significant 
impact in promoting Pif1 unwinding over FEN1 cleavage.  Without RPA, FEN1 and Pif1 compete 
for access to the 5’ flap and results in a rate and level of full-length product formation that is mid-
way between Pif1 or FEN1 alone (Figure 9A).  However, in the presence of RPA, reactions 
containing Pif1 behave identically whether or not FEN1 is present (Figure 9A).  This finding is 
supported by work revealing that RPA inhibition of FEN1 was amplified by Pif1 (15).  This result 
suggests that only weak inhibition of FEN1 by an RPA-bound long flap is sufficient to favor Pif1 
binding and unwinding and further emphasizes the importance of FEN1 activity in cleaving the 5’ 
entry point for Pif1 before a long flap can form.   
Together, these results reveal that the cyclical actions of Pol δWT and FEN1 during nick 
translation are sufficient to prevent Pif1 from acting on the DNA substrate.  However, the presence 
of a long RPA bound 5’ flap blocks FEN1 from cleaving the 5’ flap and protecting the substrate 
from Pif1 entry.   
5E.  DISCUSSION 
Transcription occurs during DNA replication and can impose many impediments on DNA 
synthesis.  Active transcription creates torsional stress that can promote the formation of DNA 
secondary structures or R-loops known to be a barrier to DNA replication (28,29) .  Transcriptional 
machinery moving in the opposite direction of DNA replication forks can cause a destructive head-
on collision that can result in arrested forks (3,4,30,31).  However, even prior to transcription, 
many transcriptional factors are tightly bound throughout the genome to guide transcription 
initiation.  One such protein is Rap1, a highly abundant protein involved in both transcription and 
formation of the nucleoprotein complex at telomeres (32).  Rap1 is a high affinity DNA binding 
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protein that is a strong block to DNA synthesis by Pol δ and replication through Rap1 required the 
activity of the DNA helicase Pif1 (22).  Rap1 was also identified in a genome wide analysis of 
Okazaki fragment junctions that found these junctions correlated to transcription factor binding 
sites, specifically Abf1, Rap1, and Reb1 (5).  As only three transcription factors were identified as 
the major contribution to the correlation, it begged the question if all tightly binding transcription 
factors are blocks to DNA synthesis or only a select few.  Thus, we tested the ability of the 
transcription factors Reb1 and Tbf1 to hinder DNA synthesis by Pol δ.   
We show that both Reb1 and Tbf1 were similarly strong blocks to Pol δDV in the absence 
of RPA, suggesting that both Tbf1 and Reb1 are tightly binding proteins.  Despite the degree of 
stalling caused by both Tbf1 and Reb1, RPA was able to stimulate Pol δDV to replicate through 
Tbf1, but not Reb1.  These results suggest that not all tightly bound proteins found on genomic 
DNA will pose a significant block to DNA replication. Previous work from the lab showed that S. 
cerevisiae Rap1 is a strong block to DNA replication and the activity of the Pif1 helicase is needed 
for its removal. For Rap1, the crystal structure of its DNA binding domain bound to a specific site 
showed that it binds one face of DNA and the C-terminal tail of the DNA binding domain loops 
around the DNA to form a closed complex (33).  In this case, it would be reasonable to postulate 
that this specific DNA binding configuration may largely contribute to Rap1’s ability to form a 
strong barrier to the progression of an incoming DNA polymerase.  However, our observation that 
Reb1 and Tbf1 are also blocks to the activity of DNA Pol δ does not support this conclusion.  
While there is no crystal structure of S. cerevisiae Reb1, crystal structures of S. pombe Reb1 
suggest that Reb1 simply binds one surface of the DNA (34). Future work will be needed to 
determine whether DNA binding affinity and/or specific DNA binding modes may contribute to 
defining the ability of a DNA bound protein to act as a barrier to DNA replication.  Our data 
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provide a clear example of two protein barriers to DNA replication that can be dealt with by 
different factors: either the simple binding of RPA and its stimulation of DNA synthesis or the 
ATP dependent DNA unwinding activity of an accessory helicase, such as Pif1.  Consistent with 
their reported role in vivo (5,35,36), it is possible that Rap1 and Reb1 are indeed two of the most 
prominent transcription factors that strongly block DNA replication and, if needed, require the 
activity of an accessory helicase to be removed.   
During DNA replication, nucleosomes are removed from in front of the replication fork 
and redeposited behind the fork, randomly distributed between the two daughter strands (8-13).  
This process of nucleosome recycling deposits nucleosomes directly in the path of lagging strand 
replication.  It is possible that nucleosomes may serve as a barrier to prevent excessive re-
replication by obstructing Pol δ strand displacement synthesis during lagging strand replication.  
Indeed, in vivo isolated Okazaki fragments were found to display length periodicity similar to 
micrococcal nuclease (MNase) treated nucleosome arrays (5).  Furthermore, genome wide 
alignment of Okazaki fragment junctions to nucleosome positioning was highly correlative (5).  
Nucleosomal regulation of Okazaki fragment length is supported by work using an in vitro 
reconstituted replication system that supports bidirectional leading and lagging strand replication 
and showed lagging strand Okazaki fragments were similar to lengths seen in vivo (100-300 nts) 
only in the presence of chromatin (14).  On naked DNA, much longer and heterogeneous lengths 
were observed.  Though on our 601 Widom substrate, Pol δWT was not able to perform sufficient 
strand displacement to reach the nucleosome, we were able to use the exonuclease deficient Pol 
δDV with stronger strand displacement activity to show that a nucleosome is indeed a strong barrier 
to DNA synthesis by Pol δ.   
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Pif1 is a DNA helicase implicated in multiple processes involving DNA synthesis, 
including initiating long flap extension during Okazaki fragment maturation (15,16,21,37,38) and 
stimulating Pol δ DNA synthesis and bubble migration during break induced replication (BIR) 
(39,40).  BIR can travel many kilobases even to the ends of the chromosome (41,42).  Thus, during 
BIR, nucleosomes and transcription factors must be removed, since, as we show here, select 
transcription factors and nucleosomes are a strong block to Pol δ.  It is possible that Pif1 not only 
stimulates DNA synthesis during these processes, but also is responsible to alleviating blocks from 
the path of DNA synthesis.  Indeed, we reveal here that Pif1 is sufficient to remove a variety of 
protein blocks, including a tightly positioned nucleosome.   
Previously, the ability of Pif1 to displace a nucleosome had not been explored.  Here we 
show that surprisingly Pif1 was able to stimulate efficient DNA replication through a nucleosome 
in the presence of RPA.  The nucleosomes bound to our DNA substrate were positioned using the 
601 Widom sequence and are highly stable (26).  Because Pif1 is able to disrupt an artificially 
strong 601 positioned nucleosome, Pif1 is expected to be able of displacing naturally bound 
nucleosomes.  Here we showed evidence supporting Pif1 ejecting a nucleosome rather than 
pushing it.  This result may arise from the strong positioning of the nucleosome, as the 601 
sequence contains the flexible nucleotide pair TA about every 10 bases which aligns with the 
helical repeat (26,43) that makes it energetically unfavorable to slide (44).  Computational analysis 
of the nucleosome sliding on substrates with or without the periodic TA pairs revealed that DNA 
without TA positioning are more likely to undergo frequent reversible sliding (44).   It is possible 
that a nucleosome positioned on random DNA may be more suited to sliding and, thus, more apt 
to being pushed by Pif1 helicase activity.  Therefore, the ability of Pif1 to eject or push a 
nucleosome may depend on the sequence the nucleosome is assembled on.   
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Here we show that the combined activities of RPA and Pif1 result in efficient disruption of 
nucleosomes.  In a cell, RPA is abundantly present during DNA replication, thus, Pif1 activity 
during lagging strand replication could result in extensive nucleosome disruption.  Because 
nucleosomes contain important epigenetic marks that are carefully maintained during DNA 
replication, the action of Pif1 at Okazaki fragment junctions could not only lead to excessive re-
replication, but also loss of epigenetic integrity.  Thus, we tested if FEN1 could play a protective 
role in preventing Pif1 stimulation of replication through a nucleosome.  During lagging strand 
replication, FEN1 travels with the PCNA-Pol δ complex and cleaves short flaps generated by Pol 
δ during strand displacement DNA synthesis into the downstream Okazaki fragment (45,46).  
Importantly, consistent with a recent study (14), in my work I showed that a nucleosome was also 
a block to FEN1-mediated nick translation. Similar to our work, they showed that Pol δWT had 
limited strand displacement synthesis that resulted in stalling at the nick of the downstream duplex 
regardless of the presence of a nucleosome.  Only after the addition of FEN1 did DNA synthesis 
extend into the duplex region and reveal that a nucleosome was a strong barrier to nick translation 
(14).  By repetitively cleaving short flaps, FEN1 would remove the 5’ entry point for Pif1, limiting 
Pif1’s opportunity to create a long flap.   
Indeed, FEN1 was sufficient to suppress Pif1-stimulated replication through a nucleosome 
during nick translation.  Even on a nucleosome free substrate, Pif1 was not able to overcome FEN1 
cleavage and stimulate replication. On the other hand, we showed that on a substrate with a 
preformed flap in the absence of RPA, FEN1 and Pif1 compete for the flap to an extent that results 
in full-length product formation mid-way between FEN1 and Pif1 alone, suggesting both FEN1 
and Pif1 are equally effective on long flaps.   On the other hand, while an RPA-bound flap only 
moderately inhibited FEN1 cleavage, it was sufficient to promote Pif1 unwinding through a protein 
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block at rates similar to reactions with Pif1 only.  This finding agrees with others that showed the 
presence of Pif1 amplified the RPA dependent inhibition of FEN1 long flap cleavage (15) and 
suggest that only minimal inhibition of FEN1 is needed to give Pif1 the advantage in accessing the 
flap.  These findings emphasize the importance of FEN1 during lagging strand replication in 
limiting Pif1 activity and, thus, preventing re-replication and potentially epigenetic loss. 
 Our work supports a model in which coupling nucleosome assembly to DNA replication 
prevents excessive re-replication but requires a protective mechanism against Pif1 unwinding 
(Figure 10).  While FEN1 is able to prevent Pif1 entry during nick translation, the formation of an 
RPA-bound flap promotes Pif1 stimulation of DNA replication, likely resulting in excessive re-
replication and potential epigenetic loss.  On the other hand, the ability of Pif1 to allow replication 
 
Figure 10:  Model of FEN1 and nucleosome protection of re-replication during Okazaki fragment maturation.  
Nucleosomes are able to block Pol δ DNA synthesis, and, predominantly, travelling along with Pol δ, FEN1 will 
cleave short flaps formed by Pol δ strand displacement activity, removing Pif1 access point for unwinding and 
protecting against Pif1 stimulation of DNA through nucleosome.  However, a delay in endonucleolytic cleavage by 
FEN1 could result in an extended 5’ flap that could bind RPA and promote Pif1 unwinding.  Pif1 unwinding could 
allow replication through a downstream nucleosome and cause potential loss of epigenetic information or re-
replication of downstream Okazaki fragments. 
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through a nucleosome is likely crucial during BIR to promote DNA synthesis and bubble migration 
over many kilobases of chromatin.   
5F.  MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Proteins and DNA substrates 
Both variants of S. cerevisiae DNA polymerase d, Pol δWT and Pol δDV (D520V), were 
purified from a yeast overexpression system as described previously (31).  S. cerevisiae RPA, 
PCNA, and RFC were purified as previously described (32-34).  S. cerevisiae Pif1 was purified as 
previously described.  Reb1 and Tbf1 were purified using heparin and ion exchange columns.   
Reb1 and Tbf1 DNA substrates were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, 
IA).  The 3’ biotinylated DNA template strand was annealed to a 5’ fluorescently labelled primer 
and unlabeled top strand.  The reaction was heated to 95°C and allowed to slowly reach room 
temperature.  601 nucleosome DNA substrate was generated by PCR using a 5’ biotinylated and 
fluorescently labelled forward primer and reverse primer either unlabeled or 5’ biotinylated.  PCR 
product was isolated using PCR Clean Up.  Purified PCR product was nicked using NtBbvCI 
nickase at 37°C and purified once more with PCR Clean Up.  601 DNA substrate was quantified 
by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm on a Varian Cary-100 spectrophotometer.  Human 
octamers were purchased from EpiCypher.  Nucleosome in vitro assembly was performed through 
salt dialysis with a 1.8-fold excess of human octamer to DNA and stored at 4°C. 
Primer extension assays 
Primer extension assays were carried out in Buffer TM (20 mM Tris-HCL, pH 7.8, 8 mM 
MgAc2, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mg/ml BSA) with 50 mM NaCl for Reb1 and Tbf1 assays and 100 mM 
NaCl for nucleosome assays.  Replication assays were performed with 20 nM of the DNA 
substrate.  A standard loading protocol was followed (35) using the following final concentrations 
of each component.  RFC (20 nM) and PCNA (20 nM) were allowed to react with the biotinylated 
DNA substrate in the presence of streptavidin (20 nM) and ATP (1 mM) for 2 min at 30°C, 
followed by 30 sec incubation of RPA (40 nM) and Reb1 (40 nM) or Tbf1 (80 nM) where 
mentioned.  The reactions were started with the addition of Pol δ (20 nM), with or without Pif1 
(40 nM) or FEN1 (20 nM).  At the indicated times the reactions were stopped by the addition of 
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80 mM EDTA, 0.08? SDS and incubated at 55°C for 10 min.  After the addition of formamide 
(50% final) and bromophenol blue, the samples were heated at 95°C for 2 min and analyzed on a 
12% denaturing polyacrylamide gel, pre-run for 1.5 hrs in 0.5x TBE.  The gels were scanned using 
a Typhoon 9400 Variable Mode Imager (GE Healthcare), monitoring the Cy3 fluorescence of the 
labelled primer.  Accumulation of the full length product was quantified using ImageQuant; the 
background was subtracted using the rubber-band option in ImageQuant and the intensity of full 
length product was normalized to the intensity of the lane.  The reported values in the figures are 
the mean and standard deviation from three independent replicates.  Reactions performed with the 
601 substrate were performed similarly, except the concentrations of the proteins were doubled.  
The DNA was ethanol precipitated prior to loading in the gel and then ran on an 8% gel that was 
pre-run in 1x TBE.   
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6A.  BINDING STUDIES OF REB1 AND TBF1 PROTEIN BARRIERS 
In Chapter 4, I investigated two proteins, Reb1 and Tbf1, that are expected to have similar 
binding configurations, but display differences in their blocking ability.  Because both Reb1 and 
Tbf1 are fairly strong blocks to Pol δ DNA synthesis in the absence of RPA, it is likely that they 
both form tight complexes with DNA.  However, their binding affinity has yet to be measured and 
may contribute to the degree of blocking ability that they possess.  Changes in the anisotropy of a 
DNA substrate upon protein binding can be monitored and used to perform binding studies on 
DNA binding proteins.  Previously, a former lab member used this technique to study the binding 
of Tbf1 to DNA.  The Tbf1 binding was suitable to study using this technique as Tbf1 binding to 
DNA results in significant changes in anisotropy.  Thus, Tbf1 binding was tested under a variety 
of conditions: different DNA substrates at different concentrations in numerous salt 
concentrations.  However, similar attempts to study Reb1 has been stunted because of the small 
degree of change in anisotropy seen by Reb1 binding.  It is possible that the size of the DNA 
substrate was not long enough to contain the entire Reb1 protein.  Indeed, initial studies on the 
blocking ability of Reb1 suggested that Reb1 was a weak block, but, once the duplex region 
containing the binding logo was lengthened Reb1 displayed much stronger blocking ability.  These 
findings suggest that the original length of DNA used for both the primer extension assays and the 
anisotropy experiments were too short to contain the entire Reb1 protein.  Thus, lengthening the 
DNA substrate may result in a larger anisotropy signal increase caused by Reb1 binding and allow 
Reb1 binding to be studied using anisotropy methods.   
On the other hand, if the binding affinity of Reb1 and Tbf1 is fairly high, anisotropy 
techniques may not be sufficient to measure the binding affinity.  Indeed, similar anisotropy 
experiments were performed on Rap1, a tight binding protein and a strong DNA replication block, 
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and they were not sufficient to calculate the binding affinity.  This limitation arises from the need 
to perform experiments using a DNA concentration that is below the Kd of the protein being tested 
to calculate the binding affinity.  As the anisotropy signal is emitted by the DNA, there is a limit 
to how low of DNA concentration can be used to still receive a significant change in anisotropy 
upon protein binding.  If this is the case with Reb1 and Tbf1, it may be necessary to perform ITC 
binding experiments instead.  In this case, the binding affinity of Rap1 could also be attempted for 
comparison.  One of the limitations of ITC is the large quantities of reagents required, but large 
quantities of Rap1, Reb1, and Tbf1 can be purified in our hands.  By using this technique, it is 
likely a true binding affinity of Rap1, Reb1, and Tbf1 can be determined.  This insight may provide 
a better understanding for the differences seen in the blocking ability of Reb1 and Tbf1.   
Once a reliable method for determining the binding affinity has been found, mutants of 
Rap1, Reb1, and Tbf1 can be made and tested for both binding affinity and blocking ability.  
Published crystal structures of Rap1, spReb1, and hTRF1 and hTRF2 (human homologs of Tbf1) 
can be used to guide mutational studies.  For example in Rap1, the C-terminal tail of the binding 
domain loops around the DNA to form a closed complex.  We proposed that this tail may 
significantly contribute to the blocking strength of Rap1; however, the effect of this loop region 
on Rap1 blocking ability has yet to be tested.    
6B.  MONITORING THE COUPLING OF DNA SYNTHESIS AND PIF1 UNWINDING BY 
SINGLE MOLECULE FLUORESCENCE TECHNIQUES 
Work in Chapter 2 suggests that the primary mechanism of Pif1 unwinding involves 
repetitive unwinding of short stretches of DNA.  However, in a cell, Pif1 is able to stimulate long 
distance strand displacement synthesis during break induced replication (BIR).  Thus, we proposed 
that Pif1 stimulates DNA synthesis through iteratively unwinding short stretches of DNA, and, 
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reciprocally, DNA synthesis stimulates Pif1 unwinding by filling in the ssDNA gap and limiting 
reannealing of the unwound DNA.  However, thus far we have only monitored either Pif1 
unwinding (Chapter 2) or Pif1’s impact on DNA synthesis (Chapters 2-5).  To investigate the 
potential reciprocal impact of these two processes, Pif1 helicase activity would need to be 
monitored concurrently with DNA synthesis.  One potential route to simultaneously monitor Pif1 
activity and DNA synthesis is by integrating single-molecule approaches to study replication of 
individual DNA molecules and the interplay between DNA synthesis and DNA unwinding in 
facilitating the removal of protein barriers. 
Single-molecule fluorescence imaging is an approach that takes advantage of the powerful 
flexibility of simultaneous detection of different fluorescently labeled elements and has been 
successfully employed to study different aspects of DNA replication.  Using this technique, 
individual DNA molecules that have been attached to a surface can be used to study DNA synthesis 
by PCNA-bound Pol δ and the role of Pif1 in facilitating DNA synthesis through a protein barrier.  
Though my work on transcription factor proteins focused on Reb1 and Tbf1, Rap1 has also been 
extensively studied in our lab, even to the extent that fluorescently labeled Rap1 variants that 
preserve their DNA binding activity have been generated.  Rap1 forms a sequence dependent tight 
complex with DNA and replication through Rap1 requires Pif1.  Thus, Rap1 is an ideal candidate 
for a protein barrier to studying the interplay between DNA synthesis and DNA unwinding in 
facilitating the removal of protein barrier.   To this end, a DNA substrate supporting rolling circle 
replication can be engineered to contain an array of high affinity Rap1 binding sites.  DNA 
synthesis can be monitored via the displacement of a fluorescent intercalating dye in the presence 
of different DNA replication components: PCNA-Pol δ with or without the barrier in the presence 
or absence of Pif1.  These experiments will allow us to detect the effect of Pif1 on the rate and 
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extent of DNA synthesis.  Alternatively, progression of the PCNA-Pol δ complex can be directly 
monitored by the use of fluorescently labeled and active PCNA that has been generated previously 
in our lab.  Use of the fluorescently labeled Rap1 can be used to directly monitor the fate of the 
protein barrier during DNA synthesis.   
In Chapter 5, I raise the question of whether Pif1 disrupts a nucleosome by pushing or 
ejecting it from the DNA.  In primer extension assays, the fate of the nucleosome cannot be 
detected and, thus, it is difficult to address this question.  Furthermore, in primer extension assays, 
a 601 sequence is needed to direct a nucleosome to a precise location, but the use of a strong 
nucleosome positioning sequence may limit the possibility of nucleosome sliding because of the 
periodically spaced dinucleotide TA that makes it energetically unfavorable to slide along the 
DNA.  On the other hand, single molecule fluorescence techniques like those described above 
could allow detection of both a nucleosome block and DNA synthesis.  Directly monitoring a 
fluorescently labeled nucleosome alleviates the need for a strong positioning sequence and allows 
the fate of a nucleosome to be detected during DNA synthesis.  Furthermore, if Pif1 is able to push 
a weakly positioned nucleosome, it is possible that pushing an array of nucleosomes would become 
increasingly difficult as the nucleosomes were pushed against each other.  Once again this could 
be monitored in a single molecule fluorescent system.   
An alternative approach to single molecule fluorescence imaging, is single molecule force 
spectroscopy.  Due to the difference in persistence length of dsDNA and ssDNA, this method is 
exquisitely sensitive to changes in DNA length upon DNA unwinding.  Thus, a hairpin DNA that 
mimics a forked duplex can be embedded in a DNA substrate held by its ends.  Changes in force-
extension (or opening) of the DNA hairpin can be monitored and used to determine the kinetics of 
DNA unwinding or DNA synthesis simultaneously or separately. The hairpin can be modified to 
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contain either arrays of high-affinity Rap1 binding sites or nucleosome positioning sequences, 
allowing the investigation of how barriers are removed to allow efficient DNA replication. 
Together, these proposed experiments will shed light on the interplay between DNA 
synthesis and helicase unwinding.  Because of the many diverse roles of Pif1 in the cell, the study 
of how DNA synthesis and Pif1 helicase activity are integrated is important for our understanding 
of how this class of enzymes works in the cell.   
